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To Willard 0. Ash, the founding dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences and the man responsible for hiring me at the
University of North Florida. As a fledgling faculty member I
gained great admiration for Will Ash, for his creation of the
Venture Studies Program, his wise and dispassionate counsel,
the dignity of his comportment, and his delightful sense of
humor. Since his retirement I have missed him greatly.

FOREWORD

The decade of the fifties in the United States was a period of intense
planning by public and private authorities in a frantic effort to accommodate overwhelming numbers of would-be college students. During
the sixties scores of new schools opened annually and even more older
institutions were expanded and upgraded. It was in that period that the
number of public universities in Florida tripled and most of the State's
twenty-eight community colleges began classes for the first time . The
last two of the new universities, Florida International University and the
University of North Florida, were authorized in 1965 and admitted their
first students in 1972.
As it developed, these institutions were unique in that they provided
the last opportunity in the State for educators to develop every facet of a
university. Very few public universities were initiated anywhere in the
United States after that date and it appears unlikely that another surge of
building will occur in the foreseeable future. By the time the final approval was granted for the actual start of the University of North Florida
and the President was appointed, there were clear signs that higher
education was in trouble. For years the State of Florida had allocated
huge sums of tax dollars for the expansion of universities and community colleges - always in response to political demands - and other
public programs were growing at a rapid rate also. Taxpayers were
beginning to insist upon accountability.
Meanwhile the nation was attempting to maintain extremely ambitious social programs while at the same time finance the thoroughly
unpopular Viet Nam war. By the end of the sixties student dissension,
v
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campus riots, and tragedies such as the Kent State incident created a new
public attitude toward colleges which bordered on the hostile. At the
time there appeared to be little doubt that the average citizen had abandoned any reverence he may have held for seats of higher learning.
Undaunted by this environment, but certainly aware of it , the initial
staff at UNF set about to establish an institution which they hoped and
fully expected would last forever - there being no evidence that any
State institution had ever been obliterated once begun. The first appointments were all " known quantities," whose performance, capabilities,
and personalities were calculated to mesh well during the hectic early
days of planning. The selection theory was sound and its implementation
was reasonably successful.
Planning this new school was complicated by the Regents ' intention
that it be an upper-level and graduate school rather than the traditional
four-year college. The upper-level concept was pioneered (among public
institutions) at Florida Atlantic University in 1964 and it appears in a few
other states today. The seq\lence of its establishment benefitted UNF,
however, in that personnel from other new institutions, both traditional
and upper-level, could be employed to make "only new mistakes."
From mid-1969 through the first few years of the operation of UNF,
the staff and faculty members had a rare and exciting chance to create an
entire university. Almost everyone participated in lengthy debates over
philosophy, expectatiqns - and reality. As the number of personnel
grew, much of the team relationship inevitably diminished but despite
criticism to the contrary, opportunity for participation remained
available to a great degree. Everyone, from the President to the clerical
staff, was involved in everything from parking policies and office furniture to class schedules and college organization. It was fun and it was
frustrating. It was exhausting and it was rewarding.
The "game plan" at the time called for a conservative approach,
reasoning that the characteristics of the community and the attitude of
the public so indicated. A traditional format would be less suspect and an
easier adjustment for a new faculty working together for the first time.
On the other hand, it was perhaps the only time fresh ideas could be easily initiated. From numerous innovative concepts a few were selected for
implementation and some appeared to fare well for a time. Possibly all
would be healthy today if more and better administrative care had been
exercised.
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The original administrative group subscribed to the philosophy of
"governance by persuasion," reasoning that while a small amount of
faculty dissent would be normal and probably healthy, a significant
degree of opposition from the ''front line'' could easily and quickly
destroy the infant organization. When persuasion failed, and it did from
time to time, the administration attempted adjustment rather than confrontation . In an ideal arrangement with all parties seeking the objective
of institutional improvement, this strategy might result in a better
university. At UNF there were some who were not moved by such noble
purpose apparenty and the fresh ideas died from malnutrition. From the
inception the innovative programs at UNF seemed to devolve inexorably
into the traditional. Despite a general antipathy toward innovation,
however, there was no lack of dedication to high academic quality at
UNF and remarkably sound programs emerged in a few years.
The story of the beginning of a university is most accurately written by
those who experienced it and so it is well that this history is recorded
now. When, or if, other new schools are established in the future, there
are lessons to be learned here. If the start of those institutions initiated
during the sixties were all recorded and could be compared, an administrative textbook would result. The millions of variables affecting
the development of a project as complex as a university ensure a high
degree of unpredictability so success may be due to blind luck rather
than skill - but how does one measure success in a university anyway?

Thomas G. Carpenter
Memphis State University
September 15, 1982

PREFACE

All of us who brought our scratch pads and dreams to the University of
North Florida a decade or more ago can recognize ourselves in Warren
Rose's April 12, 1976, letter to James Parrish, Dean of the College of
Business Administration. After helping to build the initial UNF curriculum as the chairperson of the Department of Transportation and
Logistics, Rose decided to return to the University of Houston, a decision
which brought back proud memories:
It has been my distinct pleasure to participate in a rare event the planning and opening of a new university. The experiences
have been highly memorable and rewarding. Walking over a dirt
path on a hot August day and being told that the campus would be
over by those pines; getting stuck on the way back and having to
walk a mile to Beach Boulevard; sharing a strong group
cohesiveness and a sense of purpose in the planning function at the
Chamber of Commerce building; telling the community who we
are and what we represent; welcoming the charter class; and attending the first graduation. We have been indeed fortunate to
share and treasure these events.

The following pages contain the memories of over fifty UNF faculty
members and administrators who shared their thoughts and judgments
in a series of oral interviews. I have tested these memories against the
written record and have tried to balance the benefits of participant
observation with the dangers of bias that intensive involvement
sometimes entails. I have also tried to remember that some issues that
lX
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seem passionately important at the end of a decade, may seem insignificant two or three decades later - after we have gained the perspective
that time and comparative experiences will bring.
The idea for this book originated with Dr. Andrew A. Robinson when
he was Interim President of the University. He and Dr. John P. Minahan,
then Vice President for Academic Affairs, asked me to write a serious
and analytical history of the University and agreed to provide complete
access to the records, correspondence and data stored in their respective
offices. If there are skeletons hidden in the UNF closets that are not
discussed in this book, it is because I overlooked them or judged them
lacking in long-term significance, not because access was denied to me.
Although I worried during the fifteen months that I worked on this book
that some form of censorship might eventually be exercised, I am pleased to say that this did not happen. Universities generally profess to
believe in freedom of intellectual inquiry, but I wonder how many
would have provided the unhindered access that UNF afforded me.
One of Dr. Robinson's goals for the project was to collect the memories
and judgments of the people who built the University while they are
alive and can still remember significant events and details. There is now
a sizeable collection of transcripts and tape recordings of oral interviews
on deposit in the Thomas G. Carpenter Library. They are primarily of
local interest, but should also be of general value to scholars of higher
education in Florida.
It has been my intention that this book should offer insights from our
experiences to those persons who will someday have the good fortune
that we have had, to build a university from their own scratch pads and
dreams.
Another goal I had was to derive some internal institutional benefits by
taking a hard look backward; amidst the hectic pace of our early years
we had too few chances to patiently analyze events, to scrutinize our
priorities, and to chart together our future directions. We were too busy
keeping our heads above water. If we made important mistakes during
our early years, it may be of benefit to ponder them before rushing into
our second decade.
Readers interested in a study of the more than 40,000 students who
have enrolled in UNF credit courses over the past decade will be disappointed that this book only indirectly discusses student activities.
Similarly, the role that non-academic units like Physical Facilities and
the Registrar 's Office played in UNF's history are viewed only inciden-
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tally. The extensive contributions of dedicated civil service employees
like Helon Evans, Janice Nowak, Jo Mobley, and Doris Wilson, all of
whom can remember the hectic schedules and space-sharing at UNF's
early headquarters at the Chamber of Commerce building, are greatly
appreciated but are not discussed here either. Given the constraints of
time and resources, it seemed wise to limit the focus of this book to
UNF's origins, site selection and construction, curriculum building, and
the administrative and faculty activities directly related to a decade of instructional programs.

* * *
I am indebted to many people for help in preparing this book. The
greatest obligation is to my wife, Joan Moore, who carefully edited, critiqued and encouraged throughout, who listened patiently and lifted my
spirits repeatedly.
I am especially grateful to Dr. Minor Chamblin for several interviews
he conducted and for advice and critical readings of the early drafts; to
Marge Sundby, who did a remarkable job of transcribing more than fifty
oral interviews and typing the manuscript drafts; and to Patricia Kenney
for research assistance. I also wish to thank Dr. David Jacobsen, Dr. R.
Grann Lloyd, Dr. Adam Darm and Mr. Andrew Farkas for chapterlength manuscripts on the College of Education, the College of Business
Administration, the Division of Technologies and the UNF Library,
respectively.
This book was read and approved by two committees and was enhanced by their numerous suggestions. The first was a screening committee comprised of Curtis Bullock, George Corrick, Jim Haywood, Bud
Newman, James Parrish, and Andrew Robinson; the second was a
University-wide faculty committee which included Paul Eggen, Edward
Healy, Frank McLaughlin and Betty Meers. To Betty Meers, a special
thank you for careful proofreading, for recommendations on style, for
picking the title out of the text, and for a brief manuscript on the UNF
Skills Center.
Bud Newman gave much needed help with the photographs as well as
frank and useful advice; Owen Sellers showed me the remote sections of
the campus; Larry Davis, Jane Decker, James Thomas, and Don Thibault
provided photographs; Marilyn Suhr and Margene Green provided
statistical data; Jo Mobley and Helon Evans found answers to several
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questions; Susan Manier typed the photograph captions; Marsha Fox and
Lorraine Patterson helped with a variety of tasks and tolerated my
pestering. For final proofing I am grateful to William Caldwell, Betty
Meers, Peter Salus, William Slaughter and Allen Tilley.
Vital to the book were the many people who gave generously of their
time and memories in the interviews conducted for this study.
Telephone and brief informational interviews were not tape recorded
and are cited in the footnotes where appropriate . Interviews with the
persons listed below were taped and transcribed; most can be consulted
in the UNF Archives. I am very grateful to Sgt . John Anderson, Willard
Ash, Barbara Bunch, William Caldwell, James Cangelosi, Thomas
Carpenter, Minor Chamblin, Dale Clifford, George Corrick, Darwin
Coy, James Crooks, Adam Darm, Jane Decker, Steven DeLue, Carol
DeMort, Paul Eggen, Andrew Farkas, Jack Funkhouser, Lawrence
Green, Mary Grimes, Bruce Gutknecht, Ward Hancock, Gary Harmon,
Doug Hartley, Jim Haywood, Edwarp Healy, Cherrill Heaton, Jay
Huebner, Richard Hirte, Jack Humphries, Roy Lassiter, John Leeson,
Leonard Lipkin, Robert Loftin, Richard McArdle, Frank McLaughlin,
John Minahan, James Mittelstadt, Thomas Mongar, Jack Netcher, C. L.
Overturf, James Parrish, Ann Radwan, Andrew Robinson, Samuel
Russell, Peter Salus, Herb Sang, William Slaughter, Bette Soldwedel,
Tim Starling, Robert Siudzinski, Allen Tilley, Jesse Tynes, Ellis White,
and Gerson Yessin.
Finally, a special thank you to the entire staff of Instructional Communications for type-setting and preparing the text and photographs for
printing. To Jack Funkhouser, Paul Karabinis, Paul Ladnier, Terry
Medaris, John Morrell , and especially Clifford Milligan, Sr., your patience and hard work are appreciated.
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Chapter One

"AFTER ABOUT TWENTY
YEARS I FINALLY GOT
A UNIVERSITY HERE''

In the early 1960's Duval County was a paradox to higher education
advocates: it was the Florida county most in need of a community college
and a public university, and yet it was the county least likely to provide
the students and atmosphere in which higher education could flourish.
With only 32% ·of its high school graduates enrolled in Florida colleges in
1962, Duval lagged significantly behind the 50% statewide average.'
Even more disappointing to local authorities was the 19% decline in
these figures from 1958.
Duval County officials had long been aware of the need for public
higher education, but ha<l been unable to surmount two major barriers.
Martinez Baker, member of the Duval County Board of Public Instruction, pointed out in 1961 that Duval had qualified for a state-supported
junior college ''years ago,'' but had delayed requesting one because of
fears that the young and struggling Jacksonville University (JU) , a small
private school, would be harmed.2 JU officials and their powerful supporters saw any form of public higher education as a direct threat and
conducted an ongoing effective opposition.
Baker and School Superintendent Ish Brant felt, however, that sufficient time had elapsed for JU to stabilize. On March 10, 1961 , they filed a
request for a feasibility study with the State Department of Education. 3
The Junior College Advisory Board in Tallahassee authorized the study
in November, provided that local authorities conduct and fund it. 4
Although only minimal expenses were required, the feasibility study
was not carried out. The public school system was so woefully short of
operating expenses that any extra expenditure represented a crisis. The
1

2

inaugration of a public junior college system was therefore to be delayed
for several years.
Given its brief history of struggle for survival, it is easily understandable why Jacksonville University officials reacted warily to talk of competing educational institutions. JU was founded in 1934 as Jacksonville
Junior College (]JC) when local businessmen recognized that Jacksonville
was the only city of its size in America without a college .5 For the first
decade only evening classes were taught, and those in rental space
located near the Jacksonville Public Library, on which the college
depended for library services. With a tiny student body fluctuating from
11 to 78, and a part-time faculty drawn largely from local high school
teaching staffs, the school struggled financially. In 1940 Dr. Francis J .
Waterhouse resigned after only one year as president, saying: "I have
been one of the faculty who actually lost money right through the year,
and I cannot sacrifice my interests any further . " 6
In 1944 JJC moved into its own building at 704 Riverside Avenue - a
15-room mansion paid for by funds raised by the Civitan Club of
Jacksonville. Located nearby was Lee High School, where the junior college students used science labs. A Jacksonville City Council's $7,000 subsidy for the 1944 academic year, the first in a series, enabled ]JC to begin
day classes and to employ a full-time faculty. Of equal significance was
the addition of influential and generous community leaders to its Board
of Trustees; men like Carl S. Swisher, Fred Noble, and]. Burton Webster
threw their considerable energies into the college's future .
Jacksonville Junior College had hardly settled into its Riverside Mansion before officials began searching for another site . When the veterans
returned from WW II, the ensuing enrollment explosion made the Riverside location intolerable. An ideal waterfront site across the St . Johns
River in Arlington was purchased in 1947. A remarkably successful
period of fund-raising and construction followed, climaxed by the inaugration of classes at the new campus on October 2, 1950.
]JC officials became increasingly concerned with expanding the curriculum and becoming a four-year college - a major goal at the time the
college was founded . Local business leaders, recognizing that Jacksonville's being the only city of 100,000 or more without a four-year college
was a handicap for recruiting new industry, had been pressuring the college to expand for years.
It was this background that prompted JU President Franklyn A.
Johnson to warn in January 1962 that "too-early opening of the proposed
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state-supported junior college might do serious harm to JU. " 7 Still
recruiting faculty and students for its four-year program, and involved in
an ambitious dormitory construction project , Johnson cautioned that JU
might not be able to withstand the financial competition of a state school.
He proposed instead a contractual agreement: JU would provide the
education and the State would pay a per capita fee for every local resident enrolled as a freshman or sophomore. JU would be spared the competition and the State would save the expense of constructing a campus.
Johnson predicted that Jacksonville would eventually " cultivate a
craving for education" that would make possible "plenty of room for
new institutions. " 8 But at present, with the school board "having such a
difficult time finding money for its elementary and secondary schools,"
Johnson wondered how the County could talk about a public junior college . Here, Johnson 's dart was right on target: a commitment of only
$237,000 was needed to meet Duval's share of expenses. 9 When
Superintendent Brant could neither fund the feasibility study nor commit Duval's share of annual operating expenses, the State withdrew the
county from consideration.
For years the school system had struggled with a monumental financial crisis. When the county population increased from 304,000 in 1950
to 455,400 in 1960, new school plants were built, but classrooms were
still overcrowded and thousands of children were assigned to double sessions.10 In 1960 Duval County had 2.5% of all the pupils in the nation
assigned to double session, causing the local newspapers to speculate on
the possiblility of disaccreditation. 11 Additionally, many students attended classes in school buildings so hazardous that in the Fall of 1959, Fire
Marshall E. C. McDermon had to padlock every Duval school to force
compliance with fire codes. 12
Surprisingly, in 1960 Duval was not a poor county: even though it
ranked 65th out of 67 counties in Florida in the amount of money it expended per pupil, it ranked second from the top in ability to pay . 13 Two
years later conditions had not improved: the Duval County School
System was still short of money, teachers, and space; its per-plJ.pil expenditures were adjudged "skimpy" while it continued to be " one of
Florida's wealthest counties." 14
Newspaper exposes, pressure from citizens' groups, even lawsuits,
failed to effect meaningful change; county officials embraced the status
quo and voters showed little interest. Mayor Haydon Burns blamed state
policy while the schools continued to deteriorate. Finally, in December
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1964, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools revoked accreditation for all 15 Duval County High Schools. Faced with this
disaster, Mayor Burns still blamed the state, saying: "There is no relationship between enrollment growth and the value of taxable real
estate.'' 15
In a sense, Mayor Burns was correct; state law did limit school taxation
to twenty mills - only $20 per $1,000 of home valuation could be
raised - but the other counties in Florida were faced with the same
limitation. The heart of the problem was an unfair assessment policy. In
a 1955 study conducted by the Florida Railroad Assessment Board, it was
found that Duval County property was assessed at only 41.64% of its
true value. 16 Conditions worsened over time: in 1964 the Duval County
Taxpayers Association estimated the assessment rate had actually dropped to 30.52%. Florida's State Constitution also exempted the first
$5,000 of assessed value from school taxation, meaning that
homeowners with property worth $10,000 or $15,000 might pay no tax at
all. The Duval County Taxpayers' Association estimated in 1964 that
60,000 of Duval's 93,500 homesteads were not even on the tax rolls.17
The result was high school graduates inadequately prepared for college
competition with students from other counties in Florida. University of
Florida professors Dr. R. L. Johns and Dr. Robert Wiegman warned that
Duval students wanting to attend junior college faced an additional hurdle: enrollments were so high around the state that there was no room.
Higher education facilities were vitally needed in Duval, Mr. Johns
argued, but " until something is done about adequate financial support
for county schools, Duval can't even think about a junior college." 18
No one in Duval County was more familiar with local problems and
the need for higher education than was Fred Kent, long-time. member
and former chairman of the State Board of Control, and in 1963 chairman
of the State Junior College Advisory Board. Kent lamented the failure of
Duval students to match the 60-65% on-to-college ratios of counties like
Escambia, Palm Beach, and Pinellas, where junior colleges existed.
Pinellas had parlayed its $872,983 local contribution into $9,340,280 of
state money spent in the county. Duval had probably lost between
$8,000,000 to $10,000,000 in state construction funds by failing to start a
junior college.19
Duval County's educational deficiencies were major irritants to State
Senator John E. Mathews, Jr., a graduate of Emory University who
remembered Atlanta's having "thirteen universities that complemented
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each other. " 20 With only JU and Edward Waters College (a small, private
black school) as local institutions of learning, Mathews felt "it was
ridiculous that Jacksonville wasn't more of an educational seller than it
was." The fear at JU that "competing institutions of higher learning of
any type, junior college or four-year university, would hurt them, " was
very shortsighted to Mathews, who believed "that the more universities
you can get in a town , the more they can show off facilities.'' Additional
institutions could only spur enrollments in all of the schools.
Senator Mathews felt that the key issue was accessibility to higher
education at a price Duval County students could afford to pay: "A person who is going to JU is going anyway, it is a private institution and it
costs money . " 2 1 State schools exist "to provide an opportunity for people
who can't pay their (JU's) tuition ." This opportunity was lacking in
Jacksonville, Mathews believed, and he dedicated himself to the task of
bringing both a junior college and a four-year state university to the city.
In Spring 1963 Mathews began his higher education campaign by introducing a bill in the Florida Senate to authorize four-year colleges in
Duval, Dade , and either Orange or Volusia Counties.22 He predicted that
Jacksonville University would not be hurt by a public university in
Duval. Although this bill was killed in committee, an important opening
salvo had been fired. Mathews would reintroduce this legislation in
1965, but during the interim he turned his attention to a junior college
for Duval County.
Mathews and State Representative Fred Schultz introduced companion
bills on May 15, 1965, calling for authorization of a junior college in
Duval County. The bills included $30,000 in planning money, which
Mathews hoped would persuade the Duval School Board to assure the
state that local expenses would be paid .23 The bills passed both houses of
the Legislature on May 30, prompting Fred Schultz to say: "This is the
first time in the history of Florida that a junior college had been created
for which adequate financial support has not previously been pledged by
the county school board." 24 Schultz urged that the Duval tax base be
'' broadened and equalized' ' as the next step toward improving the
schools .
Jacksonville University trustees, many of them long-term friends of
Senator Mathews, worked vigorously in opposition to both of his higher
education bills. Mathews remembers fellow Duval delegation member
Tom Slade voting against an appropriation bill because the trustees " sold
him on the idea it would hurt JU ." 2 5 It became obvious that something
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had to be done when ''they almost looked at me as hell in horns wanting
to bring in these public institutions.'' After some of the trustees became
so angry they would hardly speak to Mathews, he and Representative
Schultz invited JU President Robert H . Spiro and the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees to a meeting. Asked if he was "really serious" about
"this junior college and university," Mathews replied: "I just tell you
right now, it is going to happen. You might as well make your plans to
cooperate . It may take a couple of years, but it is going to happen.''
It took three more years, but Mathews, Schultz, Fred Kent, and the
other backers of public higher education were able to bring a junior college to Jacksonville . When Florida Junior College (FJC) finally began
operations on August 22, 1966, there were 2,321 students enrolled, setting both Florida and national records .26 It had been a very long struggle,
but the response to FJC's opening had proven that Duval County's higher
education needs were more than imagined.
Ironically, at the same time that Mathews was facing vigorous local opposition to expanding higher education in Duval County, there were major efforts underway at the state level to revolutionize and expand
Florida's higher education system. This began in 1954 when the Florida
Board of Control appointed a Council for the Study of Higher
Education. 27 'It was the Council's report that led to the expansion of the
junior college system from 5 local colleges in 1955, when the Florida
Legislature established the Community College Council, to 28 in 1973.
There were only three state universities in Florida at that time - all
located in small towns surrounded by sparsely inhabited rural regions .
Since the state's rapidly expanding population was settling primarily in
the central and southern regions and in metropolitan sections of the
state, changes were needed. Council members advised expansi-on, with
several new universities to be located in the state's most populous
regions . The recommendation led to legislative authorization in 1956 of
what became the University of South Florida, the first new univerity in
the state since 1905. Scheduled to open later were universities in Boca
Raton (now Florida Atlantic Univerity) and in the vicinity of DaytonaOrlando (now the University of Central Florida) .
The next round of university expansion VVJS propelled by events far
from Florida, by events in the USSR and its development in space exploration. The startling success of the Soviet space industry - the
launching of Sputnik in particular - led to a national dedication to
science education and space research . Federal facilities at Cape
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Canaveral took on new importance and billions of federal dollars began
filtering into the Florida economy, with even brighter prospects in space
related industries and spin-off technologies. At this same time, Governor
Farris Bryant appointed state leaders to a Council of 100, asking them to
investigate the state's higher education problems and prospects. By
November 1, 1962, a major study of the state's education facilities had
begun under the direction of Dr. Ralph W. McDonald. 28
In 1963; Space-Age Demands on State Supported Higher Education in
Florida was published with recommendations which soon revolutionized
the state's university system. The report suggested that "the educated
mind is in the Twentieth Century the most important capital asset of any
community, state, or nation. " 29 With a research and development boom
then under way, the state was suffering from a shortage of trained
workers, but college enrollments still lagged far behind potential. Florida
was changing rapidly, but its higher education system was not keeping
pace.
The especially low college attendance figures for Northeast Florida
were discussed by Dr. McDonald in a March 1963 speech in Jacksonville.30 Pointing out that only 4,634 students from Duval, Nassau, Baker,
Clay, and St. Johns counties were enrolled in Florida colleges in Fall
1961, McDonald suggested that enrollments could have been as high as
9,600 if there had been a college in Jacksonville. Data from the Space Era
Study suggested that enrollment could jump to 16,500 by Fall 1970.
Other spokesmen for the Florida Council of 100 expanded on this theme,
claiming that ''brainpower is the new material of our age,'' and stressing
that cities with an abundance of educated ~orkers Were attractive to 'l.ndustries looking for a new location. 31
Congressman Charles E. Bennett· became involved -.in January· 1964
with a letter to JU's-trustees, urging them to transfer their school into the
State University System. 32 As a four-year. public school, Bennett wrote,
JU would be relieved of its financial worries and would soon acquire
graduate courses. With 65,000 veterans in Duval County as a support
group, a public JU had a good chance to add .a. medical school, which)n
turn would enhance the city's chances to acquire a veteran's posp_ital.
These possibilities were not attractive ,to JU's trustee.s, An adamant ,
Carl Swisher "promised to do everything in his power to oppose the
move," stating that 8 or 10 years ago "he had offered to provide a
medical school here." 33 Guy W. Botts, chairman of JU's trustees, sided
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with Swisher. In a letter to the Congressman, he explained the trustees'
thinking: 34
Many people believe that privately supported institutions of higher
learning must be continued so as to frustrate the possibility that
higher education in this country shall not by default become the
sole responsibility of the state . ... If all patrons of education
should abdicate in favor of a state or federally supported system,
there would be a great danger that we would develop stereotyped,
identical programs which would inevitably deliver us into the
hands of a single authority capable of completely rearranging the
whole pattern and subject matter of higher education as we know
it today. Even if there were no danger inherent in a totalitarian approach to education, I still believe the end result could be only the
development of mediocrity.

Although Bennett was disappointed that his proposal was not accepted, he was heartened by Guy Botts' statement that JU would not be
"opposed to the location of a unit of the state univerity system in
Jacksonville. " 35 This cleared the way for civic leaders to work for a
public university to provide not only "greater depth and breadth in the
educational field, but also to enhance the chances of a state medical
school and other benefits which may flow from that." Dismayed by the
city's inability to solve its educational problems (at this time Duval was
still without a junior college), Bennett noted that much smaller Pensacola
already had a junior college and would soon add a four-year school. He
gave vent to these disappointments:36
It seems a paradox to me that the people of Duval County would
pay substantial taxes to support state institutions of higher learning in other areas where the need is less than in our own area when
there is no opposition as far as I know in the state government to
our having such a four-year state institution in Jacksonville right
away.

In the following weeks statements from two JU administrators gave indications that not everyone considered the matter closed. Dr. Ben F.
Rogers warned Jacksonville residents that they must support JU to avert
a state takeover. Extolling the free enterprise system that brought JU into
existence, Rogers said, "It is ridiculous for any businessman to preach
free enterprise and then want to give a private university to the govern-
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ment." 37 Dr. Stuart W. McFarland, Chairman of the Division of Business
Administration, followed with a denunciation of the local business community for inadequate support of JU and again invoked the threat of
state takeover. 38 He warned that JU could be moved to a 1,800 acre site
near St. Augustine if it became a state institution. While these harsh
words apeared to be part of a major fund-raising project under the direction of new president Dr. Robert Spiro, the Jacksonville journal nevertheless editoralized: "Dr. McFarland's warning deserves a closer look on
our part than a yawn and a shrug." 39
The State Board of Control unveiled the long-awaited "Master Plan"
for higher education in Florida in September 1964. The plan called for six
senior colleges, to dovetail with the State's thriving junior colleges, to be
built in urban areas. Among the top priorities was a senior college to
serve Duval, Nassau, Baker, Clay, and St. Johns counties.
Reservations were expressed about the upper-division-only concept,
most strongly by Gert Schmidt, Jacksonville businessman and vicechairman of the Florida Board of Control. Schmidt pointed to the huge
potential for higher education in Duval County, citing the need for
engineering, sciences, pre-medicine, and pre-law. He felt strongly that a
university, either upper-division or four-year, rather than a college, was
needed "because of (Duval's) huge population, geographical location, industrial complex and economic potential." 41
Board chairman Broward Culpepper favored the senior college approach as the best defense against a proliferation of expensive universities. Noting that Florida already had two major universities in the
University of Florida and Florida State University, he warned: "We must
protect the quality and integrity of programs already under way. I don't
think it should be done by Chamber of Commerce pressure or desire to
keep up with the Joneses. " 4 2 The master plan called for UF and FSU to
" place major emphasis on graduate professional study and fundamental
research,'' with undergraduate programs designed to prepare students
for graduate and professional training.
Senator John Mathews was not deterred by this. He was quite familiar
with efforts to protect Florida's established universities, having watched
for years "the University of Florida and Florida State University people
who controlled things, and wanted everything other than just the
minimal. .. " 43 Mathews considered it a big breakthrough when "we
first got the one at Florida Atlantic (University at Boca Raton) and the
one at Pensacola (University of West Florida)" approved by the
legislature.
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Mathews joined Gert Schmidt in emphasizing the potential in Jacksonville. He believed the city should have a full university as well as two
private colleges and a junior college - even ten junior colleges should
thrive. He also felt the city "should have had a medical college a long
time ago - it is still badly needed. ' ' 44 Mathews was still wary about
publicity since his 1963 bill to authorize a university in Duval County
had been killed in committee, but he decided to try again with enthusiasm. This time , he said, 'Tm going to shoot for the moon and get
whatever we can." 4 5
Early in 1965 Governor Haydon Burns pledged to help improve education in Florida. In a speech to the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce,
the governor agreed that Duval County should have a tax-supported
four-year college and a junior college. He also challenged the Chamber to
do something about school disaccreditation: " It is up to you and other interested groups to lead the way to final solution of this great pressing problem.' '46
Speaking for the Chamber of Commerce, Claude J. Yates announced
that the 'Chamber's work program for 1965 included bringing accreditation and quality education to Duval's public schools. He also said the
Chamber' would support a public junior college and JU , as well as a
feasibility study of a state university in Jacksonville.
In April 1965, Senator Mathews steered a bill through the Florida
Senate ' ~utho~izing a feasibility · study for a senior college in Duval
County. A companion bill passed the House in June by a 91-0 vote. 47 This
meant that 't he enabling legislation had passed and an appropriation bill
could be expected in two years, pending a favorable feasibility study.
Prospects for improved ·educati~n facilities in Duval County had neyer
been "so ·p;omi.s i_ng . Only Jacksonville University President Robert H .
Spiro ·sounded a discqrdant not.e with his comp~aint that the ·state ought
no;t build \'.l senior college in Duval County because of a ''political
whim." 48
.
.
J'he ,Feasibility Study was .Published by the Board of Regents in
February 1967, with positive recommendations for a university in Duval
County. 49 The study concluded that Jacksonville qmld support another
university an.cl encouraged that it be opened by September 1972, when
enrollments at the existing state universities were expected to be at a
maximum. Ari· initial enrollment of 1,500 students could be expected,
based bn projected population growth and registration of potential
graduates of Florida Junior College.
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With this encouragement, Senator Mathews resumed his quest , filing
in May a $2,600,000 appropriation bill to construct a four-year university
in Duval County, with a second bill calling for $240,000 in planning
money.so Fearing a defeat, Mathews arranged an alliance between the
Duval and Dade County delegations, with the understanding that each
would receive a university. In 1979, as he looked back on the progression
of events, Mathews believed this alliance was crucial to final passage. si
The bills survived all legislative challenges, but were confronted with
an unexpected shock: on July 3, 1967, Governor Claude Kirk vetoed the
planning bill. He justified the veto as an exercise in fiscal responsibility,
and demanded that the State develop a master plan for higher education.
Two members of the Duval delegation, Tom Slade and Bill Stockton, supported the governor when the attempt to override Kirk's veto failed by
four votes. sz
A construction bill authorizing expenditures of $1 ,300,000 became
law, but Governor Kirk defied all parliamentary moves to pass the planning bill. On August 5, 1967, he vetoed the bill for the fourth time. He
told Florida Times-Union reporter Hank Drane that the bill 's advocates
were "assuming JU is not meeting the needs of the community."s3 The
governor revealed in the same statement that he opposed an independent college in Duval County; he preferred a branch campus of the
University of Florida.
Kirk continued to advocate the branch campus theme in January 1968.
He spoke in favor of state universities for both Dade and Duval counties - despite having vetoed planning money on four occasions - provided they were branch campuses of UF or FSU . Representatives Tom
Slade and John Fisher had been making this argum ent for several months - Slade cheering for UF, Fisher backing FSU. Supporters of a branch
campus, it seems, were only as hard to find as the neare~t alumnus.s 4
Reminding the governor that his own Commission on Quality Education had recommended independent status, Senator Mathews said that
he opposed a branch university for Duval County.ss He feared UF administrators might keep the money in Gainesville if finances became
scarce.
On February 7, 1968, the Florida Senate voted 38-2 in favor of a
$225,850 planning bill introduced by Representative Tom Slade in a
special legislative session on education. 56 With Governor Kirk at that
time in favor of a university in Duval County, the bill was permitted to
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become law . The $225,000 appropriated by the legislature was transferred to the Board of Regents for planning and initial staffing.
At last it appeared that the struggle was over as the Board of Regents
assumed the task of bringing a new university into being. New BOR
Chancellor, Dr. Robert B. Mautz, hurried to Jacksonville to attend a JU
graduation. Predicting that a four-year public university would not be a
threat to JU, Mautz said BOR plans called for the new university to be
"complementary rather than damaging, or destructive of JU." 57
Evidently JU's President Spiro was not impressed. On May 16, he lambasted the new university, so new it lacked a name or a staff, with
charges it would "add nothing" and that it would "merely duplicate" JU
since it was planning "only the same courses we have now." 58 Even
Governor Kirk renewed his attack on independent status for the new
university .59
If there had ever been a truce in the intra-city university wars, Senator
Mathews felt it had been violated . Leaving no doubt that he referred to
JU officials, Mathews said, "Opposition from these same critics resulted
in Duval County being the last metropolitan area in the state to get a
junior college. They said a junior college wasn't needed, that Jacksonville University could fill the need. We are now hearing the same old
story ... that a four-year university isn't needed because it would only
duplicate what Jacksonville University is doing. " 60
Senator Mathews could well have relaxed at this point. Mayor Hans
Tanzler had already appointed a committee to search for a site for the
university and the BOR was searching for a president. 61 In late June
1968, JU officials conceded; they now favored the state university and
welcomed it to Jacksonville. 62
It had been a long, difficult, and sometimes bitter struggle, but Senator
Mathews could look back with pride on his efforts which helped bring a
state university to Duval County. "I've got a clean conscience,"
Mathews said in a 1979 interview. "After about twenty years I finally got
a university here."63
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Chapter Two

''A HUNDRED-YEAR
DECISION:''
SELECTING A SITE

Dr. Robert B. Mautz began as Chancellor of the Florida Board of
Regents in April 1968, haunted by "a horrible feeling that nothing very
much had been done about'' establishing a new university in Duval
County. 1 Although authorized in June 1965, the site had still not been
selected when Mautz took office. He sensed it was important to show the
Legislature that the relatively new BOR could act expeditiously, to
"move just as fast as we possibly could move in order to open the university within a time frame that would say to the Legislature and the people
of Florida that the Regents are an effective body." 2 As one of his first official acts, Mautz sent Jacksonville Mayor Hans Tanzler the Board's
criteria for selecting a site, along with an urgent request to begin immediately.
As the mayor of the recently consolidated city/county government,
Tanzler needed little encouragement. Throughout the sometimes controversial selection process that followed, the Mayor stressed that
prompt action was necessary or Jacksonville might lose the promised
university. On April 26, 1968, he named Gert H. W. Schmidt to chair a
site selection committee. 3 The president of Florida Tractor Corporation,
and for many years a member of the State Board of Control and its successor the Board of Regents, Schmidt seemed an ideal choice. He had
been on the Board when three university sites were chosen and had even
chaired the Facilities Committee which recommends sites for final approval. Schmidt knew the Board, as well as local personalities and potential sites extremely well.
15
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With Schmidt's advice, Mayor Tanzler appointed six additional men to
a committee intended to represent a cross-section of Jacksonville's civic
and business life. Named were
Hugh Abernathy, Vice President of Prudential Insurance Co.;
Charles D. Brooks, respected black educator and Principal of New
Stanton High School;
Rear Admiral Kenneth Craig, Retired, United States Navy;
Justin C. Montgomery, Attorney and President of · the Beaches
Chamber of Commerce;
Jack H. Quaritius, President of Peninsular Life Insurance Co.; and
John T. Trekell, Judge, Duval County Small Claims Court.
Chairman Schmidt urged anyone with ideas for locating the university to
contact members of the committee. 5
The committee worked with criteria developed during the long tenure
of J. Broward Culpepper as Chancellor of the State Board of Control/Board of Regents. When Culpepper took office in 1954, there were
only three universities - the University of Florida, Florida State University, and Florida A&M - all located in the rural and small-town atmosphere of North Florida. During his years as Chancellor, new universities were built at Tampa/St. Petersburg, Boca Raton, Pensacola, and
Orlando. As Culpepper was leaving office, universities for Duval and
Dade counties were authorized, thus continuing the trend of locating the
new schools amidst large population centers.
BOR site criteria for Jacksonville included a very difficult proviso: the
city was required to deed to the State Internal Improvement Fund a
minimum of 1,000 acres for the university campus. The criteria document specified as one of the Essential Criteria that "the site is large
enough to insure future growth and expansion" and that it be ·"in one
unit undivided by highways and railroads." 6
Additional site criteria included the normal provisos that the university be located on soil well-drained and suitable for university construction , away from objectionable noises, industries, pollution, airports, etc.
The community was expected to supply adequate public services - fire
protection, water, electric power, telephone - and the site was to be "so
located that 'travel time' and 'travel distance ' is at a minimum for
students.'' Consideration was to be given to population trends, major
highway access and availability to public transportation.
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Obtaining 1,000 suitable acres in an urban area like Jacksonville
became the committee's major problem, as well as its principal controversy - one that continues. It also explains why Gert Schmidt's request of June 5, 1968, in the Florida Times-Union that landowners with
1,000 or more acres contact him, elicited few responses. Five months
later Mayor Tanzler was still a "little bit disappointed" that no one had
offered either to donate the 1,000 acres or to sell it to the City at a
nominal price. 7
In the face of considerable opposition, the Board remained firm on the
1,000-acre requirement. Mautz remembered teaching in the Law School
at the University of Florida in the 1950's "when the roar of traffic was
such, we weren't air conditioned then, you couldn't teach, you had to
stop teaching until the roar of the traffic subsided. " 8 College campuses
needed protective perimeters, green areas to screen out undesirable
noises and commercial encroachments. In a state like Florida, which had
historically been lenient to developers, Mautz felt ''there is not a politician elected who can resist that pressure over a period of time." 9
Former Chancellor Culpepper and Gert Schmidt shared these sentiments, basing their conclusions on the experiences of Florida State
University. With only a 320-330-acre campus, FSU was continually
hampered as enrollment increases dictated expansion, achieved through
expensive purchases of land contiguous to the original campus. The
cumulative experiences of the State University System had taught the
Board to plan ahead .10
There was ample precedent for the large acreage requirement. The
newer universities at Tampa, Orlando, Pensacola, and Boca Raton had
all begun with campuses in excess of 1,000 acres - and they had all been
located approximately 10 miles from their city centers. Lex Hester, aide
to Mayor Tanzler, remembered that Gert Schmidt "was insistent that
good planning requires a sizeable site or the growth is going to overtake
you. You had to have an enormous amount of acreage." 11 To Hester that
meant that the campus, like Tampa and the others, would have to be
located away from downtown Jacksonville. "Now we couldn't get that
enormous amount of acreage downtown; in fact getting any acreage
downtown was a real problem in terms of time."
As Schmidt, Mautz, Regents Henry Kramer and Chester Ferguson
made clear in the next few weeks, they favored not only a large site; they
also favored a location away from the center city, a site in a traditional
college setting in the woodlands of the suburbs.
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City Council President W. E. Grissett asked the Public Affairs Committee on April 17 to begin studying sites for the new university . 12 Drawing
on Councilman Joe Carlucci's suggestion, Grissett instructed committee
chairman Earl Johnson, a newly elected black councilman, to pay particular attention to slum sites in the central city.
The first serious mention of a slum site had been made early in 1963 by
Dr. 0 . E. Harrell, Chairman of the Jacksonville-Duval Area Planning
Board. 13 He suggested the vicinity of the Municipal Docks and Terminals
along the St. Johns River in the Gator Bowl area. The city owned a great
deal of land there , and athletic facilities were already in place . Responding to the "Space Era Study" and to pressures from the Florida Council
of 100, Dr. Harrell urged that the school concentrate on science,
engineering, medicine, nursing, and pharmacy. Harrell's influence could
still be discerned in the Jacksonville-Duval Area Planning Department
(JDAPD) studies of 1968 and 1969 which again supported a central city
campus. 14
The possibility of a medical school in Jacksonville had prompted
legislative maneuvers from Senator John E. Mathews, Jr. , in April 1963
and had captured the attention of Congressman Charles E. Bennett in
January 1964. 15 In 1968, with a university apparently assured , Marion H .
Sweet, President of Springfield Atlantic Bank, thought the site should be
in Springfield, near the hospital complex. He wanted to locate ''the
university close to that hospital, to eventually get a medical school in that
group.'' 16 Attorney Francis P. Conroy thought locating the university in
the downown area near the hospital complex could lead to " a strong tie
with the University of Florida Medical College [to use] the hospitals as
teaching hospitals.'' 1 7
In May and June of 1968, supporters of a downtown site made forceful
presentations, which were given wide coverage in local newspapers.
Although Springfield supporters appeared to be the most persuasive, advocates of a site to the west of downtown were also heard. Dave Howard
of Howard Publications, Inc., backed a McCoy's Creek site running west
from the old Union Railroad Station through abandoned railroad yards
and adjacent slums in the vicinity of the I-95 and I-10 interchange . 18
With the railroad yard already scheduled for relocation, Howard suggested that the city acquire it by trading land it already owned near Imeson Airport or Blount Island. Locating the university in McCoy's Creek
could trigger urban renewal for much of downtown, Howard believed.
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In a series of persuasive editorials, Richard Martin of the Florida TimesUnion added his prestigious influence to a downtown site, urging community leaders to commit Jacksonville to a new concept in higher education.19 Arguing that locating universities in rural areas was an "outmoded notion,'' Martin advocated the central city for its accessibility to all
segments of the city and for its potential enhancement of faculty and
business interchange and research. Slum clearance could easily trigger
additional urban renewal, with the university serving as an anchor for a
general downtown plan. Even $25 million for land acquisition seemed
reasonable to Martin when he compared it to his vision of the city's
future.
Earl Johnson questioned the need for 1,000 acres by citing the project
under way at Atlanta's Georgia State University. Officials there expected
25,000 students in 1975 on only a 67-acre campus. 20 Richard Martin
published a similar story on Cleveland State University. 21
Late in June 1968, the Duval County Hospital Authority added its considerable support, suggesting a split campus as a way to fulfill the
1,000-acre requirement. Medical studies could be taught at a 200-acre
site in Springfield, with the rest of the campus at McCoy's Creek. This
,-would put Jacksonville in line for a medical school if the state authorized
another. 22 By July, the Downtown Development Council of the Jacksonville Area Chamber of Commerce announced that it, too, was convinced
that a central site was best.23
In the face of growing support for a downtown location, officials with
the Board of Regents stood their ground. They remained convinced the
campus should be placed away from the city. Former Chancellor
Culpepper favored the traditional "college life" that he felt developed
only in the rural/suburban areas,where large tracts of land could be
bought cheaply. Regent Chester Ferguson recommended "l,000 acres
away from the city for economy purposes." 24 He also praised the
Jacksonville Expressway Authority for providing excellent highway access to nearly every part of surburban Duval County.
The most influential regent in site selection matters had normally been
the local representative, in this case Vice-Chairman Henry Kramer, head
of the Food Fair Supermarket chain, who adamantly opposed a
downtown location. He announced on June 3 that he would vote against
anything less than 1,000 acres. Although he and Chester Ferguson were
willing to permit a 300 to 400-acre campus and high-rise buildings for the
new Miami campus, they would not permit that in Jacksonville. 25
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Regent Kramer appeared before the Public Affairs Committee to argue
his point that a downtown campus could never develop a "true university atmosphere." 26 The crowded and restrictive nature of the
downtown, its traffic and parking difficulties, would limit growth of the
university and force high-rise buildings. "True universities" needed
horizontal room to grow, and that could only be accomplished away
from the central city.
Gert Schmidt listened attentively to the debate, telling all groups that
the committee would objectively consider all sites. But finding land
proved to be difficult: he remembers being "absolutely amazed at the
difficulty we were having trying to get land,'' and wondering ''where is
the interest, don't you want a university? My goodness, come on, step
forward. I had to look up the large landowners and sort of twist their
arms, can't you help me out? We need land."27
The committee was subdivided to facilitate inspection of what eventually became 28 potential sites. Larry Cooney, from the staff of the
JDAPD, was assigned to assist the committee with any data, maps, or
studies that might be needed. Schmidt remembers Cooney being of "inestimable value to us." Schmidt and committee members walked,
jeeped, and even helicoptered over the most promising sites and
negotiated with their owners for favorable terms for the City.
The new university was to be "an urban school, dedicated to urban
needs," but it was desirable, Schmidt said, to locate it in an area where
industry could locate nearby. In this way, the "university could be a
catalyst for bringing in modern industry'' and would encourage development of "industrial parks near the school. " 28 If supporters of a
downtown site thought they detected a keen interest in a rural site in
these remarks, they were right. Schmidt continually reminded the community of the 1,000-acre requirement and the difficulty of finding that
much land in the downtown area. By late July, Schmidt had made up his
mind: a central city site costing "millions and millions" was just too expensive.29
Schmidt's attitude was "we are making a hundr.e d-year decision" for
what could easily become "a large university complex." 30 Downtown
was more appropriate for a junior college, Schmidt believed, and
possibly a branch campus of the university to teach specialized courses.
''But the university really had no place as the main campus in downtown
Jacksonville . There wasn't that kind of money around, and that was not a
good land use." He was also opposed to the "university being used to do
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urban renewal for Jacksonville. That wasn't the main purpose of the
university."
Schmidt was not opposed to revitalization of the core city, but he felt
that losing 1,000 acres to a university would severely limit its potential.
He believed that a "downtown area needs people, they don't need
academic halls that stay idle for all but eight hours a day. " 3 1 A study of
Georgia Tech in Atlanta , Case-Western Reserve University in Cleveland,
Ohio, the downtown New Orleans campus, as well as other central city
universities , taught Schmidt to not "get so far away that they can 't get
there , but get out somewhere from the central core of the city where
you 've got lots of elbow room to grow , because some day you will be a
great center of learning and area-wide activities . The area will grow with
you and you'll be very happy that you made that decision ."
By mid-August 1968, it was clear that one site on the west side and
three sites on the south side near Deerwood had emerged as frontrunners. Schmidt, and later Chancellor Mautz, were especially impressed with a large tract of land on the west side of Jacksonville , known
as the I-10 or Edna Williams property. 32 This 1,270-acre parcel was north
of Herlong Field, bounded by I-10, Hammond Boulevard, Normandy
Boulevard , and Blair Avenue . With excellent highway access, this high
and dry land, mostly grassy with scattered timber , was a pleasant prospect , especially when it was offered to the city free of charge . The disadvantages were (1) a projection of minimal population growth for the area,
and (2) potential noise problems from vehicular traffic on I-10 and from
jet aircraft operations at nearby U.S . Navy facilities .33
Support was stronger for a location on the south side of the St. Johns
River. Both the South Jacksonville Council and the Arlington Council of
the Jacksonville Area Chamber of Commerce lobbied for a site
somewhere between Atlantic Boulevard and Beach Boulevard and adjacent to Southside Boulevard. Justin Montgomery, committee member
and fo rmer Mayor of Jacksonville Beach, was especially keen on a
southside location.34
Although Schmidt personally favored the Williams tract , he gave particular a tt ention to the southside tracts located to the east and south of
Deerw ood . One , called the Swallow-Hopkins tract and owned by a conglom erate including local residents Alexander Brest and George Hodges,
consisted of 15,000 acres . As Schmidt observed, "you know automatically you 've got to consider a 15,000-acre landowner as being a possible
source for the university." 3 5 Schmidt had several meetings with George
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Hodges, who controlled land sales for the Swallow-Hopkins owners, and
who had previously donated land from this tract to the City as a site for
the Florida Junior College Campus on Beach Boulevard. 36
For the southeastern part of the county , with its immense acreages of
undeveloped land, Schmidt carefully sought out and consulted with the
major land owners. In addition to George Hodges, he met with A.
Chester Skinner, Bryant Skinner, and J. E. Davis. The area had vast
potential for development and population growth, Schmidt was quick to
see, but it was, in 1968, still a pristine wilderness uncut by more than
logging trails from Beach Boulevard south to Phillips Highway and from
Southside Boulevard east to the Intracoastal Waterway. Before a university could be justified, the region would have to be infused with a major
network of highways.
For information on roads, traffic flow and projections, as well as land
potential, Mr. Arthur Solee was consulted. As Executive Director of the
Jacksonville Expressway Authority , Sollee was so knowledgeable that
Schmidt " drew on his expertise many times during those many
months." 37 Schmidt called Sollee " a very visionary engineer," a man
whose "farsightedness got this city its first expressway system" long
before Atlanta , Miami and other southeastern cities . Sollee had been
avidly following the site selection process: he believed fervently that
southeast Duval was the best location b ecause of climate and population
growth projections. 3 s
Schmidt found in Arthur Sollee a man whose knowledge of road construction in Duval County dated back from the current years of
superhighways and expressways to the days when the county commissioners acquired road right-of-ways by simply posting noti ces on trees. If
the county wanted to build from one point to another , they posted
notices on trees and after 30 days, if no protests were made , the county
' 'would go out there and clear the right-of-way and just throw up a dirt
road. " 39
Sollee became the Duval County engineer in the late 1930 ' s a nd h eld
the post until h e retired in 1956, only to begin a second career with the
Jacksonville Expressway Authority (JEA ). No one knew the county land
more intimately; Sollee had traversed it all and knew wh ere lay the high
and dry land as w ell as the swamps and drainage areas. H e w as especially familiar with south east Duval , having long beli eved it was th e best
place for futur e expansion.
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Schmidt learned that indeed the JEA had plans to build an expressway
in the vicinity of the Deerwood sites. The plans were anything but new.
As far back as 1927 the county had acquired a 100-foot right-of-way
through those lands with the intention of running a road all the way to
the beaches. These plans were delayed when the county acquired the old
Florida East Coast Railroad line from South Jacksonville to Jacksonville
Beach in 1937, for the bargain price of $8,500. 40 Beach Boulevard was
built right over the old rail bed, temporarily solving the county 's traffic
n eeds in this area .
Population growth and traffic increases, expecially after the Mathews
Bridge opened from downtown to Arlington in 1953, revived interest in
the 1927 right-of-way . Sallee devised a new plan calling for a bridge
across the St. Johns River at Commodore's Point (the Hart Bridge), and
a n expressway to run from the bridge all the way to the Atlantic Ocean
just north of the St. Johns County line. The road would have crossed over
Beach Boulevard where Patti's Restaurant is located, at Beach and
Hogan, and run along Hogan Road to Southside Boulevard, and then east
to the ocean .
Had the route been completed it would have eliminated much of the
congestion on the Mathews Bridge and the Arlington Expressway. Traffi c could have been sped in and out of the downtown to Baymeadows
Road and U.S.-1 on the south and to Ponte Vedra on the east. Sallee 's
p lan was a good one, but it was never completed beyond a downramp
fu nneling traffic onto Beach Boulevard.
Sallee was told on March 27, 1962, by a County Commissioner he
refus es to identify, that the Board would not approve the road beyond
the Beach Boulevard ramp. Sallee maintains the Commissioner was protecting ' 'some constituents who owned property on Arlington Expressway and who thought it would take traffic away from their
businesses ." 41 By refusing to pledge the county's surplus gas tax
revenues as a guarantee for the $135 million construction bonds, the
County Commissioners held a stranglehold on the entire Hart Bridge
project . Sallee capitulated: "When we got an ultimatum like that , we had
to just chop that piece off, which was actually the worst thing that ever
happened in my career. " 42
The JEA retained the 1927 right-of-way, however , and from 1963
through 1968 renegotiated with the landowners to extend it to 200 feet.
Sallee recalls: ''I finally got from here all the way down to the
beac h - everything that they owned for two hundred feet - for
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nothing. " 43 A new plan was generated to run the Jose-Vedra Expressway
along the route of present J. Turner Butler and across I-95 and U.S.-1 to
the St. Johns River where a combination tunnel-bridge would connect to
Roosevelt Boulevard (U.S.-17).
Sollee sensed a chance to accelerate these plans when the search for a
university site began in mid-1968. He told Gert Schmidt that the university should be placed in Southeast Duval and that the JEA already had access rights and plans for an expressway. "I had a big map and I had my
pointer. I said the university should be in here somewhere ," close to the
people from the Beaches, St. Augustine , Orange Park, and Green Cove
Springs. "I said this is where your great population is going to be. " 44
In July , Sollee made presentations before Schmidt 's committee and
before the City Council. As a former zoning director for the County, he
was well qualified to critique all the sites under consideration. His
negative evaluation of Springfield (or Hogan 's Creek) stressed " fifty
years from now," when the university would not be able to grow in its
restricted downtown location. 45 The immediate problems were equally
discouraging: he warned that the site would create massive traffic problems and mandate a complete redesign of the decaying sewer system.
Sollee even remembered flooding along Hogan's Creek so severe that
water stood for days, looking like a lake.
Sollee's most convincing argument was a financial one; he estimated
the cost to the city at approximately $40 million . The estimate was on the
high side, but it had a sobering effect. With Florida law barring Jacksonville from participating in Federal assistance programs such as Housing
and Urban Development, the city was clearly unable to come up with
millions for downtown land.
Gert Schmidt and BOR officials had warned of this from the beginning;
now the estimates were ranging from Richard Martin's $25 million to Arthur Sollee 's $40 million. Even Springfield advocate Marion E. Sweet
had to concede that downtown land costs were prohibitive .4 6 With
Mayor Tanzler still hoping a generous landowner would donate the land ,
the committee lost interest in a downtown site; by mid-August, 1968, the
newspapers were reporting that only surburban/rural sites were being
considered. 47
In August the newspapers also were printing ominous warnings that
Duval County might lose the university if the site selection process was
not completed soon.48 Mayor Tanzler was particularly troubled by these
time pressures. His administrative assistant, Lex Hester, vividly recalls
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the " pressure that we had to get the site in a hurry or we might lose the
university. That the Legislature might rethink its situation was one of the
factors that pushed us to make a very hurried choice. " 49
City Councilman Homer Humphr!es also felt "it was necessary for us
to make an immediate decision" on a costly and time-consuming
project.so Both Humphries and Tanzler had witnessed the bitter struggle
for legislative authorization; neither wanted to give the opposition
another opportunity to delay or destroy Duval's chances to acquire a
university.
Earl Johnson viewed it as a practical matter: faced with severe '' time
constraints' ' with the city unable to secure outside funding , he and his
committee ceased their advocacy of a central city site. To have a rural
university was better than to have none at all. Johnson was unaware the
State would soon revoke its restrictions on federal assistance; for the
time being he would have to accept what he called " Mustang
University. "SI
The Site Selection Committee submitted its final report to the Board of
Regents on November 17, 1968. No central city sites were recommended
"primarily because Jacksonville is not qualified for urban renewal
funds," the report stated, and also because the time needed and the expenditures required for development exceeded present limitations.s2 A
future branch campus was suggested for either McCoy 's Creek or the
Hospital Complex in Springfield.
The following sites·were recommended:
1. Interstate 10 Site, consisting mainly of the Williams Tract

2. Beach Boulevard and Atlantic Boulevard Site, known as the BrestHodges Tract
3. North of Deerwood Site, on land owned by A. C. Skinner and
other members of the Skinner family
4. South of Deerwood-Southside Boulevard Site, consisting of land
owned by Bryant Skinner east of Alt. 1, and land owned by W . C.
Whelen w est of Alt. 1 to 1-95.
Descriptive data and advantages and disadvantages for each site were
given, along with a "confidential memo" on costs. The Williams tract
was offered free if certain sections were selected, with a maximum cost
of $250,000. Approximately 55% of the Brest-Hodges site was offered
free, with a cost of $720,000 for the rem ainder of the property. The
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North of Deerwood tract would cost approximately $1,350,000 (which
included a 10% gift), and the South of Deerwood site was priced at
$1,790,000.
Bob Mautz had been anxiously awaiting the committee report. He and
his staff immediately directed questions to Schmidt and arranged to visit
all four sites on November 29, 1968. 53 Forrest Kelley, Architect to the
Board of Regents, made six trips to examine soil conditions, drainage,
and general transportation accessibility; he remembers being "very interested in projected patterns of growth. " 54 Population trends were also
of great interest to Chancellor Mautz, who "studied at length the plans
for future growth and demographic studies." 55
The competition was quickly reduced to two sites: I-10 (Williams) on
the west side and North of Deerwood (Skinner) on the southside. 56
Again, serious questions were raised about each site. At the I-10 site
Schmidt conducted a moonlight check on noise levels, complete with
naval aircraft landings at nearby Whitehouse Field. Surprisingly,
Schmidt found the major problem to be truck traffic on I-10. Problems
with land ownership and a road running through the site were clarified
by Mayor Tanzler. 5 1
The major difficulty with the southside tract was still insufficient access. Schmidt wrote the Jacksonville Expressway Authority to clarify
"the approximate timing of the completion of the proposed expressway
from the intersection of Belfort and I-95 to the beaches. " 58
By late December 1968, the last of the transportation questions about
the Skinner tract were answered. On the 26th, a quit-claim deed to the
City from C. Brightman Skinner, Mary Virginia Skinner Jones, and A.
Chester Skinner, Jr. completed the 200-foot right-of-way for a limited access expressway to the beach. 59 On December 31, Roger Main, Chairman of the JEA, informed Schmidt that the Authority was not interested
in building the expressway ''unless it can be guaranteed that the site of a
state supported University is adjacent to or in close proximity of the road
alignment.' ' 60 If it were guaranteed, then Mr. Main promised that
as Chairman of the Jacksonville Expressway Authority and speaking for the other members of the Authority, you may rely on the
Authority constructing the necessary highway to serve the state
supported university on a right-of-way from Alternate U.S.-1
(Southside Boulevard} easterly to the site.

In January 1969, Schmidt's efforts to obtain the most favorable terms
for the city produced major changes in the North of Deerwood site. A.
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Chester Skinner suggested that Schmidt contact George Hodges about
combining land owned by the Skinners and land owned by the BrestHodges syndicate . It was suggested they take the rectangular-shaped
tract, platted to run east-west along the expressway route, and "flip it
around this way a little bit .. . (to include) 500 of their acres and 500 of
ours . " 6 1 The new location would be north-south alongside an extension
of St. Johns Bluff Road , with the southern boundary abutting the expressway . Each group agreed to donate 250 acres to the city and to sell
the remaining 500 acres at an appraised valuation agreed to by all parties.
On February 3, 1969, the regents officially selected the combination of
Skinner and Brest-Hodges land as the site for the new Duval university. 62
All that remained was agreement on the appraised valuation of the 500
acres to be purchased, and action by the city to acquire the deed and turn
it over to the BOR. County appraiser Frank K. Osborn's April 2 report to
Mayor Tanzler fixed the total value of the 1, 000 acres of unimproved
land at $750,000 .63 After independent appraisals were higher than this
figure , a price of $1 ,350 per acre was agreed to. 64
An enthusiastic Mayor Tanzler addressed the City Council on May 19
to forecast a rosy future for southeast Duval County because of the
university location. 65 He expected $20 million would be spent on construction from only $2 .6 million invested by the City for land acquisition, road construction, sewer and water service .
~
Chancellor Mautz added to the momentum in May when the BOR
released an illustrated pamphlet intended to advertise the institution and
the planning then under way. Its cover shows a marvelous aerial photo
of the southside expressway system, with the St. Johns River and the
downtown in the background . Designed primarily for " the population
w ithin commuting distance," the university would offer only upperdivision and graduate courses to mesh with the programs already
operating at Florida Junior College and the private colleges in the area .66
Advocating a close link between the university and the commercial,
financial, and governmental activities of the region, the Chancellor
outlined the educational efforts. 67
The curriculum of the university will adapt to the challenge of its
environment by providing programs oriented to the particular
needs and opportunities which the City ofJacksonville affords. In
the areas of commerce, trade, and transportation by land, ocean,
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inland waterways, azr, highway, and rail, Jacksonville has such
unusual activity that it will provide for uncommon research and
consulting opportunities. Since the insurance industry has selected
Jacksonville as one of its major centers, the university will be particularly responsive to the needs of this economic sector. With the
commercial banking and investment satellites that surround such
a concentration of insurance concerns, the university will be provided with extensive opportunities for service, training, and
research. The political science, sociology, economics, and
transportation departments can utilize the experiment in government consolidation and the activities which it will generate as a
laboratory for investigative work .

The Regents met at the Robert Meyer Hotel in Jacksonville on July 11,
1969, to announce that the new institution would be called the University of North Florida and that Dr. Thomas Glenn Carpenter would be its
first president. 68 After administrative experience at the University of
Florida, Florida Atlantic University, and the University of West Florida
(where he was the second person hired), Dr. Carpenter seemed perfect
for starting the University of North Florida in the pristine rural conditions of Deerwood.
The ceremonial nature of the evening took a dramatic turn, however,
when a delegation from the Jacksonville City Council requested that the
Regents reconsider a central city site. Councilman Joe Carlucci
presented a petition and a City Council Resolution requesting a delay in
final site selection while a Citizens Study Committee, chaired by Marion
Sweet, documented their contention that a central city site was now affordable.
The resolution hardly came as a surprise. Carlucci and fellDw Councilman Earl Johnson had been planning this maneuver since the Florida
Legislature passed the Community Redevelopment Act of 1969 in midJune, permitting municipal governments to participate in federal aid programs.69 Spurred on by a series of editorials and a special report broadcast on WJXT Television, Carlucci introduced the resolution on July 8,
1969, receiving support from Council members Earl Johnson, C. Donald
MacLean, Jr., Lynwood Roberts, Homer Humphries, Earl Huntley, Jake
Godbold, Henry Taylor, Sallye Mathis, and Mary Singleton. 79
Committee members were at the Regents meeting of July 11 to support
their cause. Pat Conroy said he could not believe that "if we don't get on
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the horse and ride this minute, somehow, somewhere, other universities
in the state are going to get the money that's allocated to the Northeast
Florida area for the development of the university." 71
Earl Johnson stressed the availability of federal funds, mentioning that
Atlanta was building "its urban university with about 5 percent actual
cash outlay of its one-third share of its urban renewal cost. Even projecting that over 25 million dollars, we could have our urban location at
about the cost of building 'Mustang University' in the wilds of Deerwood
now." 72 Johnson felt the university represented a last chance "to completely recreate and revitalize the urban, the core center of this town."
Gert Schmidt announced that the City was ready to acquire the
southside site, but added that his committee was "not opposing another
look at a downtown site." 73 Adamantly opposed, however, was former
governor Haydon Burns, who could see "nothing but insurmountable
delays in the produce of urban renewal." 74 Reluctantly, D. Burke Kibler,
III, chairman of the BOR, granted a thirty-day delay. Mayor Hans
Tanzler warned that abandoning the southside location might eliminate
the possibility of a university in Jacksonville for the foreseeable future.
He agreed, however, to delay the purchase until the site challenge was
clarified. 75
A somewhat dismayed President Tom Carpenter decided to go "low
key" on this issue and to start his planning for UNF at Tallahassee rather
than at Jacksonville. He did call Regent Henry Kramer, who told
Carpenter: "There was no problem, that this was resolved." 76 Kramer
had been less calm when he told the Times-Union that "a switch in sites
would put (the university) back five years.' ' 77
In a very short time the citizens committee gathered enough information to argue persuasively that a downtown site was both affordable and
feasible . They argued that the costs for developing a Deerwood site were
comparable to developing a downtown site - provided that HUD subsidized two-thirds of the expenses. Marion Sweet, Pat Conroy, Warren
Henry, and Randy Ritter returned from a conference with HUD officials
in Atlanta convinced that HUD could and probably would subsidize the
development of a downtown campus.
The minutes of the meeting bear out these conclusions. 78 Deputy
Regional Director John Edmund and his staff assured Sweet that HUD
could participate in the Jacksonville project. Neighborhood development
funds could be used for the first phase of the project; after that HUD
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"would have a strong moral and practical commitment - not legally
binding, but there would be a strong moral commitment to continue putting money into the project to continue funding. " With certain expenditures like drainage counting as " non-cash, in-kind contributions," the
City's actual costs could end up considerably below the one-third
percentage.
No assurances were given, however, that the project would be funded,
although it was known that HUD had sudsidized two-thirds of the relevant expenses for other urban expenses. 79 There was also the significant
drawback that funds were allocated only on a year-to-year basis. Marion
Sweet conceded, " We found out that we could get the money, but it was
over several years. " 80 He worried that the money "would come in so
fragmented" that Jacksonville might not be able to procure continued
funding for construction of the university in subsequent state budgets.
The Citizens Study Committee submitted its final report to President
John J. Lanahan at a special session of the City Council on August 15,
1969. A downtown university was affordable and feasible , the committee found; it would "serve as an instrument for social betterment and
reconstruction." 81 Either McCoy's Creek or Springfield, with 415 and
450 acres respectively, had more than adequate acreage, the committee
argued, given the fact that Florida International University in Miami was
scheduled to open on a site of only 350 acres and Georgia State University anticipated its 1975 enrollment at 25,000 students on only 44 acres.
Time pressures would be minimal, the committee believed, since construction could begin immediately on the 50-75 acres of land in Springfield already owned by the City. Subsequent construction could be carried out in phases following slum clearance and relocation of families in
the area, with two-thirds of the costs to be paid by HUD. Increases in
property values adjacent to the campus would more than offset losses incurred by taking the university property off tax rolls.
The committee further argued that a downtown location would provide superior access for the greater portion of the community population, especially for low-income students relying on public transportation.
Students would also be better able to find part-time jobs in the vicinity of
the downtown campus, and small businesses would benefit by the
presence of a university.
Although convincing in its overall message, the report had little impact
on Deerwood supporters. Councilman I. M . Sulzbacher even switched
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sides to vote against a downtown site. In an 8-7 vote, Sulzbacher was
joined by Lanahan, Williams, Carter, Covington, Dickinson , Grissett,
and Humphries, all agreeing that " factors of time and cost make the
selection of an urban university site unfeasible at the present time. " 8 2
Voting against the resolution were Carlucci, Huntley, Johnson , Moore,
Sanders, Singleton, and Taylor. Absent were the potentially deciding
votes of d9wntown supporters, Godbold , MacLean, Mathis, and Roberts.
A good bit of bitterness has lingered over the years about the timing of
this vote and the outcome. Both Mrs. Mathis and Mrs. Singleton have
charged that John Lanahan manipulated the vote to coincide with the
absence of four known downtown supporters. 83 Joe Carlucci believes
"the votes were there to put it (UNF) downtown; I will always be convinced of that, but he had that meeting arranged so those people
wouldn't be there to vote, so he would win ." 84
Council President Lanahan explained his motivations in a 1979 interview with Susan Whitesides. He wanted the university located in rural
Duval because "to me a university's atmosphere is a very important
thing, (it should be) something fresh and new. " 85 Land was cheap in the
Deerwood area, and people were moving there: "We were told at that
time that the real predominance of growth was in that area ."
Lanahan felt there was only limited support for a downtown campus:
"Predominantly blacks wanted the university in the downtown area. " 86
As for the black people of the county, Lanahan felt the "junior college
system really suffices their needs for the immediate problem of the first
two years of college where you sort of screen out the person, whether he
is really third and fourth year college material. "
It is precisely this issue that has provoked the most p ersistent
criticism. Blacks in Jacksonville , some of them prominent public officials, have accused UNF of being a racist institution because of its location. To argue that UNF itself had no say in its location is accurate, but to
say that race was not a factor in the site selection is to disregard the
evidence of the 1960's .
Even a cursory glance through the Times-Union n ews reports for this
period establishes that racial protest w as of fundamental importance.
There w ere lawsuits to integrate golf courses , tennis courts, swimming
pools, parks and playgrounds, and of course the public schools. There
were sit-ins, boycotts, and marches aimed at desegregrating public and
private facilities, obtaining equal employment opportunities, and achieving black voter registration, with tempers running hot on all these issues.
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There were also downtown riots that raised the threat of violence in the
minds of many white residents of Duval County. The City Council was
caught in the middle; it is hard to imagine that some councilmen w er e
not influenced by the turbulence of the times.
This was also the era of anti-Vietnam War protests and a time when
students and neighbors led demonstrations against the University of
California at Berkeley, Columbia University, and the University of
Chicago. Chancellor Mautz was not thinking specifically about blacks
when remembering that during the late sixties "student turmoil wasterrible and this factor unquestionably influenced our desire not to b e
downtown ... I didn't want students to not come to the university
because they feared coming into the neighborhood in which the university was located. "87
The educational emphasis of the mid-sixties, Gert Schmidt recalls ,
''was for minorities to finish high school. A junior college with vocational and technical centers and all that was the next big thrust. " 88 But an
upper-division university was entirely different, " we figured we could
afford the luxury of making a 100-year decision where we could be a little away from the downtown area, where we were not strictly in someone's back yard. And we also figured that the blacks would move into
the suburbs, the move had already started . .. . Blacks have done the
same thing as the white population as they have becom e more affluent."
The only black member of the site selection committee, Charles D.
Brooks, shared Schmidt's feelings. Brooks preferred Deerwood over
Downtown because of its excellent access via the expressway. He realized "it was removed from other areas of the community ... but w h erever
you put it, you would have inconvenienced somebody. " 89
Warren Hendry was hardly surprised by the 8-7 vote; he felt from the
outset that the effort was futile . In a 1979 interview h e said: " It is my
opinion now - and it was then - that there had been an absolute decision made before we started the study, that the University would be
sited out there. " 9° Francis Conroy had the same feeling at the July 11
BOR meeting, when h e felt it was " like talking to a stone wall . .. . It was
pretty apparent that the downtown site didn't have any real chance . " 91
Ironically, Chancellor M autz would not have disagreed. In 1979 h e m et
with Warren H endry in Jacksonville and began reminiscing on the
events of 1969. He told interviewer Susan Whitesides, " I told him at the
time, as I am sure I told him when he made the presentation, that I was
very much opposed to using the university as part of a rehabilitation
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project. It seemed to me we had our requirements and so far as we were
concerned those were the dominant factors in the site selection. If in the
process we could also contribute to the development of downtown
Jacksonville, why that was fine. But we were not going to select a site in
order to contribute to the development of downtown Jacksonville. " 92
Chancellor Mautz could also have mentioned that the report glossed
over several problems with a downtown site in a rather optimistic and
unrealistic fashion . To obtain even 500 acres in Springfield , for example,
the committee had to include Blodgett Homes , park land and the hospital
complex. 93 The difficulties associated just with relocating Blodgett
Homes, a city-owned low-income housing project, were never seriously
addressed in the report , but could have been monumental.
Strong feelings persisted, but the July 11 , 1969, vote of the City Council
ended the site selection debate. Deerwood would be the site fo r the
University of North Florida. Mayor Tanzler signed the UNF site purchase agreement on August 22 and sent the title to the BOR with recommendations that construction begin soon. The Board of Regents officially
accepted title to the UNF site on September 4, 1969. 94
President Tom Carpenter could now move to Jacksonville to begin
planning the transformation of the pine land and the turkey oak high
ridges into parking lots, roads, and building sites, and the swamps and
lowlands into lakes to serve as drainage basins. A beautiful campus was
only a few years away , but at the time visitors could hardly see beyond
the palmettoes and pines and the often impassable logging trails left from
an earlier era. Only the poachers, those hardy locals who shined deer
and wild hog by night , w ere able to navigate the wilds of the new campus at this time.
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$2,423,018. To facilitate drainage and road construction, the Skinners donated an
additional 120.56 acres and Brest-Hodges gave 61.4 acres. The city , therefore , ac·
quired a total of 1,181.96 acres at a cost of $675,000.

6sTU, May 20, 1969.
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"A New State University in Jacksonville, Florida" (Tallahassee: Florida Board of
Regents, May 1969).
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Robert B. Mautz, "A New State University in Jacksonville, Florida, " p. 1.

6BTU, July 12, 1969.
6

•Laws of Florida, Chapter 163, July 5, 1969.

1

°City Council Resolution 69-618, July 8, 1969. See transcripts of WJXT Reports in City
Council File.
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An edited transcript of this meeting can be found as part of a WJXT Special Report, broadcast by Brad Davis, July 11, 1969, in the City Council File. There is a tape recording
of the entire BOR meeting in the BOR archives.

72 /bid.
73 /bid.
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/bid., See also TU, July 12, 1969.

1sru, July 12, 1969.
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Tom Carpenter, taped interview by Dan Schafer, September 23, 1981.
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TU, July 11, 1969.

1

•"Special Meeting of Representatives of the Urban Site Evaluation Committee" (Atlanta,
Georgia: Regional Office of the Department of Housing and Urban Renewal, August
4, 1969). Representing HUD: John Edmunds, Thomas Ficht, and Howard Lindsey.
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Based on a study of capital outlay expenditures planned for the Deerwood site, the
Citizens Study Committee concluded that $6,610,000 was the estimated total cost to
the city. This included the cost of land purchase ($675,000), construction of the expressway, and the extension of St. Johns Bluff Road. It also included an estimated
$1, 180,000 for water and sewer - about $1 , 100,000 more than was needed to bring
these utilities just to the campus. As Lex Hester of the Mayor 's office explained, the
roads and utilities would service the entire undeveloped area :
79 For an excellent book on a related topic , see George Rosen, Decision-Making Chicago Style:
The Genesis of a University of Illinois Campus (Illinois: University of Illinois Press ,
1980). Far less illuminating is Edward C. Banfield , Political Influence (New York, The
Free Press, 1961 ). Chapter six examines the genesis of the Chicago Circle Campus.
Helpful for theoretical perspectives were Clarence N. Stone, Robert K. Whelan and
William J. Murin , " Community Power and Group Influence" in Urban Policy and
Politics in a Bureaucratic Age (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall , 1979),
and Paul E. Peterson, " Inter-city Competition and the Politics of Development " unpublished paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Political Science Association in Washington , D.C. , September 1979.
sosweet interview.
81 " Report of Citizens Study Committee to Determine the Feasibility of Locating the
University of North Florida in a Downtown Site," August 15, 1969.
82 City Council Resolution 69-808, August 15, 1969. See also Lynwood Roberts, taped interview by Susan Whitesides , May 3, 1979 and]. Earl Huntley taped interview by
Whitesides, May 16, 1979.
83 Private .conversations with Councilmember Sallye Mathis , Winter 1979 and Assistant
Secretary of State, Florida , Mary Singleton, Winter 1979, in Tallahassee.
84Joe Carlucci, taped interview by Susan Whitesides, May 26, 1979.
85John Lanahan , oral interview by Susan Whitesides, May 1979.
86

lbid.

s? Mautz interview.
88 Schmidt interview (Whitesides).
89 Charles D. Brooks, taped interview by Susan Whitesides, May 7, 1979.
90 Warren Hendry, taped interview by Susan Whitesides, May 5, 1979.
• 1Conroy interview.
•2Mautz interview.
93 See the minutes of the August 4, 1969 meeting of the Citizens' Study Comittee with HUD
officials in Atlanta.
94 TU, August 23, September 6, 1969.
Although proponents of a central city site were deeply disappointed when the
suburban site was selected, their praise for the fair and honorable efforts of committee chairman Gert Schmidt was unanimous. That it still continues today is a fine and
deserved tribute for a man whose selfless service to Jacksonville should be praised
by people who favor downtown campuses as well as people who favor suburban
campuses.
In addition to George H. Hodges, Nellie A. Hodges and Alexander Brest , the
owners of the Swallow-Hopkins tract were Baron DeHirsch Meyer, Polly DeHirsch
Meyer , Leonard L. Abess, Bertha W. Abess, Mitchell Wolfson, Frances Wolfson ,
Richard R. Wolfson, and Elaine R. Wolfson , all of Wometco Enterprises, Inc. , 306 N.
Miami Avenue, Miami , Florida; Edgar M. Kugelman (deceased) and Sylvia K.
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Kugelman of Jacksonville; Max E. Kahn and Rubye F. Kahn of Atlanta, Georgia;
Milofran, Inc. (Mitchell Wolfson, President); Gateway Operating Company (Mitchell Wolfson , President). See George H. Hodges to Mr. Thomas D ._ Oakley, City Attorney 's Office, Jacksonville, March 29 , 1969. City Council file.
Owners of the Skinner family's portion of the property were A. C. Skinner Jr., C.
B. Skinner and Mrs. Virginia Skinner Jones. See George Harmon, Jacksonville journal, August 1, 1969.

Chapter Three

''TO BUILD IT
FROM THE
GROUND UP"
"Almost Inaccessible, Except to the Hog Runners"

For approximately the first year that he was president of UNF, Dr.
Thomas G. Carpenter made very few trips to the campus site. He rode
out one time with physical planning consultant Gordon Johnson and
promptly "got stuck with a four-wheel drive vehicle. I did all [the planning) from topographical charts and things like that. I flew over it one
time, but it was almost inaccessible, except to the hog runners." 1
The remoteness of the location is difficult to imagine now, but in 1969
there were no roads to or through the campus, with the exception of
logging trails, and these were only seasonally passable. Beach Boulevard
was one mile to the north, and the nearest hard surface roads to the south
were Phillips Highway (U .S. 1) and Interstate 95 . Starting from Southside
Boulevard on the west, a rider on horseback could skirt the swampy
areas and travel east to the Intracoastal Waterway without crossing an
improved road. J. Turner Butler Boulevard and the southern extension
of St. Johns Bluff Road were only promises on the planning boards of the
City and the Jacksonville Expressway Authority.
The isolation was brought dramatically to the attention of Alexander
Brest soon after the site was chosen by the Board of Regents. Brest's portion of the UNF site was part of 12,000 acres known as the SwallowHopkins tract. In 1954, at the suggestion of realtor Vernon B. Shad, Mr.
Mitchell Wolfson of Miami spearheaded a joint venture purchase that included Brest and his long-time business partner, George Hodges, Sr., and
a consortium of other local and Miami investors. 2 The land was purchased for $100 per acre in an effort to accrue long-term capital gains;
thus from 1954 until 1969 the land was used only as a source for wood
39
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pulp. As Alexander Brest explained: "We weren't very interested in selling the land. We had to hold it for a number of years without advertising
it for sale or looking for buyers. We could sell the land only in large lots
or tracts or else we would be considered as involved in real estate and
would lose the capital gains benefits." 3
Brest was well aware of the need for roads in this vast reach of unimproved land. Prior to his combination gift and sale of land for UNF, he
had donated acreage to Florida Junior College, to the State of Florida for
a home for the mentally retarded, and to the County for roads and for
pathways for power lines. "We gave it away," Brest said, "with the intention of opening up the property. The only roads in there were logging
trails. " 4
Shortly after UNF acquired the land, Brest conducted a tour of the
future campus for several business associates interested in buying land
in the vicinity. At the time, Brest was driving a brand new Rolls Royce
over the logging trails on the southern end of the tract. Enthusiasm
waned temporarily, however, when the car ran across "poacher spikes"
concealed in the road, he thought, to stop illegal hunting for deer, turkey,
and wild hog. With three flat tires, Brest and his clients were forced to
abondon the Rolls and hike two miles back to Beach Boulevard.
Although "spiking the roads" was a frequent resort of poachers who
scattered boards with long nails protruding as a deterrent to pursuing
game wardens, Brest suspected A. Chester and C. Brightman Skinner
had "spiked the road to keep poachers out." 5
Brightman Skinner denies this, saying that only poachers "spiked the
road''; the Skinners' approach was to attempt to apprehend poachers and
turn them over to police. 6 Brightman, his brother A. Chester, and their
cousin Bryant Skinner knew the land intimately, however, having inherited part of more than 16,000 acres that their grandfather, Richard
Green Skinner, had purchased in 1898 for a turpentine plantation. For
decades the Skinners turpentined and logged the pine, oak, and cypress
trees and let their cattle roam wild through an area that stretched unfenced from today's Deerwood Industrial Park, where Bryant Skinner' s
parents home was located, all the way out to the Intracoastal Waterway.
Once a year the cattle were rounded up to select steers to sell or butcher
and to brand the new calves.
Prior to leaving for the Army during WW II, Bryant Skinner invested
his meager savings in fifteen young steers and turned them loose to graze
with the hope that they would grow and produce a fat profit after the
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war. On his return three years later, he rode on horseback from his home
out to the Intracoastal Waterway, stopping at a few isolated houses along
the way to inquire about the cattle. Eventually he recovered thirteen of
the steers and sold them for a nice profit: ''the first real money I ever
made; that and the money I saved from my Army pay got me started." 7
By 1969 parts of the Old Skinner property had been developed , the
most noteworthy being the Deerwood Community. Interstate 95,
Southside Boulevard, and Baymeadows Road had also been cut through
the formerly unimproved lands, but, as Alexander Brest learned, a great
deal of it remained inhospitable.
Recognizing a need for security, Tom Carpenter gave A. Chester Skinner "authorization to patrol the area" in October 1969. 8 The following
August, Carpenter renewed the authorization after Skinner complained
that the campus had become a breach into his remaining land where
there was still a problem with ''illegal hunting, timber stealing, dumping
and livestock theft." 9
A short time later, after discovering that the campus site was a favorite
hunting place for local poachers, President Carpenter proclaimed UNF a
wildlife preserve. "It was a matter of immediate importance. We didn't
want the deer and turkeys to be killed off, and we didn't want any
workmen killed either. The first year or so, during hunting season, you
couldn't be out there an hour without hearing shots. That was a matter of
some concern to us.' ' 10

"A Long Way for a Halfback"
Despite problems like campus security, President Carpenter was able
to devote most of his time during the first two years to planning the new
institution, concentrating on building, which he particularly liked and
had experience with. Immediately prior to his coming to UNF,
Carpenter had been the Academic Vice President and before that the
Business Manager at the University of West Florida, appointed before
there had even been a campus site selected. From temporary quarters in
the courthouse, and later from a shopping center in Pensacola, Carpenter
had helped plan and build that new university from scratch pads and
dreams. The experiences he gained included ''participation in every
aspect, from design of the registration forms for the students, all the way
through the curriculum for an MBA. " Having started from scratch
before coming to UNF was greatly beneficial to Carpenter: " We felt we
invented our new wheels over there and certainly made a lot of mistakes
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for the first time. There is nothing more valuable than learning from
mistakes.'' 11
Gainesville, Boca Raton, Pensacola, Jacksonville: Tom Carpenter had
come a long way since his days as a halfback at Georgia Tech. The son of
a football star there, Carpenter remembers that "from the time I was old
enough to go places with him people would pat me on the head and say:
'You're going to Georgia Tech to play football, aren't you?' I'd say: 'Yes
sir!' "
He did attend Tech and played football there as a 17-year-old freshman
before joining the Navy, intending "to win the war, WW II at that time,
because it was very much the patriotic thing to do." A secondary motivation, however, was the young halfback's lack of interest in descriptive
geometry and other required engineering courses. He preferred
literature and psychology.
His visions of military heroics were sidetracked, however, when the
Navy unit he signed up for was assigned to Georgia Tech. As a result, he
"played football as a civilian the first year and played the second year in
the Navy," before applying for a "transfer to a fleet, still expecting to
win the war." Transferred to Great Lakes Naval Training Center, where
he refused to play football, Carpenter went to Fire Control School before
being shipped to the South Pacific. ''By the time we got over there things
for all intents and purposes were wrapped up," but a year was spent
mainly "hauling prisoners back to Japan," and later "transporting
Chinese Nationalists from French Indochina up to Manchuria.'' He
remembers ''very young boys and very old men wearing tennis shoes,
and we took them out in two feet of snow. They had helmets from the
U. S. Marines and weapons from the British and the French, so it was a
weird looking conglomeration.''
Discharged in August 1946, the young veteran returned to football at
Georgia Tech. Still dissatisfied with engineering courses, he transferred
to Baylor University in Texas, where he was ineligible for one year
under the transfer rules. He never played at Baylor: in Summer 1948, "a
scout from the Baltimore Colts came by and offered m e a contract I think
in the magnificent sum of $6,000 a year, and of course that was like an
absolute fortune as far as I was concerned. I signed up and went to Sun
Valley, Idaho."
Carpenter's football career was soon over; he found the high altitude of
Sun Valley and the cold and injuries of pro ball more than sporting.
"After I had been there for about two w eeks my weight had dropped
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down from 185 to below 160. I couldn't eat, and I had bandages all over.
I called my wife-to-be, whom I had met at Baylor, and told her I really
would like to get married before I was killed.''
Tom Carpenter and his wife Oneida settled in her home town of Memphis, Tennessee, where he found a downtown job and they both enrolled
at Memphis State College (now Memphis State University, and Tom
Carpenter is its president). Although Tom graduated with a degree in
business, most of his classes were in the liberal arts: "I took some fantastic course in Shakespeare, as I recall, and art appreciation and that
type of thing, which probably was the best thing that happened to my
education."
From Memphis State, Tom and Oneida returned to Baylor University
where he earned a Master's in Economics and she a Master's in Speech.
This was followed by several years in Memphis where Tom managed his
father-in-law's dry cleaning and laundry business. In 1954 he enrolled in
a doctoral program in business at the University of Florida. While a
graduate student there, he also held a full-time teaching position and
became the assistant director of housing under Dr. Harold Riker.
Carpenter remembers the latter job as "a beautiful opportunity because
the budget in those days was $62 million just for the housing."
These were fortunate times for a promising young college administrator as the State of Florida embarked on an unprecedented expansion program in higher education. Florida Atlantic University opened in
1962 and hired Carp~nter the following year as Director of Auxiliaries.
In July 1964, Judge Harold Crosby was named president of the state's
third expansion school, the University of West Florida, and soon invited
the Carpenters to ''pack up and move from Boca Raton to Pensacola.''
After a successful career as Business Manager at UWF (he was
academic vice president for a period), Carpenter became well liked by
staff members at the BOR. Regent Chester Ferguson told him in 1969
"that he thought I was doing a good job and that he had some other
assignment for me." At a BOR meeting in Miami several months later,
Ferguson came to Carpenter's table at a hotel restaurant and said: " 'I
have one question to ask you ... . If you were offered the presidency of a
new school in Jacksonville, would you take it?' I said, 'Yes', and got up
and left. That was my interview."

"Getting Started From Scratch is Absolutely Hysterical"
It took several months for the entire BOR to examine the credentials of
the numerous applicants for the UNF presidency, but eventually Tom
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Carpenter was named to the post. The University of North Florida
became operational August 1, 1969, when Carpenter assumed duties as
president. He started work firmly convinced that it was essential for his
initial core of administrators to be people with substantial experience
within the Florida State University System. He chose people he had
observed directly: "almost all of that initial crew I had worked
with ." 12
From the University of West Florida, Carpenter brought James
Dungan as Executive Assistant to the President and Betty Jo Brown as
Executive Secretary. James Haywood left the BOR staff in Tallahassee to
become Controller of a university that existed in only the vaguest forms
in the dreams of these early administrators. 13 These were UNF' s first
employees; they began work on September 1, 1969.
Carpenter had so much confidence in one of his former teachers in
Gainesville that he immediately, without considering anyone else, offered Dr . Roy Lassiter the job as Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Dean of Faculties. Lassiter was then Dean of Faculties at UF, after a
distinguished career as a teacher and researcher in economics and
statistics, and after having served on Dr. Carpenter's thesis committee. 14
Until Dr. Lassiter began work at UNF in February 1970, Carpenter
held academic planning in abeyance. While he had definite ideas about
academic programs, his confidence in Lassiter was so great that he left
academics almost entirely in his hands. For those few first months
academics could be pushed to the side; the press of getting construction
underway was so intense that Carpenter was forced to concentrate his
efforts there.
Although it was definite that UNF was to be born and reared in the
pine woods of southeast Duval, it was conceived in the heart of
downtown Jacksonville. Prior to leaving the BOR staff to become UNF's
Director of Administrative Services, C. Ward Hancock persuaded
William Mills of the Florida National Bank to donate for one year the entire sixth floor of the bank building at 214 Hogan Street. 15
Overwhelmed by all the space, Jim Dungan wrote a friend on
September 5, 1969, that there were four staff members sharing 6,000
square feet of office space. It was a sobering challenge, he informed his
friend, to create a university from nothing:16
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Getting started from scratch is absolutely hysterical. Buildings
must be planned but academic programs should come first but
academic programs are related to both the nature of your
academic organizations and the needs of the community, and on
and on and on and on to the point of catatonic shock. Anyhow,
UNF is off and running - or at least crawling.
The most important priority was to agree on a campus design, including building styles and aesthetic treatment of the environment, and
to interpret these to the architectual firm of Willis, Veenstra and Burns,
already appointed by Governor Claude Kirk to handle early phases of
UNF planning. In the early months, Carpenter was pleased with the
firm; he wrote in November to Forrest M. Kelley, Architect to the BOR:
''So far we are satisfied that ... [Dick Veenstra] is competent to meet our
needs. I would support an action to appoint his firm for the design of
some buildings." 17
Hoping to pick up ideas on programs and campus design, Carpenter
traveled extensively to visit various universities. He was especially impressed with Scarborough College, University of Toronto; after a twoday visit he wrote: ''I feel quite confident that we will plan our physical
plant along somewhat similar lines." 18
The conceptual model selected grew out of a brainstorming session
Carpenter had in Pensacola with Hilton Meadows and Jim Dungan. 19
The model was based on the general form of a suburban shopping mall,
with traffic and parking adjacent but confined to the exterior, and all
educational activities located inside an enclosed and climate-controlled
megastructure. At the very center would be the library, with classrooms,
offices and lounges radiating outward. 20
Carpenter expected older students to attend UNF, men and women
with jobs in town who would appreciate "easy accessibility" to a "shopping center for education." 21 When they finished work they could drive
to UNF and "grab a grocery cart full of education" before driving home.
The specific inspiration for the shopping mall concept came from
downtown Winter Park where Carpenter had been impressed by the
"little shops and little alleyways that open into courtyards. It is just
delightful to walk around there. That is what I had in mind for our campus. " 22 Carpenter told the architects that he wanted a basic structure
design that would be expanded upon later but would retain interior
pedestrian corridors. "Then you could take a cue from the shopping
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centers and have your interior corridor~ wind around and make it attractive so you could utilize those for student activities, or lounges, or things
like that." 23
The first conceptualization of the UNF master plan was approved by
the BOR in December 1969. It featured a " monostructure which would
ultimately encompass some 2,000,000 square feet of space. Radiating
from an administrative core, or nerve center, were three arms, each of
which reflected the familiar 'shopping mall' concept through the use of
wide, enclosed and airconditioned traffic arteries for pedestrian movement. " 24 The conceptualization was obviously general in nature;
refinements were added slowly as the UNF staff consulted with design
professionals from Willis, Veenstra and Burns.
To help translate educational functions into the building designs, the
UNF staff prepared general educational specifications and delivered
them to Willis, Veenstra and Burns on April 20, 1970. UNF, the report
stated, would not be a residential campus; every student would commute daily. The average age of students was expected to be older than
students at residential colleges, and classes would be scheduled on a day
and night schedule across six days a week. Academic programs were to
emphasize business, commerce, transportation and education; ''in order
to offer appropriate programs in these areas it will be necessary to provide adequate support progams in the arts and sciences.' ' 25 Resources
would be shifted from research to applied programs and teaching.
Since UNF's appearance could become a " source of pride," the architects were instructed to blend "efficiency, capacity and aesthetics in
the development of our campus. " The document also emphasized the
importance of ecological factors: " all steps must be taken to minimize air
and water pollution, erosion and loss of plant and wild life . " 26
To President Carpenter it w as imperative that the environment be
humanized and that learning be paramount. He told the architects, "We
need a comfortable, pleasing atmosphere where informal contacts are
promoted ... with places to relax with each other .. . and places to be
alone to study." 21
Once they had agreed on form and function, UNF administrators expected construction to proceed somewhat automatically . When this did
not happen, the University encountered its first crisis - severe enough
to threaten postponement of opening day. Only a remarkable effort by
the UNF administrative team and the firm of Reynolds , Smith and Hills
enabled the new University, struggling for credibility already, to fulfill
its pledges to open for Fall 1972 classes.
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This first crisis was fueled by UNF's increasing dissatisfaction with the
firm of Willis, Veenstra and Burns. Originally appointed to the job while
Claude Kirk was still governor, preceding even Carpenter's appointment, the firm had been decidely dilatory in responding to requests and
deadlines. Already, in early April 1970, President Carpenter and his
aide, James Dungan, were considering " the matter of the change of architects. " 28 Subsequent internal correspondence as well as correspondence with Willis, Veenstra and Burns and the BOR supports the
conclusion that the UNF staff was wary of possible legal and political
repercussions and felt it necessary to meticulously document a case
before releasing the firm from its contract. At one point Chancellor
Mautz even "called Tom Carpenter over to Tallahassee and told him that
I wanted that architect removed, that nothing much was going on and it
seemed to me we were going to miss our deadlines." 29 Carpenter asked
Mautz to give the "architect three more months and promised that he
would personally be responsible.' ' 29 Tom Carpenter was both a patient
and cautious man.
Carpenter wrote Richard Veenstra May 21, 1970, to express his
frustrations over the delays and the strained relations that had
developed. He also reminded the architects that the June 15 BOR
deadline on schematics was "imperative" to meet. The reminder was
not heeded. Carpenter wrote again on July 16: ''I am frankly deeply concerned over our ability to meet the time schedule. You have not been
able to meet any of the deadlines thus far." 30
When the schematics finally reached UNF, James Dungan was
alarmed that the plan called for a Phase I building of 168,000 square feet
rather than the requested 145,000. The architects responded by sending
a revised plan which increased the plan to 196,000 square feet . Dungan
wrote Richard J. Veenstra: "We are quite alarmed. We simply do not
believe ... [the buildings] can conceivably be completed within budget.''
He also expressed the peril felt by UNF officials in late September 1970,
that "it is dangerously late for such questions." 3 1
Carpenter's patience was severed when the final drawings arrived on
January 15, 1971 (deadline was June 15, 1970), followed four days later
by a request for payment for professional services with the request:
"Please expedite . .. they are long overdue. " 32 Carpenter calmly took
counsel from Gordon S. Johnson before lashing back at Veenstra: "It is
your performance that is inexcusably tardy ." 33 Blaming Veenstra's tardy
performance for "jeopardizing the opening of the University,"
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Carpenter said: "We have stood between you and cancellation on every
contractual deadline since you haven't come even close to meeting them
and now you imply that we are slow in payment. I do not know for
whom you actually made that statement in your letter but you would be
wise to caution them not to raise the point with me!"
When the construction bids were unsealed April 20, 1971, the
pessimistic predictions of UNF officials were fulfilled; the lowest bid exceeded the construction budget by 28% . Carpenter acted decisively to
end the impasse. Writing to the BOR on April 29, he recommended that a
new firm be hired to plan and construct the Phase I buildings. The alternatives of either initiating classes in off-campus leased quarters, or
postponing the opening, were discarded as detrimental to UNF's reputation.34 Although it meant throwing out the completed plans and losing architectual fees in excess of $200,000, Carpenter felt it was worth the
price: "We just didn't have any faith in them any more. " 35 Their subsequent unwillingness to modify the design to lower costs, except to suggest deleting the first floor of a planned three-story building, or that UNF
ask for additional construction money, solidified Carpenter's resolve. 36
Jim Dungan had already procured an ace for Carpenter's sleeve,
however, which minimized the grief of the occasion. He had already
received written confirmation from John T. Brickert of Reynolds, Smith
and Hills that they could design and construct by September 1, 1972, two
buildings of approximately 150,000 square feet - within budget. 37
The BOR concurred and the construction project labeled Phase lB was
soon underway. Tom Carpenter had moved "to streamline and expedite
planning" on his staff by appointing Jim Dungan as his " general ramrod
for the project internally," and selecting an advisory committee of Roy
Lassiter, Jim Haywood, Gordon Johnson, George Corrick, Hilton
Meadows, and Jack Winstead. 38 Carpenter remained in charge of overall
policy and handled liaison with the BOR and other agencies. Jim Dungan
met with UNF staff to ascertain the functions their jobs were expected to
entail; this was interpreted to the architects who attempted to translate it
into the building designs.

"We Worked Our Butts Off on That"
Before construction began, however, an incident of great symbolic importance, awaited with much impatience, was held on September 18,
1971, when UNF celebrated Groundbreaking. The date was a joyous occasion and yet a grim reminder to Tom Carpenter that classes were
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scheduled to commence less than one year later. Groundbreaking would
be a time to celebrate, and to invite dignitaries to the campus-to-be; but
mostly it was a time to rededicate efforts for the challenging race against
time that follqwed the ceremony.
Groundbreaking was a symbolic announcement to the Jacksonville
community that UNF had a physical presence, that the turkey oaks on
the high ridges, the adjacent pines and nearby cypress in the low-lying
areas would soon shelter a modern center of learning. UNF was also
publicizing the construction contract for $2 .8 million that had been
awarded to Wesley of Florida to construct the buildings, and that work
had already commenced on St. Johns Bluff Road and J. Turner Butler
Boulevard, the two major roads which would serve the campus. 39
Picked to direct the ceremony was Dr. George Corrick, only recently
hired and fresh from a doctoral program at the University of Florida
where he had previously been Development Director. Corrick and his
staff worked long hours on the planning, as well as mailing 5,000 attractive, hand-addressed invitations. Since there were still only dirt roads
and trails to the campus, guests were instructed to park their cars at the
FJC South Campus and ride buses to UNF. 40
Richard Hirte, newly hired as Budget Officer and respectfully attired
in suit and tie, waited in the University's fifteen-year-old Jeep to convoy
the buses on and off the site. Fearing that visitors might ''go off on one of
the errant trails and get lost," Hirte and other staffers "tried to mark the
route, but there was no telling once you got back in the woods. " 41
Corrick's planning did not include the intense heat that caused men to
take off their suit coats, nor the thousands of love bugs that were attracted to the guests' white shirts. Tom Carpenter bought a new suit for
the occasion, but did not realize until midway through the ceremony that
it was 100% wool. 42 His friends felt it only proper that the president,
hired to set an example, do so by suffering the most.
A reported 650 guests attended the event, including Florida Governor
Rubin Askew, BOR Chancellor Robert Mautz, Commissioner of Education Floyd Christian, and local Regent J. J. Daniel. Governor Askew
heralded the arrival of a university geared to the needs of the working
people. Askew predicted UNF ''will put an end to the educational
malnutrition of the working man in Northeast Florida by developing a
program suited to his needs. " 43 UNF would be "offering classes from
7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. daily," Askew said, because "the majority of the
students who will come here will already have jobs, families, debts,
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responsibilities. It is not a simple thing for them to break out of such an
environment, to pull up roots and to satisfy their hunger for
knowledge ." 44
It had been an event long awaited that brought the UNF.staff together
with the Jacksonville community . The University had a campus underway ; henceforth it had an identity beyond a temporary office. "We
worked our butts off on that," Ward Hancock remembers, "and then we
had a groundbreaking party ... . Oh, we had a good time; everybody
sort of let their hair down." 4 s
Groundbreaking represented an important milestone in the history of
the University of North Florida . Previously, the question: "Would the
buildings be ready on time?" traumatized everyone on the administrative staff - even those hired to prepare an academic plan and to
begin recruiting a faculty. This mood became infectious, especially when
the people most experienced with construction became the persons most
pessimistic about the University's chances to open on time. 46
This mood became so worrisome to Fred H. Simmons, who had followed Tom Carpenter from UWF to become UNF's director of informational services, that he wrote a critical letter on the subject. "One gets
the feeling" Simmons needled, "that the only purpose of this institution
is to develop a building program." 47 Rather than continue "worrying and
fretting about the building program,'' Simmons recommended that the
staff immerse itself in academic programs, library purchasing, budgets,
publicity, recruiting students, and seeking scholarship funds for
students. It was time, Simmons felt, "to look ahead."
Simmons' letter was meant as a catalyst, not a reflection of reality; people had been looking ahead, particularly in the area of academics. The efficiency and enormous energies of Roy Lassiter had already produced an
Academic Plan that was presented to the Board of Regents in July 1970.
Andrew Farkas began as Director of Libraries on May 4, 1970; by the
end of his third day on the job, Farkas had ordered $50,000 worth of
books for the library. Deans of the three colleges - Ellis White with the
College of Education , Willard 0. Ash with the College of Arts and
Sciences, and James Parrish with the College of Business Administration - had been devising curriculum and selecting chairpersons for over
a year. But with groundbreaking, a psychological chasm had been crossed; now planning was associated with something real; classes would be
held in "our classrooms, on our campus. " Activity picked up.
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"Construction on a Fast-Track"
In the year that remained before classes were scheduled to commence
a remarkable transformation of the site was achieved. Monitoring the
most minute construction details was Hilton Meadows , Director of
Physical Facilities for UNF.48 Meadows , like Tom Carpenter, had been
through this process before as the third professional employee hired at
UWF. Meadows hired Tom Bostwick, the founding director of the
Jacksonville Electric Authority, as chief engineer, and Larry Davis, an
engineer from Pensacola, to supervise the burgeoning project.
The magnitude of the challenge was apparent to Meadows on Friday,
July 29, 1971, three days prior to the date Conrad Weihnacht Construction Co. was scheduled to begin laying foundations for the buildings. 49
Meadows returned from a business trip to find that no one had secured a
right-of-way from Beach Boulevard to the campus site . After a hurried
conference with President Carpenter, Meadows arranged to have the
firm of Houdaille , Duval and Wright deliver one of their largest
bulldozers to the northwest corner of the site , on the dirt trail that was
then St. Johns Bluff Road, to begin blazing a trail to the high ridge where
the first buildings were to be located.
Over the weekend, Meadows walked ahead of the dozer to direct it
around the swampy areas, while the operator grubbed out tree stumps,
leveled and filled and packed the soil to create a passable road for the
vehicles scheduled to arrive Monday morning . In places, the operator
worked with slimy water and mud halfway up the dozer's tracks .
Limerock and culverts were added later and the result was the first eastwest road on the campus site. Labeled the "construction road " on old
maps, it served the construction crews which transformed the site over
the next twelve months.
Hilton Meadows is the individual most responsible for the physical appearance of the UNF campus.so During his first months on the job,
Meadows repeatedly walked the site and studied the topographical
charts until he knew the campus intimately. As he walked, he sketched
out a plan to preserve as much of the natural state of the environment as
the construction plans would accommodate . The main entrance road
was drawn in an undulating fashion to force commuters to slow down
and appreciate the environment. Meadows knew that one day soon the
UNF campus, with its wildlife preserve , lakes, cypress ponds, swamps
and trees, would attract visitors from urban Jacksonville seeking a
peaceful rural retreat without having to leave the city.s 1
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The UNF site has been characterized as a series of sandy ridges running north and south and interspersed by shallow drainage sloughs.s 2
The highest point on the property was approximately 50 feet above sea
level, which became the 145 acres for the first buildings. The water table
was high, influenced by five watershed areas on the site, including two
major drainageways. Water runoff from construction to the north compounded drainage problems, contributing to several ponding areas during wet weather. The original master plan recommended that UNF " dig
channels and flush the water off the campus." s3
Meadows rejected the drainage channels and went to President
Carpenter with an altenative proposal. Noting that the campus lacked
natural beauty, he suggested retaining the fresh water in a series of lakes
which had been created during construction by the need for fill material
for roadbeds and building foundations . The resultant ''borrow pits' '
could be excavated in attractive shapes, with islands and curving
shorelines, to enhance recreation as well as aesthetics. Adjacent to the
present "Boathouse," there was in 1971 a two-foot natural depression
subject to ponding. The master plan recommended that it be filled.
Meadows suggested instead that it be deepened and sculpted to enhance
the beauty of the area as well as to serve as a drainage basin for water
runoff from the nearby buildings and for air conditioning recharge.
President Carpenter shared Meadows' interest in beautifying the campus with a series of lakes and eventually inviting local residents to visit
the campus freely for picnics, hikes, and fishing.ss He was especially interested in a lake planned for the northwestern corner of the campus,
running parallel with St. Johns Bluff Road to the entrance gate. This lake
was expected to serve as a primary basin for runoff water from the
north, but Carpenter also wanted to beautify it. He wanted motorists to
look across the tree-fringed lake to the UNF sign, creating a pleasant image of the campus within.s 6
While Lake Oneida (named after Oneida Carpenter, the president's
wife) was being excavated, an unexpected visitor came out of the woods
to take advantage of the new recreational facility. Early every morning a
large black bear ambled to the edge of the water at the south corner of
the lake to splash and frolic. After several delightful mornings of viewing
the bear, Meadows was devastated to find parts of its carcass scattered
on the shore. The bear had been killed in the night, presumably by a defiant poacher that Meadows had previously threatened with arrest. The
poacher continued his nocturnal hunts, killing young female deer and
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throwing their severed heads in the lake as a morning greeting to
Meadows. 57
During construction, workmen frequently saw hogs, deer, turkey, and
other native wildlife. Of particular interest was a Florida panther that
regularly visited the construction site to scavenge for chicken bones and
other edibles left over from the workers' lunch pails. On one occasion,
men working on the elevator at the base of building three were startled
when the panther nearly wandered into the enclosure with them.58
As soon as the foundation preparation was completed in mid-October
1971, building construction was initiated. By then Reynolds, Smith and
Hills had redesigned the project, abandoning the three-story megastructure drawn by the previous architects, and substituting instead six
separate buildings to house a library, classrooms, laboratories, administration and offices, and two utilities structures.
The central theme for physical development retained some of
Carpenter's earlier conceptualizations. The shopping mall was modified
to emerge as the village street concept, still patterned after Winter Park,
Florida. Buildings would be two-story and rectangular, with connecting
covered walkways. Interior hallways still meandered, with student
lounges and other facilities cropping up unexpectedly.
The new plan opened the courtyards to the outdoors. President
Carpenter wanted buildings close together, " with little brick circles,
with a fountain and shade and a meandering path, just like an outdoor
living room. " 61 The UNF village street was expected to provide " improvised stages for festivals, concerts, displays and seminars [and to]
allow the opportunity for expressing different areas of interest without
potential conflicts and incompatibility." 62
At the initiation of the $4. 7 million construction project, Reynolds,
Smith and Hills was faced with a stringent ten-month deadline. As the
designer and administrator of the construction program, RSH and their
principal contractor, Wesley of Florida, were able to use the somewhat
unique "fast-track" procedure, which involved putting " the early
phases of a building program under construction while later stages were
still on the drawing boards, thus telescoping both design and construction time ." 63 By selective advance ordering of highly standardized, readily available and competitively priced materials, RSH not only finished
the program on time, they also brought it in at $500,000 under the
original project budget. The buildings were ready on time. All UNF had
to do was to move to the new campus and open the doors to the students.
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Looking back on the first building phase, Ward Hancock remembers
that there had been difficulties, but there had been ''fewer problems
than any building I have ever been associated with in a brand new institution. "64 It had been the most exhilarating experience of Hancock's
career, seeing the buildings go up, "getting it done, seeing the campus
start to take shape. I had seen it when it was nothing - I mean
zilch - we couldn't even get in here without a four-wheel drive vehicle.
I guess you'd say I've got sweat, blood, and tears in this thing. I guess I
take more interest in the buildings and how they are taken care of
because we've come a long way in just a short period of time. " 65
Jim Haywood had similar feelings as he watched the project conclude.
After ten years with the Board Office, Haywood had decided that UNF
was "going to be the last of the universities [and] a prime opportunity to
go in and create a university and to build it from the ground up. ' ' 66
Although Haywood had not worked with brick and mortar, h e had indeed helped build the University. Starting in a large and empty room
downtown, he had set up the business procedure: 67
I bought a half dozen or so four-drawer letter files and as we would
have the first personnel appointment papers I would put them in
one file, and that was personnel. The first requisitions and first
purchases we made, those went into another file, and that was
purchasing. Then as we paid the first invoices and paid the first
bills, those went into a file called finance and accounting. As the
directors came on board, I just took a file and pushed it to them
and said, "here is your office and here is everything that goes with
it."
UNF had expanded greatly since Haywood set up the first business
procedures. The University had moved from downtown to the Chamber
of Commerce Building on the Arlington Expressway to accommodate the
many new employees and their files. Now Haywood was anxious to
make a third move, this time to the second floor of building one on
UNF' s new campus.
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Chapter Four

"ABSOLUTELY
FREE REIGN":
CURRICULUM BUILDING

Almost obscured by the efforts to construct the physical UNF was the
more somber and structured, but equally intense, challenge to build the
world of ideas that would stock the new classrooms. It was a challenge
greatly influenced by the energies and experiences of Dr. Roy L.
Lassiter, then only 43 years old, but already a former Professor of
Economics and Dean of Faculties, a man Tom Carpenter regarded as
"one of the best teachers they had at the University of Florida, a
respected researcher, and a distinguished professor." 1
With responsibility for academic personnel, sponsored research , and
the academic budget at UF, Dr. Lassiter found it difficult to leave such a
stimulating and secure post. He had grown increasingly disillusioned,
however, by the lack of commitment to teaching: "I had felt for a long
time that we were seriously short-changing the undergraduate students,
cramming 500 or 1000 into an auditorium and letting them peer at a
television screen.'' When President Carpenter said he wanted a ''firstclass program, one that without regard to the [academic] area would
have significant liberal content,'' Lassiter decided UNF was a challenge
he could not resist. He and Carpenter agreed that it would be an expensive mistake to try to " become the Harvard or the M .I.T. of the South,"
but with the finances at their disposal they pledged to " build a university
that gave a first-class undergraduate education."
Dr. Lassiter began working February 1, 1969, on a plan for the embryonic institution. Completed in the spring and presented to the Board
of Regents in July 1970, UNF's first Academic Plan contained Lassiter's
negative reaction to the "poor quality of instruction and the publish or
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perish environment" he had seen in American universities in the 1960's.
The Academic Plan committed UNF to " classroon instruction as the
most important single vehicle in the educational process. ' ' Prospective
faculty members were informed that ''excellence in teaching ... and contributions to the learning process will be recognized and rewarded." 3
Aware that quality instruction was not exclusively classroom contained, Lassiter encouraged outside learning experiences that could be
incorporated into the departmental curricula. Among the encouraged
supplements for formal course work were
1.

interdisciplinary work directly related to the problems of contemporary society;

2. intern experiences which are integral components of the formal
educational program where learning is applied and experience
and judgment are gained;
3. utilizing the community as a learning laboratory to study subjects ranging from agricultural to industrial, rural to urban, and
suburban to inner-city.
Contemporary issues, community concerns, education as a lifetime
process, and relevance were key terms to Lassiter as he planned the new
University's mission. Faculty were expected to help solve basic resource,
environmental and social problems for the surrounding region, but
always with the understanding that teaching must take priority over
research and community service.
One community problem, racial inequality, was addressed directly as
a result of Lassiter's deep concern. UNF was dedicated from the outset
by agreement between Lassiter and Carpenter, even before there was an
Academic Plan, " to become the first university to really fulfill an equal
opportunity philosophy." They agreed to " make an all-out effort to hire
black faculty and staff and to commit a lot of resources to that end.''
Dr. Andrew Robinson, a local high school principal with a doctorate
from Columbia University, was hired July 1, 1970, as Assistant Dean of
Faculties to direct the equal opportunity effort. As a third generation
teacher, Robinson had followed in the path of his mother and grandmother, both of whom had long careers with the Duval County schools.
After a successful tenure as principal of Raines High School, Robinson
was asked to direct the integration of teaching faculty in anticipation of a
December 1969 Federal Court order to desegregate Duval County
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schools. He was at Raines when Tom Carpenter approached him with an
offer to help build UNF, but he had spent seven months (December
1969 - July 1970) implementing the plan when he arrived at UNF.
Following a proven formula, Robinson arranged to have Rev . James
Carl Sams of Second Missionary Baptist Church, Rev. Cyrus A. Weaver
of Day Spring Baptist Church and Rev. A. B. Coleman of Shiloh Baptist
Church invite all the black ministers in town to meet Carpenter, Lassiter,
and the other UNF officials. Predicting that UNF would bring back to
Jacksonville a number of black professionals forced by segregation to go
away for jobs, Robinson was true to his word: many blacks recruited for
the original faculty were either reared in Jacksonville or had other strong
local ties. 4
At the vital center of the total educational effort Lassiter placed the
Library. Pledging that the Library would receive "high priority in the
allocation of the University's resources," Lassiter put a Director of
Libraries at the top of his staffing needs, to be hired even before the
academic deans. During his first week as vice president, he began contacting prospects for the position; in April he hired Andrew Farkas and
assigned him a budget of $600,000 to acquire and process a library of
100,000 volumes by opening day.
After fleeing Hungary as a refugee following the 1956 Hungarian
Revolution, Farkas earned a degree in French from Occidental College in
California and a Master's in Library Science from the University of
California at Berkeley. He then worked as Chief Bibliographer and Assistant Head of the Acquisitions Department of the University of California
at Davis before joining Walter J. Johnson, Inc., a large book-merchant
firm in New York. When Farkas joined UNF, the library was only two
book shelves and a desk and chair in a corner of the temporary location
downtown. He later confided to Roy Lassiter that he "found the job so
challenging that had he been able to afford it, he would have come and
done it for no money at all, because to start a new institution and a new
library from scratch, where there is not even a blueprint and you are to
work out all the details, staffing, collection, even the building - this is
probably the ultimate challenge that a professional librarian can hope
for."
What is most surprising about the Academic Plan is the statement of
Philosophy and Objectives, with its commitment to the traditional
liberal arts as the cornerstone for all education at UNF:
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The academic programs of the University are founded on the
philosophy that the ever-expanding knowledge in all fields, the increasing complexity of society and its problems, and the expanding
scope and sophistication of studies in all fields require a substantive foundation in the traditional arts and sciences. These
disciplines represent the foundation of the educational process
thro~gh which learned men are produced. As defined by the
University an educated man is one who: ( 1) understands and appreciates man's cultural heritage; (2) is aware of the responsibilities of the human being and the citizen; (3) possesses the requisite communication skills; (4) is well grounded in quantitative
metholodo/ogy and the processes of abstraction and problem solving; (5) has an appreciation and understanding of the interrelationships between the basic fields of knowledge; and (6) has
developed in-depth competency and knowledge in at least one
discipline.
In the professional areas of study such attributes are cultivated
through de-emphasizing specific techniques, which are subject to
rapid obsolescence, in favor of instruction, study, and research
which are founded in the basic arts and sciences relevant to the
field and which are directed toward stimulating intellectual
curiosity and a lifetime pursuit of learning.

Before hiring the academic deans, Dr. Lassiter made sure that all three
were in agreement with the University philosophy on the liberal arts.
Because he and Dr. Carpenter were still in their early forties, Dr.
Lassiter decided to hire deans who were older and more experienced,
capable of providing stabilizing leadership for a young faculty in what
might prove to be turbulent beginning years. After watching the other
new universities in Florida "bring on tigers who never really got the
things settled down," Lassiter concluded that "significant experience"
was mandatory for his deans. Being a "great believer in change," as
well, he felt that older deans would be retiring after a few years, thereby
alleviating "a situation where there was a 20-year commitment to a person who was a Dean.''
The first dean hired was Dr. Willard 0. Ash. A respected colleague of
both Carpenter and Lassiter at the University of Florida, "he was one of
the best teachers in the business," according to Carpenter, a statistician
and a veteran of the difficulties of starting new universities. As a teacher
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at the University of Maryland, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, and the
University of Florida; as Assistant Branch Chief in the War Production
Board in Washington, D.C.; and as Chairman of the Department of
Mathematics at the University of West Florida, Dr. Ash had developed a
reputation as a "superior teacher" with a keen intellect , highly imaginative on curriculum evolution - all qualities that Roy Lassiter
valued for the Dean of the College of Arts, Sciences and Technology.
Even more experienced was the new Dean of the College of Education,
Dr. Ellis F. White. During his 40-year career in education, Dr. White had
been a classroom teacher, a division head at New York University, a
dean at Jersey City State College, the president of Fitchburg State College
in Massachusetts, and the president of Essex County College in Newark,
New Jersey. Roy Lassiter chose Dr. White "on the basis of both experience and philosophy" (the latter regarding the liberal arts), and
because he had a "strong conviction" that prospective teachers needed
strong subject matter competence in addition to training in pedagogy.
Math teachers, for example, would be expected to take math majors in
the College of Arts and Sciences at the same time they studied teaching
methods in the College of Education. Dr. White also insisted that
students have sufficient practice-teaching experience to assure that they
were good teachers before they graduated.
The man selected to direct the fortunes of the College of Business was
Dr. James M. Parrish, a record-setter in academic circles . During his
distinguished career as a faculty member at the University of Alabama,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and Washington University
in St. Louis; as Dean of the College of Business at Mississippi State
University and at Drexel University; and as Director of Education for the
Department of the Army, Dr. Parrish had directed three programs
through accreditation by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business . At UNF he would add two more programs to that record .

Venture Studies and the College of Arts,
Sciences and Technology
The most difficult planning task was in the College of Arts, Sciences
and Technology, where there were no state or accrediting agency
guidelines for curriculum development, and where the greater number
of departments and the intellectual diversity represented a formidable
challenge. This was accentuated by a dichotomy in the thinking of the
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top administrators on what the proper role of the College should be . Both
Carpenter and Lassiter were dedicated to the idea that the Arts and
Sciences must be the heart of the University, and that the professional
schools could not flourish without a quality Arts and Sciences faculty. Initial staffing kept this in mind : Lassiter "skimped away " faculty lines
from Business and Education to build up departments in Arts and
Sciences, even though enrollments were not expected to justify the expenditure .
President Carpenter wanted a curriculum reflective of the
characteristics and needs of the region, emphasizing business, commerce, transportation and education. With Arts and Sciences providing
adequate support programs, Carpenter expected "a shifting of resources
from, for instance, scientific research labs into computer capabilities .''
Based on his experience at Pensacola, Carpenter predicted that UNF
students would be " the first in their families to attend college," and that
they would be place-bound graduates of the community colleges, with
''appetites for the practical, ... seeking to get ahead in life, seeking a way
to get higher incomes." 5
Prominently featured in these early debates on the mission of UNF
was the notion that all three colleges should be heavily committed to serving the surrounding region. Discussion often focused on Arts and
Sciences as "oriented for solving urban problems, becoming a consulting
firm almost, to politics and the business of the town ; in other words, service to the city, service to Jacksonville ." Dean Ash was never a believer
in that : "My goal was to turn out a well-educated , broadly trained student who would have the background to go in almost any direction he
would choose to go in life , and to instill in that student the ambition of
lifelong learning." Jacksonville , and urban affairs in general, would be
fitting subjects for study, but they would be incidental to the overall
educational goals of the college.
Dean Ash agreed on the need for support programs for the professional
colleges, but he was unwilling to accept that as the major purpose of the
college. He reasoned that a city the size of Jacksonville deserved quality
programs indigenous to the Arts and Sciences . Ash conceived of the concept of service as also providing excellent dramatic productions or
courses in literature, history, science and the other disciplines of the College.
The immediate challenge Ash faced was finding a programmatic formula that included a significant commitment to the liberal arts at the
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upper-division level. The practical and job-oriented students Tom
Carpenter envisioned would transfer to UNF with their general education requirements already completed, to enroll only in courses of a professional nature in single-minded pursuit of specialization. Dean Ash
thought it would be "a great mistake for most students to specialize too
early in their academic careers." His research findings showed that the
furious pace of change and the rapid obsolescence of skills, as well as
technology, resulted in only "a very small percentage" of graduates who
stayed in careers that matched their undergraduate majors. Ash believed
that UNF "ought to de-emphasize the major," even "de-emphasize the
departments," and instead encourage students to have "at least four
years of liberal education before embarking down the narrow road of
specialization.''
Incorporating these ideas into a College philosophy and curriculum,
however, and persuading the other administrators to approve them, required a great deal of time for thinking. Ash is still grateful to Vice President Lassiter for permitting "absolutely free rein" for the first year to
think and plan. In a newspaper interview Ash said, ''This is an opportunity that very few people have. All of a sudden I had a clean piece of
paper. All I had to do was think and I reasoned that this was the time for
thinking. Any mistake could go on for years.' ' 6
Before putting his plans on the sheet of paper, Ash spent the first year
"completely on my own, reading, thinking, reading, talking to people,
thinking, and when it came out it came out as a package." Until he
presented his plans at the end of that year, " they didn't know what my
program was; for the first time the President heard what I was going to
do.''
The plan that Dean Ash presented came to be known as the. Leonardo
da Vinci Venture Studies Program. One of the few truly unique features
of the new institution, the significance of Venture for the early history of
the College of Arts and Sciences can hardly be overstated. Venture was
for non-majors, but it greatly influenced departmental curricula; candidates for chairperson were expected to agree with its philosophy or
Dean Ash terminated the interview at that point because he thought
''there was no point in bringing somebody into a program that had
already crystallized in the mind of the Dean. " Later, when faculty were
hired, compatibility with the Venture program, and potential to teach interdisciplinary courses were important criteria in the selection process.
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In Venture Studies, students were required to fulfill a liberal arts
distribution requirement of approximately one-third of their upper division course work - a significant portion of their total programs. Ash
wanted them ' 'to continue in the liberal arts tradition by venturing out
into fields they may never have taken any courses in." Literature majors,
for example , were required to take upper-division courses in the Natural
Sciences and Mathematics, as well as in the Social Sciences and Fine
Arts .
Professors were expected to continually design new courses which
would be relevant to centemporary issues and innovative in teaching
style, would utilize nontraditional learning materials (textbooks were
discouraged) and a nonlecture format, and would cut across disciplinary
boundaries. Venture courses were to be taught at an advanced content
level , but to ensure that they didn 't become so sophisticated that prerequisites were required, enrollment was strictly limited to nonmajors. An
exciting educational venture for nonmajors is what the Dean had in
mind.
Venture was enthusiastically embraced by administrators Universitywide and subsequently approved by the Board of Regents as a one-year
experiment. Impressive in concept, Venture still had to be developed
course by course and had to be judged on its merits by students.
Will Ash looks back on the few months when he hired the College
chairpersons as the most difficult of his term as dean. Having only a
limited acquaintance with the subject matter of several of the
disciplines, he was still required to hire eight chairpersons to direct the
destinies of the departments on which the future of the College would
depend. He selected capable and energetic individuals with surprisingly
diverse experiences and regional backgrounds. Selected primarily for
their commitment to quality teaching were
Dr. Gerson Yessin, Fine Arts
Dr. James Crooks, History
Dr. Gary Harmon, Language and Literature
Dr. Edward Healy, Natural Sciences
Dr. Thomas Mongar , Political Science
Dr. Lawrence Green, Psychology
Dr. Carroll Sims , Sociology
With sixteen years in Florida universities to his credit and a
remarkable resume of international piano concerts - including a debut
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with Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops Symphony Orchestra - Gerson
Yessin was the only chairperson with Jacksonville experience. Larry
Green had retired as a Captain from the United States Navy, and had
subsequently taught at the University of Oklahoma and the University of
Southwestern Louisiana, where he was also Dean of the College of
Education. In 14 years on the faculty of Providence College in Rhode
Island, Ed Healy had worked his way through the ranks from Instructor
to Professor of Chemistry before accepting the challenge of building a
natural science curriculum from scratch. Some in the group even had international teaching experiences: Jim Crooks had been on the faculty of
University College in Dublin, Ireland, and Tom Mongar had taught at
two Canadian universities.
The chairmen found themselves involved in a great variety of activities, including planning courses, recommending book and journal
titles to the library, and designing facilities and equipment. Ed Healy
worked for months on specifications for science laboratories, while Gerson Yessin considered the numbers, sizes and shapes of classrooms and
offices, studios and practice rooms. Decisions had to be made on the innumerable problems that arise when building a new university. Primarily, however, their energies were thrown into planning curricula for
their respective departments.
Will Ash has characterized his style of leadership at this time as very
liberal: "I would not dominate a chairman. I would not twist arms to
develop courses in the curriculum that I wanted. I gave my chairmen a
great deal of freedom ." On one point, however, Dean Ash was forceful:
he continually stressed an interdisciplinary approach. In the Department
of Mathematical Sciences, which Ash chaired until September 1973, a
notable interdisciplinary approach was built into the original curriculum. Students majoring in mathematics w ere given the option of pursuing either computer science, mathematics, or statistics, but each was
required to take a common 20-hour interdisciplinary core. It was an innovative curriculum that, when combined with the Venture Studies concept, was particularly appealing to the first-year faculty that Will Ash
recruited .
The realization of the interdisciplinary emphasis can be seen most profoundly in the early curriculum of the Department of Natural Sciences.
Vice President Lassiter' s original Academic Plan called for separate
departments of Chemistry and Biology; Dean Ash, however, persuaded
him to have a single department which integrated physics, chemistry
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and biology. It was this combination that attracted Ed Healy to UNF
from Providence College, where he had been directing a science honors
program and waiting for a chance to apply his corresponding ideals.
Convinced that contemporary scientific knowledge was in fact interdisciplinary and that science students should become socially conscious,
Healy devised a program which required students with primary interest
in one of the sciences - either chemistry, physics or biology - to
achieve su.bstantial training in the other two. Healy's hiring priorities
were for teachers who themselves had been trained with such a perspective and who could inspire, for example, chemistry majors "to study
some genetics and molecular biology, which was an interdisciplinary
science.'' 7
Healy had been in higher education long enough to watch science curriculums become sacrosanct at the expense of liberal studies in the
undergraduate requirements. It was a "time when science was king in
academia, ... but it was pleasant to see a change in the late 1960's and
1970's when the pendulum started to swing in the other direction and
people began to realize that you could have very brilliant chemists who
were essential illiterates." With Venture, Healy felt he had finally found
a corrective for this problem. He was also enthusiastic that Venture
would "teach science to non-science majors and do it in a context that
made it relevant."
Developing an interdisciplinary program presented great difficulties
for Gerson Yessin, since art and music teachers tend to be highly
specialized; understa'ndably, his department became less interdisciplinary than expected. The parameters of the Department of Fine
Arts were the most strictly drawn of any in the College: when Dr. Yessin
began work he found "it had already been specified what people we
would hire. We were told we would hire a vocalist and a potter and a
painter," in addition to himself as a piano teacher. Vice President
Lassiter, who "was very fond of organ music, [later] gave me a position
for a teacher of organ." President Carpenter pulled the lines even
tighter. In an effort to placate Jacksonville University supporters and to
realize economies in an extremely expensive subject area, Carpenter
decreed that UNF limit its music program to voice and keyboard. 8 This
decision greatly dissappointed Will Ash, who loved music and still
laments the inablity of UNF to display an orchestra at commencement
and other important occasions.
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As a former JU professor, Yessin knew as well as anyone the potentially explosive issues between the two universities; in fact , his hiring
almost sparked a mini-controversy. Soon after arriving in Jacksonville,
Will Ash had been terribly impressd by the piano soloist at a Jacksonville
Symphony concert. That soloist was Gerson Yessin, who had already applied for a job at UNF, not realizing that informal policy forbade hiring
anyone employed at JU . Dean Ash arranged an interview anyway and
explained the hiring predicament. A somewhat perturbed Yessin asked:
''Why should you discriminate against me? President Spiro has his application in everywhere trying to get another job." Yessin was eventually hired, but only after the two institutions agreed that Yessin would be
the only person hired from among the sizeable pool of JU faculty that
had also applied at UNF.
The other Arts and Sciences departments developed curricula more in
the traditional mold than Dean Ash had anticipated. Each had innovative
and interdisciplinary content and pedagogy, but these were generally in
Venture courses or within individual major courses designed by faculty
who shared Dean Ash's ideals, rather than in overall integrative
philosophies.
The Department of Language and Literature exemplifies this trend.
Gary Harmon, assisted by communiques from William Slaughter and
Richard Bizot, who had signed contracts early in the procedure , created a
traditional major curriculum and packed the Venture courses with innovative and interdisciplinary offerings. Forced by funding problems to
temporarily drop foreign languages and concentrate on literature, Harmon recruited for diversity of teaching styles and scholarly specialties
with the five faculty positions he had available for Fall 1972. He chose a
balance of British literature and American literature, and replaced all
one-author courses (Shakespeare, Chaucer, for example) with courses on
drama, short story, fiction, poetry and literary interpretation. He saw the
Venture courses as the more exciting and experimental part of departmental curriculum, as a ''yeast for the majors'' where new ideas could
be discovered and tested and funneled back into the standard courses.
The Department of Psychology curriculum concentrated on clinical
psychology. Larry Green, who came to UNF from a deanship at the
University of Southwestern Louisiana, believed that an emphasis on the
clinical counseling and helping profession aspects of Psychology rather
than the purely experimental or research aspects of Psychology was the
best means to serve UNF students and to build large enrollments. Majors
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were required to take a core of courses that included the basic content
areas of the discipline. Dr. Green achieved both his objectives, building
what Dean Ash called a "very, very traditional" curriculum, but one
that was also attractive to students.
In the Department of History, James B. Crooks had to play catch-up,
not joining UNF until June 1972. Coming from Hollins College in
Virginia, Dr. Crooks was the third chairperson hired in History. 9 He
quickly put together a fairly standard curriculum emphasizing modern
history with a global perspective. Dr. Crooks' main problem was a staffing limitation of two and a half teaching positions (one-half of all
chairperson's time was assigned to administrative duties). At the end of
the first year, when two additional faculty members were hired , courses
offered included African, American, Asian, European, and Latin
American histories. Abundant innovative and interdisciplinary content
could be found in the Venture and the majors courses; it was not unusual
for a single history course to combine learning materials from history,
literature, anthropology, political science, economics, and sociology.
In both Political Science and Sociology the departmental concerns
were primarily with establishing high quality programs that stressed
abstract examination of social phenomena from disciplinary perspectives. Curriculum developed by Dr. Thomas Mongar of Political Science
included relevant and contemporary issues; classes such as Politics of
Work, Politics of Violence , Politics of Discrimination and Third World
Politics permitted a focus that transcended a locale, a social class, or
even a nation-state. The emphasis of the curriculum, however, was on
the theoretical rather than the applied aspects of the discipline , disappointing both Tom Carpenter and Roy Lassiter, who wanted the department to become a model of service to the community. Dr. Carroll Simms
created a Sociology program that stressed empirical sociology while providing traditional vocational training in social welfare and criminal
justice.

The College of Business
Dean James M . Parrish came to UNF dedicated to building something
new and different: a College of Business Administration that had a sound
traditional curriculum, but one packaged in an exciting and nontraditional delivery system. He had seen too many schools short-change
students as a result of "publish or perish" pressures on the faculty and
believed that UNF could strike the proper balance between teaching,
research, and community service. 10
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With these incentives, Dean Parrish was able to recruit an exceptionally well-qualified administrative team . Averaging sixteen years of
teaching experience, the chairpersons had all achieved enviable records
as researchers and teachers, and each brought an additional dimension
to the new College: valuable experience in either private business or
government. Dr. William J. Arthur , for example , came to the Department of Accounting from Lynchburg College where he had been Vice
President ; before that he had extensive experience in private industry.
Dr. Richard Kip was a Professor at Florida State University, member of
the Florida Insurance Commissioner's Staff, and Director of the
Policeman's Retirement Fund before becoming UNF's Chairman of the
Department of Finance , Insurance , and Land Economics . Dr. R. Grann
Lloyd became Chairman of the Division of Studies in Economics and
Business after serving as Director of the Division of Business at Tennessee State University, and on the staff of the President 's Council of
Economic Advisers in 1970. The other three chairpersons were younger
men with similar records of success in both business and teaching: they
were Dr. Joseph M. Perry, Chairman of the Department of Economics;
Dr. Warren Rose, Chairman of the Department of Transportation and
Logistics; and Dr . Frank McLaughlin, Chairman of the Department of
Management , Marketing, and Business Law.
Because of the strength of the accrediting agency, the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), Dean Parrish and
his chairpersons were less troubled by building a curriculum than their
counterparts in the other two colleges. The AACSB provides a good
model curriculum which all its member schools are expected to follow.
Dean Parrish was well acquainted with the requirements, having helped
to develop and revise them . The vision of the AACSB therefore became
the basic curriculum for the College of Business. A pragmatic decision
was reached to split the curriculum writing duties: Dean Par_rish completed the undergraduate portion while his chairpersons put together the
program for the Master's Degree iii Business Administration (MBA) .
The Business Administration curriculum was designed to carry out the
College 's main objectives: (1) to educate for positions of responsibility ;
(2) to emphasize the future and to recognize the importance of change; (3)
to stress that education is a lifelong process. Following a UNF trend , the
curriculum required that students take approximately thirty hours (onethird of their total program) of either liberal studies or contextual
studies, in addition to their common core of business courses and their
area of concentration.
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It was in the delivery system that James Parrish charged his chairpersons to create something exciting and innovative , to bring something
dynamic and intelligently different to the classroom. There were several
experiments with cross-disciplinary course formats that Dean Parrish
believes "would have been outstanding if they had materialized properly." Dr. Warren Rose, who had been a chairman at the University of
Houston prior to coming to UNF , devised a team-taught course which
combined essential concepts from marketing, purchasing, production
and logistics, into a ten-credit course spread across two quarters. Unfortunately, when the Registrar informed the department that there was no
mechanism to enroll students in two-quarter sequences, the package was
abandoned and broken into two separate and required courses - one in
marketing and one in transportation and logistics. Broken apart, the integrative philosophy didn't jell, and soon faculty concerns over
disciplinary proprieties became paramount.
Another unique course format combined the subject matter of accounting and finance into a single course. This experiment evolved from Bill
Arthur's conviction that the majority of accounting graduates do not
become certified public accountants, nor do they work in public accounting; most find jobs in management accounting or in managementrelated positions. Judging that "the one thing Jacksonville does not need
is another second-rate school ," nor an accounting program which
duplicated the University of Florida 's, Dr. Arthur developed a program
heavily oriented toward management accounting and one which integrated the other disciplines into the curriculum. The required interdisciplinary course embodied Arthur's philosophy; it also alerted
students that they were enrolled in a rigid and high quality program .
Although the approach was intended to be a balance of both
managerial and financial accounting , it soon drew fire from local Certified Public Accountants. Considered an affront to some prominent
public accounting firms , the program was critized for not following the
more traditional route of preparing accounting majors to become Certified Public Accountants.
With Dr. R. Grann Lloyd as chairperson, the Division of Studies in
Economics and Business launched another unique experiment in the College of Business Administration . Vice President Lassiter created the Division as a framework for interdisciplinary instruction and research . The
original plan was to have a division in each of the colleges , with two or
three full-time faculty positions assigned to each, who could be " farmed
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out to various chairmen in exchange for faculty time." 11 The chairperson
of each division was expected to act as a catalyst within the college, encouraging interdisciplinary teaching and research and serving as a
"development agency for the research of the college, providing the vehicle through which grants could be administered." Lassiter intended "a
forced relationship'' between the Divisions and the departmental
chairpersons, whom he likened to "mother hens" wanting to "keep
everything under their own bailiwick." Financial exigencies forced
Lassiter to drastically curtail this plan; there was only the single Division
in the College of Business Administration in October 1972, staffed solely
by Dr. Lloyd.

Beginning A New Movement:
Competency Based Teacher Education
August 1, 1972, two months before classes were scheduled to begin,
the entire faculty of the College of Education was assembled to complete
the teacher-education programs. Earlier in their careers, they had all
been public school teachers, followed by special training in their doctoral programs which coincided with the College's main mission: Competency Based Teacher Education (CBTE). There was a missing element,
however, that bothered Dean Ellis White; he worried that his young and
promising faculty would begin their careers at UNF without appreciation of its heritage. Young as it was, UNF was part of a history that Dean
White felt should influence faculty decisions as they developed the College of Education. 12
In an orientation address, Dean White explained to the faculty that
UNF's College of Education had its roots in nationwide discontent with
educational leaders whose only response to criticism that their products
were increasingly dysfunctional was to ask for more money. Taxpayers
grew restive and soon came to realize that education had become an unquestionable fetish in American society. As a consultant to firms like
IBM and Southern Bell, Dean White had been able to persuade industrial
leaders ''to take bold steps toward systematizing educational processes''
in order to produce quality products at reduced costs. Educators, he was
sorry to learn, reacted differently; they dug in their heels and resisted
changing either their goals or methods, verifying, White said, "the old
adage that is still true: 'It is easier to move a graveyard than to move a
faculty .' ''
For years Dean White kept after educators, urging them ''to abandon
rhetoric and adopt observable, measurable objectives." Educators could,
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White believed, determine a process of accountability by agreeing on
"educational objectives which could be stated in terms of what a learner
should be expected to be able to do at the end of a given period of time
and how well he should be able to perform the specific task under consideration."
In the Florida Department of Education, Dr. White found an unexpected ally. Reasoning that a new institution, lacking the standing pools
of inertia and tradition, would be the perfect place to implement a new
program, the Department of Education mandated that at UNF the College of Education begin with a Competency Based Teacher Education
program. Ellis White, as the man chosen to be Dean of the College, con. sidered himself fortunate to be able to conclude his career with such a
challenging proposition.
As Dean White addressed his charter faculty in its first assembly, he
reminded them that they were part of a new movement, one based on
significant beliefs, but one that had meaningful historical roots. As they
began their careers at UNF they, too, became part of that historical process. Many years from now, he whimsically told his audience, if their
planning had been successful and the College had prospered, then "in
your declining years, if your memory remains intact, perhaps you will
recall that once upon a time there was a dean who outlined the beginnings of this new College."
Ellis White had been planning this address and his two-month
workshop ever since he began as Dean on August 1, 1970. One of his first
acts was to convince a ·reluctant Vice President Lassiter that his Assistant
Dean of faculties, Dr. Andrew Robinson, be named Chairman of the
Department of Educational Administration and Supervision and that he
also become the Assistant Dean of the College. Together, White and
Robinson began visiting each of the superintendents in UNF's fivecounty service region: Duval, Nassau, Baker, Clay, and St. Johns. These
visits inaugurated a tradition of service to the schools of the region that
continues to be the hallmark of the College. White and Robinson learned
from the superintendents that the local schools would cooperate with
UNF; they even extended invitations to the College's faculty and
teaching interns to use their institutions as laboratory schools.
In consultation with area school administrators, White and Robinson
worked out the skeleton of the College's organizational structure. White
spent several months scrutinizing hundreds of applications before selecting as chairpersons Dr. Nell Kannwisher for the Department of Elemen-
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tary Education, Dr. Richard J. McArdle for the Department of Secondary
Education, Dr. Jack R. Netcher for the Department of Health Science
and Physical Education, Dr. Samuel E. Russell for the Department of
Vocational and Technical Education, and Dr. Andrew Robinson for the
Department of Educational Administration and Supervision.
In Spring 1971, the chairpersons were invited to Jacksonville for a
workshop on the College's progress to date. Problems and prospects
relative to the CBTE Mission were discussed at length, leading to an
agreement to hold another workshop in the summer. A respected consultant team, Dr. and Mrs. Robert Corrigan, agreed to help the group
develop a plan for using a systems approach, and to agree on "common
terminology and compatible planning procedures." Dean White sent invitations to all middle-management personnel in the area schools, an act
which further strengthened UNF's rapport with the surrounding school
systems.
Following the workshop, College of Education administrators spent
the next year in dialogue and planning, collaborating with area school
administrators so frequently that Dean White had to "insist that
chairmen gather with me at certain specified times and forget about the
collaborating or we would collaborate ourselves out of existence.'' One
decision the planners reached was to have great influence on the direction of the College: the group decided to "give primary attention to
teaching and give little emphasis to research, focusing upon this northeast part of Florida which has a greatly undereducated population." In
the future this decision would spark more than a little controversy.
The next major task, identifying the competencies needed by teachers,
led to "endless hours of debate" and, unfortunately, to a frustrating lack
of resolution. Dean White and the chairpersons made long lists of competencies which were categorized as suitable for either master's degree
level or baccalaureate level. When the beginning classroom competencies were finally delineated, they were used to establish the basis of the
undergraduate core program in the College. Eventually, the competencies were grouped into "clusters" corresponding to the respective
departmental divisions within the College.
Frustrations arose out of the inability of the group to agree on specific
competencies which would properly identify a college-wide, critical
foundation for the CBTE program. When feasible, Dean White remained
in the background, moderating vigorous debates, but it soon became apparent that the varied backgrounds of the chairpersons meant widely dif-
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fering conceptualizations of CBTE . A uniform, college-wide implementation would not be possible. To Dick McArdle, "it was apparent that we
all had ahold of a different part of the elephant." The chairpersons went
their separate ways in developing foundations for their departmental
curricula.
Related to this frustration was the feeling of the majority of the
chairpersons that the upper-level administration was unwilling to sufficiently alter the traditional university structure to accommodate a CBTE
program. As a result, features such as variable course credits, varied entry and exit points, flexible grading procedures (pass/fail options), self
pacing, and modular units of instruction were not implemented in the
initial curriculum. Requests for laboratory facilities were also denied.
These setbacks prompted Richard McArdle to say: "We created a
relatively new concept of teaching/learning and the rest of the university
had no way of relating to it. There was no attempt to fit this unique subsystem into the traditional system, and the University never modified its
behavior to accommodate the radical change needed to facilitate a CBTE
program .''
Earlier, Ellis White had gone to Roy Lassiter with an unprecedented request that the entire faculty be put on payroll two months prior to the
formal commencement of classes to assist chairpersons with the final
development of a well-articulated curriculum. Lassiter's consent permitted twenty-six faculty members to assemble at Sandalwood High School
(the UNF campus was still being constructed) on August 1, 1972. In daylong meetings over the next two months, the administration presented its
foundation work and the faculty refined and expanded their efforts.
The focus was primarily on curriculum, with a two-fold thrust : (1) to
identify generic competencies and group them into core courses, and (2)
to identify specialized competencies and group them into departmental
courses. The entire faculty worked in teams on the former , and specific
departmental colleagues worked on the latter. Since the generics became
the responsibility of the Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education (an arrangement agreed upon before August 1) , the majority
of the time was spent on departmental curricula, tending to accentuate a
spirit of factionalism.
While the faculty engaged primarily in curriculum development, Dean
White set about finalizing the structure for the College . He relied
primarily on a traditional line and staff model with chairperson meetings
supplemented by ad-hoc faculty committees, but he also felt strongly
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that faculty and administration should be partners in a broad-based decision making process. He therefore convened an ad-hoc committee to formulate an organizational structure to implement this. What emerged was
a cabinet composed of the Dean, chairpersons of the departments, and
the standing committees formed to give attention to major functions of
the College. Destined to have only a short life as a functional structure ,
the cabinet was an interesting attempt to implement a broad-based
decision-making process.
On the eve of classes, Dean White could look back on an exhilarating
two years, culminated by the completion of a unique program in teacher
education. He and his staff had been given great freedom by Vice President Lassiter to develop their college curriculum and procedures . In
order to enhance the liberal arts content as well as the subject matter
competence of College of Education graduates, Lassiter had insisted on
the Bachelor of Arts as the only baccalaureate degree to be awarded. To
reduce administrative costs and to eliminate potential overlapping, he
had also combined the Elementary and Secondary Education departments into one, and had transferred Dr. Nell Kannwisher from Elementary Education to chairperson of the Division of Studies in Education.
Just prior to August 1, 1972, however, Dr. Kannwisher decided to return
to the State Department of Education, causing Lassiter to delay implementation of the Division for one year. These were minimal setbacks
to Dean White when compared to the accomplishments of the past two
years. He and his faculty were anxiously awaiting October 2; they talked
of ''beginning a new movement'' in teacher education.

Recruiting Faculty
UNF began recruiting its faculty at one of the most propitious. times for
hiring academics in the history of higher education in America . A
downturn in enrollments nationwide, coupled with cutbacks in government support for education, had produced a huge surplus of college
faculty. Many schools, especially in the midwest, had been impaled by
financial emergencies and were mandating faculty cuts . Many capable
young graduates, the ink barely dry on their doctoral diplomas, found
themselves driving taxis, working on buildings and grounds crews,
pushing brooms as janitors, doing whatever they could to avoid
unemployment lines. As a result, UNF recruiters were able to choose
from a large pool of applicants.
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Vice President Lassiter issued two hiring guidelines to his administrative team: (1) make a good faith effort to find black-American
professors; (2) find the best qualified people by searching nationwide.
Lassiter and President Carpenter wanted their faculty to exhibit a diversity of training. Unlike their initial team of administrators, which had
decidedly Florida-related backgrounds, they wanted people on their
faculty to be from all over the United States. To minimize the chances of
hiring people who looked good on paper but fizzled in the classroom,
UNF spent a great deal of money on travel expenses, bringing top candidates - sometimes three or four per position - to the campus for two
days of interviews.13
With two new schools - Florida International University and the
University of North Florida - recruiting faculty in 1972 and offering attractive salaries, there was a sudden break in the gloom of the job
market. The thought of leaving the sub-zero icy blasts of wintry Minnesota to walk the beaches of Florida - if only for two days during an
expense paid visit for interviews - was most appealing. One of the
Florida schools promised the hustle of booming Miami, a public relations
whiz as president and a highly experimental curriculum. By comparison,
the university in Jacksonville appeared to be conservative - almost
stodgy. Upon closer inspection, however, the northern school promised
a solid academic program which advertised only what it could produce,
but yet, with the Venture program and the university-wide interdisciplinary emphasis, projected an atmosphere of controlled excitement.
After a decade of protest and hyperactivity on college campuses, the prospect of controlled excitement, with emphasis on quality teaching, had
great appeal.
Hiring criteria varied by college and by chairperson. In the College of
Arts and Sciences, Will Ash urged his chairpersons to search for prospects who had "interest in interdisciplinary studies." Frank
McLaughlin, chairman of the Department of Management, Marketing
and Business Law, wanted "people who could jump right in and do a
good job in the classroom.'' Scholarly activity was a secondary consideration: Mclaughlin favored candidates from schools that stressed
publication, believing that eventually the graduates would follow the
same pattern. Because UNF was a new university with a predicted abundance of committee work and development activities, McLaughlin also
"wanted to hire people who seemed like they wanted to get involved in
activities within the university and in the community." Ellis White ex-
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pected College of Education faculty to be youthful, exuberant , and of
good will, trained in competency-based education, and experienced
classroom teachers.
The majority of the recruitment was accomplished during Winter and
Spring 1972. Associate Dean of Faculties, Andrew Robinson , had played
a major role in recruitment for over a year, flying to so many different
cities on short notice that he often called back to the office to find out
where he was needed next: ''I would get on a plane and go to Chicago,
come back to Cleveland, and be ready to come back to Jacksonville, only
to call back here and wind up going to Detroit and find four or five people there. I'd take my University credit card and buy them airline tickets
and send them to Jacksonville, and then get back on the plane and go to
Southern Illinois University by going through St. Louis. "
Almost everyone involved in the interview process has a favorite story
about the crowded two-day schedules the interviewees underwent. Dale
Clifford recalls sitting in a huge , leather-backed chair amidst a circle of
chairmen who peppered her with questions. She most vividly
remembers: "My feet didn't reach the floor and I kept trying to restrain
myself from the nervous tendency to swing your legs when your feet
don't reach the floor. I remember having to convince Gerson Yessin that
I was old enough to teach and that I meant it when I said that my European history courses were going to include literature and culture.'' Clifford was then working as a janitor; after writing 316 letters of application
for a teaching position, she was feeling " desperate for a job. "
Dean Willard Ash 's favorite memory is about a man who dropped in
without an appointment. Then the chairman of a small philosophy
department at Stetson University, the man was dressed in walking
shorts, rather baggy and longish, with slender legs leading down to a pair
of hiking boots - no socks. Despite his own impeccable dress habits,
Will Ash was generally unaffected by fashions of others, and found
himself quite taken by the candidate's ideas and diversity of interests. At
the conclusion of the conversation, Dean Ash was asked by several
curious secretaries who that man had been. He replied, " Why, that 's my
new philosophy professor, that's Dr. Robert Loftin." 14
More formal interviews followed several months later, and Dr. Loftin
was hired. Enormously impressed by the Venture program, Loftin would
become one of its leading advocates, teaching philosophy, art history,
and field ornithology courses. But that was all in the future ; the emotion
of the moment he remembers as "desperation, it was the only job I was
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offered." Loftin came to UNF with an increase in rank , to Associate Profesor, and a comfortable boost in salary.
At the end of the second day the interviews generally terminated in the
office of Vice President Lassiter, where candidates expected to be intimidated by the power of the office. Instead , they met Roy Lassiter,
with cowboy boots propped on his desk , jaws working on a long cigar; he
left a stror:g impression.
One hundred seventeen faculty members were chosen to begin at UNF
on October 2, 1972. Tom Carpenter, now President of Memphis State
University, still praises the quality of the original UNF faculty , 75 percent of whom had doctorates, and another five percent held the terminal
degrees appropriate to their fields . An additional nine percent had completed their doctoral courses and examinations and were writing dissertations; Dr. Lassiter anticipated that over 90 percent would have the doctorate or its equivalent before the first academic year ended . With an
average age of 33, the faculty came from 88 graduate institutions in 32
states. 15 Eleven percent were black, eleven percent were women , and
sixty-five percent had at least one publication to their credit. It is no
wonder that Dr. Lassiter could relax on August 22, 1972, and boast a bit:
"Our faculty is superb in terms of the mission that we have , which is
essentially undergraduate instruction with a professional master's program." 16
The degrees and overall quality of the educational experiences were so
impressive to Dean Parrish that he judged the original faculty ' 'just an
astounding-looking group." With the wariness that experience can
generate, however , he was prompted to " wonder if we hadn 't outdone
ourselves.'' He was concerned that people with such strong academic
qualifications might not be willing to relate to UNF students. For two
years Dean Parrish maintained a critical watch, finally informing Dr.
Lassiter that the selections had been judicious: " Most of those
people ... related well and most were in fact good teachers, interested in
students; we were , for a time , well on the way to being the best of both
worlds."
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FOOTNOTES
Chapter Four
To minimize the clutter in this chapter, footnotes for quotes or paraphases will not be
used. Documentation is generally obvious, involving the person under discussion as
in this particular quote. For information on the interviews conducted for this book,
as well as information on the disposition of the tape recordings and transcripts, consult the preface. Most tapes and transcripts are available for scholarly purposes and
are located in the Carpenter Library as part of the UNF Archives. Where there was
need for further clarification, or explanation, or w hen another source of information
has been used, it has been formally footnoted.

1

Please note also that I took the liberty to make minor grammatical changes in
some quotes w hen the meaning remained the same. The interviews were intended
to provoke spontaneous reminiscences and evaluative comments. I did not want to
sacrifice either of these by having the oral authors concerned about the form of their
response rather than the substance.
2

For Dr. Lassiter there was also the possibilty of career advancement to consider. Lassiter
said he " knew that if I went to UNF, I would probably make a career move that
would mean I would never go back to a large land grant institution because you
don't move too much from the small to the large."

3

! used the " Revised Academic Plan: University of North Florida" !first revision) Feb.

1971. Copies are in the UNF Archives. This revision contains the essentials from the
original, along with refinements added after it was critiqued by the other administrators.
4

1 had three useful interviews with Dr. Robinson that conveyed far more information on
UNF and other subjects than could be used in this book. See also Hugh White, "A
New University: A New Vision," Jacksonville Magazine, October 1972, pp. 24-27.

5

See the transcript of the Carpenter interviews. There are innumerable letters in the correspondence files , maintained in the Office of the President, that document this
point.

6F/orida Times-Union, May 7, 1972.
7

ln addition to the interview with Dr. Healy, Dr. Minor Chamblin conducted an excellent
interview with Dr. Jay Huebner of the Department of Natural Sciences.

8

0r. Yessin assumed that President Carpenter " had been unhappy with the band at West
Florida and was simply prej udiced against bands." He also assumed that the
keyboard and voice limitation was temporary. Vice President Lassiter described the
limitation as " more a factor of cost than it was JU." My own feeling is that
Carpenter was more influenced by potential pressures from JU backers, whom he
knew to have powerful influence in Florida, than Yessin or Lassiter realized. On
April 14, 1971 , for example, he wrote the Honorable T. Terrell Sessums, Florida
House Education Committee, concerning what he thought was a " misinterpretation
of the intent and nature of the Fine Arts program at the University of North
Florida." He was evidently trying to dissuade the committee from precluding certain programs in Fine Arts at UNF. Carpenter explained the "minimal offerings" in
Fine Arts, including the "plan to offer applied music majors only in keyboard and
voice." He specifically stated that UNF's "program has been designed so as to avoid
unnecessary duplication of the broad range of offerings available at Jacksonville
University." UNF was conceding that "programs at JU are professional and performance oriented," while UNF's were for "the libera l arts framework and are design ed to meet the requirements for teacher education." Pledging to "cooperate in every
way possible with JU," Carpenter said future degree programs were planned only in
noncompetitive areas.
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9

Dr. James McGovern , then at the University of West Florida, verbally accepted the
History chair in January 1971. Dean Ash rescinded the offer Feb. 3rd after
McGovern delayed sending a written response beyond a Jan. 26 deadline. The next
chairperson was Dr. Marshall Fishwick , who did some of the preliminary planning
but resigned in February 1972 for personal reasons. When I was interviewed in Feb.
1972 , just after Dr. Fishwick's resignation, Dean Ash was deeply disappointed, but
looking at the applications of other candidates; he showed me several , including the
one submitted by Dr. Crooks.

This section is based on two interviews with Dean Parrish and one with Dr. Frank
McLaughlin. Portions also come from a manuscript , "The College of Business,"
prepared for this project by Dr. R. Grann Lloyd. Written manuscript supplements
were kindly provided by Dr. McLaughlin and Dr. Frederick Cole. Copies of Dr.
Lloyd's May 1982 manuscript and both supplements can be seen in the UNF Archives.

10

"This comes from my interview with Dr. Lassiter. There is a lengthy section in Dr. Lloyd 's
manuscript that details the work of the Division and its accomplishments and setbacks.
See Ellis White , " Where we have been, where we are going: An address to the faculty of
the College of Education ," August 1, 1972. Dr. White 's address, a copy of which is in
the UNF Archives, is the obvious source for several paragraphs in this section. My
interviews with Dr. Robinson were also helpful. The bulk of the section, however ,
comes from a manuscript prepared by Dr. David Jacobsen, entitled: ''The College of
Education," prepared as a part of this project. Dr. Jacobsen interviewed numerous
individuals involved with the College of Education as source material for the
manuscript. I received a revision of the manuscript on June 7, 1982; it has been placed in the UNF Archives.
13 Every administrator I interviewed perceived nationwide recruitment as vital to UNF's
future as a quality teaching institution. They would pursue the same policy if they
were to start another university from scratch.
Affirmative Action policy was agreed to and supported by President Carpenter, as
his correspondence and my interviews confirm, but the outstanding advocate was
unquestionably Roy Lassiter. Vice President Lassiter recognized the difficult "supply" problem in certain disciplines and felt that the hiring for the initial faculty,
when there was flexibility in both personnel and programs, was the time to make
meaningful inroads in this difficult area. He pushed his subordinates hard, requiring
that they submit periodic reports on hiring progress, or lack of it. His files are replete
with correspondence on the subject, and it is clear that many chairpersons tried very
hard to integrate their faculties. That this was not always the case must be surmised
by reading between the lines.
Dr. Lassiter talked quite freely about Affirmative Action during our 1981 interview, saying, for example , that much of the time " I felt quite lonely, because I was
going faster than most people wanted to go. From the beginning, I think I moved
faster than anybody ever wanted to go. I had to use a 2x4 a couple of times to get attention. " The 2x4 refers to a general freeze in hiring which he applied Universitywide, but was really aimed at the College of Arts and Sciences, where he felt the efforts were " pretty weak and varied, and didn 't really take hold until in 1972 when I
froze appointments. " He remembers saying something to the effect of "By George,
you all aren't doing your job. I did it university-wide so I wouldn 't single out Arts
and Sciences. Apparently the people in Liberal Arts espoused liberality, but didn 't
practice it. "
"What I ran into was a problem of substitution where they would begin to come
back and say, 'Now , if we get a woman , won 't this suffice?' I said, 'No.' Our first
priority clear from the very beginning was that the composition of faculty and staff
12
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was going to approximate the population of the region we serve, as far as race was
concerned . I got in trouble with a lot of women on this position . I think I am disappointed in the program. I think we had a momentum that, had our staffing
resources - faculty positions - kept coming at a reasonable rate , we cou ld have
done far better than we did. Take a look at what happened. We were in the best position the first year we operated, and after that it began to taper off, because after that
we were in essence having to plug specific holes. We weren 't concerned with increasing the total faculty ; we were concerned w ith who we were going to get to
teach Medieval History, and in that kind of pool you don 't have the same kind of
representation , so recruiting faculty in genera l, you can do better than recruiting for
specific jobs. So I think had we gotten a reasonable number of new facu lty positions
into the second , third , and fourth years, we probably cou ld have done better. "
14

ln fairness , but I hope not at the expense of a good story , it is necessary to point out that
Dr. Loftin remembers being more forma lly attired. If the Dean 's memory is not
perfect concerning this interview , it could easily be the result of Dr. Loftin 's subsequent sartorial splendor - especiall y his red , white and blue shoes, with the stars
on the toes.

joumal, August 22 , 1972.
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T-U, August 22 , 1972.

The earliest group picture of the University of North Florida faculty and
staff taken in front of the former Florida Chamber of Commerce building on
Arlington Expressway.

UNF's first president, Dr. Thomas G. Carpenter, surveys the rise of the campus from a rural wilderness.

UNF minority population averages about 9 percent.

Dr. William L. Wharton
(left}, former assistant dean
of faculties and Betty B .
Crippen, UNF's first
registrar.

An early commencement in UNF courtyard.

Handicapped students prove successful at UNF.

Aerial photograph of the site of the University campus prior to any construction.

A bird's eye aerial view of the UNF campus prior to construction of the activities auditorium complex and the new library.

UNF's activities center/auditorium complex adds an important cultural
dimension to the campus.

Dr. William R . Baggett {left}, UNF's first dean of students, and Dr. Robert
L. Mitchell, UNF's initial dean of continuing education.

Metallurgy, one of the
courses taught in UNF's
technology's program, includes
work with molten metals.

A happy master's degree
candidate receives his degree.

UNF lakes were dug to provide fill dirt for roads and water management.

UNF's library atrium provides an attractive setting for leisure time and
social activities.

Venture Theatre's first production of "The Visit."

Dr. E. Allen Tilley (center}, chairman of the UNF Department of Language
and Literature, took an active role in early dramatic productions of the
University.

The Honorable Elliott
Richardson {left}, former U. S.
Attorney General, receives
congratulations from Thomas
G. Carpenter following the
conferring of UNF's only
honorary doctorate.

Dr. jack T. Humphries who filled a variety of administrative roles during
UNF's early years including chairman of natural sciences, interim dean of
arts and sciences, interim academic vice president, assistant vice president for
academic affairs, as well as professor of natural sciences and technologies.

Dr. Darwin 0. Coy,
UNF's second dean of
students.

Dr. Roy L. La.ssiter, UNF's first vice president for academic affairs and
dean of faculties.

A scene from "A Raisin in the Sun," UNF's first production in its new
auditorium.

A scene from "The Taming of the Shrew" by William Shakespeare, UNF's
first full dramatic presentation in the auditorium.

Former Regent].]. Daniel (center} speaks with former Florida Secretary of
State Bruce Smathers during a UNF commencement. Smathers served as
President of the UNF Foundation, Inc.

Dr. George W. Corrick (left}, vice president for university relations, and
Mr. Jim C. Haywood (right}, vice president for administrative affairs, hood a
master's degree graduate at commencement.

Mr. L. Edmund Rast of
Southern Bell in Atlanta,
UNF's first Executive-ofthe-Day.

/ I/Ill!:'.
A view of the UNF Downtown Center across from Hemming Plaza in the
heart of Jacksonville.

A false start during canoe races at a UNF May Day celebration.

UNF Philosophy professor
Robert W. Loftin takes a spill
during a May Day event.

UNF staff chat with His Excellency, Nani A. Palkhivala, the Ambassador ·
to the United States from India during an Embassy Series lecture program.

Students relax in one of the attractive courtyards on the university campus.

President Thomas G. Carpenter congratulates Dr. Willard 0. Ash, UNF's
first dean of arts and sciences.

Fishing in a UNF lake maintained as a community recreational resource.

UNF officials greet a visiting lecturer from japan.

Participants in an early UNF Eco Encounter.

A contingent of Army ROTC Cadets from the University of North Florida
during a training program.

A Day Care Center worker
takes children of students and
staff on a recess period.

Congratulations to UNF graduates at the first commencement ceremony
held by the University.

A UNF student studies in one of the attractive courtyards on campus.

The Thomas G. Carpenter Library, dedicated in August 1981.

The deck on the UNF activities complex.

Classes during UNF's computer camp held during the summer of 1982.

A construction scene

The old UNF Boathouse, destroyed by fire in 1979.

The rebuilt UNF Boathouse. The original burned to the ground.

A section of the handicapped boardwalk nature trail.

A recent UNF commencement on the UNF Green.

The sailing on Lake Oneida, named for the wife of UNF's first president.

The award to Dr. Frank McLaughlin of the Distinguished Faculty A ward
by former UNF Foundation President Thomas Coonley. U. S. Representative
Charles Bennett of Florida is seated to the rear.

Prime Osborn III, namesake for a scholarship program presented to the
UNF Dept. of Transportation & Logistics.

Dr. James Parrish, first
dean of the College of
Business Administration.

The starting point of the UNF nature trails.

Pausing during the dedication of the Thomas G. Carpenter Library, August
15, 1981, are (L-R} Interim President Andrew A. Robinson, former UNF
President and the library's namesake Dr. Carpenter, and UNF Director of
Libraries Andrew Farkas.

Dr. Ellis White , first
dean of the College of
Education.

UNF ground is broken September 18, 1971 by (L-R) Chancellor Robert B .
Mautz, Commissioner of Education Floyd T. Christian, Florida Governor
Reubin Askew and UNF President Thomas G. Carpenter.

Chapter Five

SUPPORT SERVICES

At every university there are numerous support services that enhance
and assist classroom instruction or provide related or alternate services.
At UNF the Office of the Registrar has been an important participant in
policy formation since Ms. Betty Crippen came from the University of
West Florida to become Registrar in 1971. In addition, Finance and Accounting, the Office of the Comptroller, Building and Grounds, the
Police Department, and other non-academic services play vital roles in
the day-to-day operation of the University. Their histories, however, fall
outside the scope of this work. The support services discussed in this
chapter have been selected because they are vitally interrelated to the
University's instructional programs.
A support service that is integral to UNF academic offerings is the
Division of Continuing Education and External Programs. Acutely aware
of the need for UNF to provide service to the community, Continuing
Education makes available credit and non-credit courses in Bradford,
Clay, Duval, Nassau, Putnam and St. Johns counties. Short-term professional development courses for business and industry are routinely offered through the Non-Credit Program, which provides educational opportunities outside the normal academic programs of the University. The
Division was initiated in 1972 by Dr. Robert Mitchell, who was subsequently promoted to Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and
replaced by Dr. Thomas C. Healy as Dean.
In 1979 a Downtown Center was opened in the Galleria Building at the
corner of Laura and Duval Streets, under the supervision of the Dean of
Continuing Education. Finally fulfilling the promise of then Mayor Hans
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Tanzler at the time UNF was located in Southeast Duval that there would
someday be a branch campus downtown, UNF served notice that it intended to increase its urban service role.
Another support service that attempts to build bridges with the
Jacksonville and northeast Florida community was built early with the
creation of the University of North Florida Foundation, Inc ., in
December 1971. Established as a separate, tax-exempt, non-profit corporation, the Foundation was composed of an initial group of 15 community, civic, and professional leaders. Elected as first president of the
Foundation was Dr. Thad Mosely, a prominent Jacksonville physician
who was active in civic affairs.
In a campaign called "Volunteer Alumni," the Foundation raised over
$40,000 in private gifts before the University opened, with the intention
that the gifts be used as matching funds for federal loans and scholarships. Over the years the Foundation, ultimately expanded to a board of
36, served as advisors to President Carpenter and Interim President
Robinson and as a mechanism for raising funds to assist with scholarships, nature trail development, and programs not funded by the State.
While still modest in its financial success, the Foundation had by 1981
attracted more than $1 million in private gifts . Included were continued
annual funds exceeding a yearly goal of $100,000 by 1981 and a gift of
Nassau County land valued at $434,000.
Executive Director of the Foundation from its creation was Dr. George
W. Corrick, assisted in the early 1970's by Development Director Dan
Hoffman, and later by his successor, Lowell Wood . An alumni association was established as part of the Foundation in 1976 and operated by
this same staff. By 1981 , the Association was holding several major
events each year and had attracted a membership of more than 1,500 of
the then 8,000 UNF alumni.
The Department of Instructional Communication is one of the many
embodiments at UNF of Vice President Lassiter's commitment to quality
undergraduate education . While still at the University of Florida,
Lassiter had admired the work of Mr. Jack Funkhouser, who created Instructional Communications there and finagled the finances to operate it.
With the challenge to replicate a scaled-down version for UNF , along
with an offer to teach and to direct the orchestra and chorus as an
Associate Professor of Fine Arts , Lassiter recruited Funkhouser for
UNF. 2
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Instructional Communications became a centralized service with
photographers , illustrators, materials, equipment and procedures all
available to faculty as an aid to instruction. Lassiter insisted that IC be
" funded off the top and directed mainly toward instruction." According
to Jack Funkhouser , Dr. Lassiter "wanted a place where faculty
members could walk in without having to worry about budgets, backcharging and things like that, and get anything within reason that they
needed. If we couldn 't purchase it , we could make it for them. " By centralizing artistic and technical services, purchasing, equipment delivery
and maintenance, Funkhouser was able to avoid costly duplication.
From his own teaching experience , Funkhouser knew how to make
audiovisual technology easy to use for professors, and he trained the
Department's artists, photographers and technicians to work with faculty to translate their ideas into viable instructional materials. The
graphics department, with its photographic division and illustration division , currently coordinated by Mr. Paul Ladnier, has completed for
fac ulty innumerable photographs, slides, filmstrips , synchronized multimedia presentations, and videotaped programs. Although IC is not
equipped for film production, it has generously provided the staff and
technical assistan\:'.e needed to complete several films.
Demands for IC services have increased over the years, led by requests
for work for non-instructional purposes from administrative offices at
UNF. Coterminously, and with some irascibility, Funkhouser has watched his staff positions dwindle and his ten year old equipment malfunction more frequently . rt has been his good fortune to employ talented,
cooperative and devoted artists and photographers. Never reticent , Jack
Funkhouser has directed an efficient instructional service with wit , and
now and then a cuss or two.
The advisement and counseling program headquartered in the Office
of Student Affairs can be directly attributed to the vision of Vice President Lassiter as well . Like so many other features of the early UNF, it
grew out of his disgruntlement with ineffective programs at other
Florida institutions, where he found that career counseling was almost
" nonexistent" in the late 1960's unless one included under the title
clerical assistance like helping prospective graduates prepare vitas. He
also judged that professional counseling was inaccessible to most
students " because of the stigma associated with going to a shrink," and
that academic advisement was '' unworthy of the name - it just consisted of helping a student fill out the schedule for the next term. " 3
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It would be different at UNF, Lassiter resolved: advisement and
counseling would be integral to instruction, with Student Affairs placed
directly under the Office of Academic Affairs. At the heart of the system
would be faculty members hired by the academic departments for their
subject matter competence and then given special training to " at least
detect the symptoms of emotional disturbance so they could get the student to somebody who could help." The faculty-advisors that Lassiter
envisoned would be dedicated to working "one-to-one with
undergraduate students'' to closely monitor their academic progress and
to help place them in a career.
Dr. William Baggett was hired as the first Dean of Students; under his
direction a host of services was developed. Advisement and Counseling
was planned and directed by Dr. Johnny Arnette, who was also the
associate dean. The director of psychological services, Dr. Travis Carter,
developed a counseling program very separate from academic advising,
which was "almost all personal counseling." The Office of Student Affairs also encompassed Health Services provided by a licensed practical
nurse, a student activities program directed briefly by Johnny Kirby and
then by Richard Reisinger, and an off-campus housing division managed
by Michael Argento.
The counseling program that emerged stressed academic and career
advisement as integral to instruction, and closely linked students to a
professor/advisor in their major department. Each department was given
one or more academic advisors (depending on the number of majors) for
their undergraduate students, with the proviso that one-half of their time
be assigned to traditional teaching, research and service functions. The
advisors were brought to the campus a month early for a special training
seminar which introduced them to UNF policies, support programs and
the psychological services available. Working as a team, advisors and
students were expected to arrive at a career plan and an academic program to achieve it.
Academic and career advisement became one of the few unique
features at UNF, one that the institution often and proudly pointed to as
proof that the University was "really different," and that it cared about
its undergraduate students and their futures. A relatively expensive program, it did represent a significant commitment to student services for a
fledgling university. A discernible esprit de corps developed among the
advisors, buttressed by the numerous compliments and honors the program earned. Dr. Darwin Coy, hired in August 1973 as the successor to
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Dean Baggett, can list numerous national counseling conventions at
which the UNf program was cited as a model for other schools to
emulate. It is, therefore, ironic (tragic, some say) that the program had
been largely dismantled by 1981/82.
Minor discontents with the program surfaced periodically, but major
changes were not conceivable while Dr. Lassiter continued as Vice President. After he moved to Nashville as Vice Chancellor for the State
University System of Tennessee, however, criticism became more insistent. In both the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Education, the deans had been cooperative but unenthusiastic, and in several
departments the chairpersons were anxious to change the system. In
1978, after the arrival of the new Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Dr. John P. Minahan, it was clear that the program would be drastically
altered.
Dr. Minahan investigated the advising program before concluding that
it had become an empty symbol of a new university seeking an identity.
With a design that he found more appropriate for full-time students at a
traditional university, it hardly fit his concept of a model for UNF's parttime students. After consideration of the annual expenditures, which exceeded $250,000, Dr. Minahan decided that the program was too expensive to justify its accomplishments. He terminated key personnel and
began to phase the program out of existence.
In an effort to deter these drastic actions, Dean Coy made a personal
appeal to President Carpenter. After explaining that the program was
still nationally recognized, "written up in journals as a model program
for academic and career advising,'' he asked Carpenter where the opposition was coming from: "Who is my adversary in all this? I don't
know who to gear to fight against. I can't figure out where the lightning
is coming from ." Coy was stunned when Carpenter replied: " Darwin,
it's coming from me. " 4
President Carpenter had visibly supported the program through the
years and was definitely more interested from the outset in counseling
than in other instructional areas at UNF. He had "hoped to do something
unique" in counseling and had even hired a friend from the University
of Florida to design a program, with an understanding that he would also
implement and direct it. When it became apparent that Dr. Lassiter had
other plans, Carpenter tempered his involvement and reluctantly informed his friend. Dr. Minahan' s changes, therefore, also represented
President Carpenter's dissatisfactions, silently maintained for several
years.
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Although President Carpenter felt the advisors "were really pretty
good,'' he was disappointed with the overall administration of the program and the inability of the advisors to transcend traditional departmental limitations or participate more fully in either recruiting or retention activities. He had more serious reservations concerning personal
counseling: "I have always felt that a public institution should severely
limit the resources that it puts into the psychological aspect. I think this
is not the role of the University. I recognize that if you don't take overt
steps to prevent it, they are going to operate a clinic, because that is what
they are trained to do." He felt that UNF, because it was "an upper level
institution with older students, really shouldn't have this thing in
volume.''
Disaffection soon spread to the ranks of the advisors, spurred by their
belief that Dr. Minahan intended to reward scholarly activity much
more highly than advising services. Several of the advisors requested
full-time teaching assignments. There were also complaints about inequities in the advisee loads, which varied from 50 to 150 or more per advisor, depending on the number of undergraduate departmental majors.
Both Dr. Lassiter and Dean Coy regarded this as a minimal problem
which could have been solved without dismantling an otherwise
valuable program.
Spasmodically, the advising program was dismantled and replaced by
widespread experimentation with different formats for academic advising, and referral of students to the Career Planning Office for career
planning. In July 1979, Vice President Minahan transferred supervisory
authority for advisors from Student Affairs to department chairpersons.
Advising at UNF was in flux; as late as Fall 1981 a uniform policy had not
been formulated . The College of Business, influenced by Dean ~arrish's
admiration of the Lassiter/Arnette plan, retained the original program.
The other colleges were expected to centralize their advising efforts, according to Dr. Minahan, and to ''hire para-professionals to do most of the
factual kinds of advising and then do the real academic advisement with
faculty members. So it is still in the process of evolving, but I'm letting it
happen naturally and it is working out very w ell."
In contrast, there is one program in Student Affairs that survived Dr.
Minahan's "new directions" and steadily increased its service constituency. The Academic Enrichment and Skills Center was begun at the
urging of President Carpenter with the intention of complementing
faculty efforts to address the academic needs of students. Directed first
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by Ms. Joan Evans and later by Dr. Sandra Hansford, the Center has
tripled the number of students who use its services since its inception in
November 1973.
Unfairly labeled a " remedial education program," the Center has
developed a range of activities beneficial to all students. Included are
refresher courses for accounting majors, vocabulary and skills development to improve reading and writing abilities, speed reading, review and
preparation for Graduate Record Examinations, the Student-to-Student
program (a special minority retention service), and tutorial assistance in
statistics and other subjects. A new service provides interpreters,
readers, and notetakers to assist handicapped students in completing
course requirements. During the Fall 1981 term, a total of 543 students
participated in Center programs, and over a ten year period more than
10,000 students have used its services.5
The most valuable service at any university is the library. 6 At UNF,
Dr. Carpenter and Dr. Lassiter chose during the planning stages to give
strong support to a quality library. Judging the Director of Libraries to be
"one of the key, key positions" at UNF, they chose Andrew Farkas and
appointed him on May 4, 1970, more than two years before the scheduled opening. Upon joining the University as it fourteenth employee, his
mandate was to plan, organize, staff and build a library with 100,000
fully processed volumes on the shelves ready for circulation on opening
day. The professional literature maintained that it required four years to
assemble a collection of 50,000 volumes, yet the UNF library staff would
have to purchase, catalog and process a collection twice that size in half
the time. Farkas recognized the need for help and hired Karen Kent as
his secretary, and on August 28, 1970, hired Lucille Jans as the Acquisitions Librarian, the most important professional position he had to fill.
Time being of the essence, the acquisitions process was put into motion before her arrival. Fifty thousand dollars had been budgeted for the
remaining two months of the fiscal year. This proved to be a modest sum
for a nascent library, and the entire amount was committed within three
days.
Richard Abel and Co. was chosen as the wholesaler for the acquisitions
project. Headquartered in Portland, Oregon , Abel and Company was
organized on the premise that any customer should be supplied from a
warehouse, and the account serviced by a plenipotent regional manager,
within a 500 mile radius of the library. A branch office had been
established in Atlanta, headed by Ron Wadlington, who soon became a
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dependable institutional ally. In July 1970, Wadlington and Farkas set up
the first subject "profile " for a comprehensive approval plan, based on
the projected curriculum of the institution. This plan enabled the library
to receive, immediately upon publication, all books that fell within the
limits of the library's collecting interests. All the material shipped came
" on approval," and anything could be returned if found unsuitable . The
plan worked well for years, and the returns were kept to a permissible
minimum.
While the approval plan provided for the acquisition of current
publications, there was also a need to acquire older materials that were
still available. With a book budget for the first full fiscal year set at
$550,000, UNF's administration obviously meant what they said; having
complete freedom in the allocation of a ' 'lump sum'' university budget,
they delayed certain expenditures in order to devote the largest possible
amount to library-collection building. The problem was how to spend
this very large amount wisely and quickly with a professional staff of
two. Because of the limited time allotment , every possible short cut had
to be exploited to accelerate the selection process . At the same time,
Farkas and Jans were determined to avoid the indiscriminate purchase of
books just to fill the shelves. It was decided not to purchase preassembled collections, the contents of which could prove to be of little
value to the university or which could duplicate the materials being
more systematically acquired through normal commercial channels.
Conventional methods were used to acquire the opening day collection. Subject areas that coincided with the projected curriculum were
reviewed in the well-known bibliography , Books for College Libraries,
and items that had become obsolete since its publication were deleted.
Abel and Co. was authorized to supply all the remaining titles still in
print. The cut-off date of BCL dovetailed with the first issue of Choice,
the most reliable review magazine published specifically for librarians.
Abel and Co. produced a computer generated form for every book that
had been favorably reviewed in Choice, since its inception in 1964.
Thousands of forms were reviewed in what proved to be a workable
short cut, as the selectors could rely on the opinion of dependable
reviewers in addition to their own experience .
With the arrival of deans , chairpersons, and the faculty , their input
was solicited and the titles on their want lists procured. As additional
faculty members were hired , they were asked to submit book requests to
the library so that essential materials could be available by the time
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classes started. From its inception, the library had regarded collection
development as the joint responsibility of the entire faculty and the
library staff.
Educated guesses and some advance knowledge of projected needs
helped the staff identify many important titles that were to constitute the
library's future subscription list, and extensive backfiles were purchased
for those that held a research interest for scholars. The systematic acquisition of government documents began in the second half of 1971;
current subscriptions were to commence in January, and newspapers in
Fall 1972.
While the collecting objectives were clearcut and precise in the beginning, by the time the second fiscal year began, with the continuously
broadening demands of the incoming faculty, the need for a formal, written acquisitions policy became apparent. A Committee headed by
Richard deR. Kip, Assistant Dean of the College of Business Administration, developed a sound, effective policy which is still being used.
Shipment of the collection was delayed until the "campus" was
relocated from its initial home in the Florida National Bank building into
the Florida State Chamber of Commerce building on Arlington Expressway. Soon after the books began arriving in September 1971, it
became evident that unless the rate of receipt substantially increased in
the months ahead, less than one-fourth of the projected collection would
be in place by opening day. In January 1971, Abel and Co. was given an
ultimatum: in light of the magnitude of the undertaking and in consequence of the volume of purchases, nothing less than the entire company's commitment was acceptable.
Abel and Co. heard the message and devoted the resources necessary
to complete the project. Without this change of attitude the acquisitions
program would have failed and, in all fairness, there was no other vendor at that time that could have stepped into the breach and performed
as well as Abel and Co. did.
In a matter of weeks the seemingly incessant flow of shipments began.
There were times when the unopened cartons of books - in addition to
those in process - never fell below 200, taking up precious floor space
assigned to library activities. Eventually a grand total of 112,000 volumes
was ordered, received, processed and repacked for storage. The acquisitions and cataloging routines soon became an assembly line that seemed
to begin and end in infinity.
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With Lucille Jans personally examining 80-85% of all the books that arrived, and both she and Andrew Farkas busy spending the $480,000
budget for fiscal year 1971-72, the small staff was pressed to work well
beyond a 40 hour week. A veritable mountain of catalog cards had to be
filed as well. The obvious need for additional staff was solved by the hiring of Florence Prothman as Acting Head of the Cataloging Department
(March 1, 1971), and John Hein as Serials Librarian (June 1, 1971). Four
more librarians were hired preceding opening day: Dorothy Williams in
July 1, 1971, as Documents Librarian, Robert Jones on January 14, 1972,
as Head of the Circulations Department, Linda Smith on May 8, 1972, as
Assistant Cataloger, and Erma Davis on June 23, 1972, as Reference
Librarian. Five of the initial eight librarians are still on the staff, having
been promoted and given increasing responsibilities over the years.
There was a larger turnover of career service staff. An effort was made
to maintain the desirable 1:2 ratio of professionals to career service support staff, but an inadequate salary scale made the development and
retention of a stable support staff difficult in those years. Their collective
contribution was a major factor in the efforts that brought the library
from the planning stages to reality.

Building
After an unsettling attempt to design a library for the first building
plan that was subsequently rejected by President Carpenter, Andrew
Farkas was again given the parameters of the building and asked to inform the architect, in a single session, how the various functions should
be arranged. With further conferences prohibited by the Director of
Planning, Dr. James Dungan, a less than satisfactory library building
emerged. It had four entrances - three of which subsequently had to be
kept locked - a main stairwell positioned counter to traffic flow , inadequate restroom facilities, and several other defects of lesser significance.
A 1974 addition failed to correct the inconveniences: it had odd angles
and dead end space, long corridors and three useless balconies that had
to be kept permanently locked for security reasons.
The University's ground breaking ceremony took place on September
19, 1971, on a clearing in the forest. Ten months later, the four-building
campus was standing, the library slated for priority completion. By the
end of July 1972, it was ready to receive the shelving and the books, even
though it did not have a functioning elevator, air conditioning or plumbing. Forty thousand pounds of steel shelving and furniture had to be
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hand carried to the second floor, and a conveyor belt brought the book
cartons upstairs. Once the shelves were in position and the boxes on the
premises, all outside help ceased. The unpacking, shelving and organizing of the entire collection was left to the library staff. Reference books
and government documents, so identified after the cartons were unpacked, had to be carried downstairs; conversely, volumes processed during
this time were carried tci the second floor.
As the project progressed, it soon became apparent that the collection
would not be in place without the participation of every library
employee. And so, in the sweltering heat of the Florida summer, in an
unventilated building where the temperature routinely reached 105
degrees, the collection of 100,000 volumes (and an additional 12,000 in
process) was unpacked and shelved by the staff. On October 1, 1972, a
count was made of the books, and on October 2, according to the commitment made two years before, the library opened to the charter class
of the University.

Ten Years of Service
The arrival of the first students was clearly a milestone in the history of
the library. All the planning, all the established procedures, the staff, collection, and building were put to the test and found capable of serving
the needs of the University community. Particular pride was taken in the
collection itself that repeatedly drew compliments from the incoming
faculty who had anticipated minimal library support, yet found on the
shelves most of what they needed. The library also received the praise of
the accreditation team of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools on their May 21-23, 1973, visit.
The library's mission was stated in the Academic Plan and later
summarized in the self-study document prepared for the second SACS
visit in April 1979. Among other things, the document reaffirmed the
library's objective to provide full support to the academic programs of
the institution and its commitment to service. The library has strictly
adhered to its stated objectives over the years. All resources are selected
and acquired with the curriculum in mind and are available for in-house
use to anyone who wishes to use them. Borrowers' privileges are extended to SUS affiliated students, faculty and staff, to local educators, and to
area researchers with a demonstrable need to use the materials away
from the premises. Library rules and procedures have been designed to
facilitate access to the collection.
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The library's recruiting and hiring practices have always been aimed
toward an effective Affirmative Action policy. When the library opened,
25% of the Administrative and Professional, and 44% of the career positions were filled with minority employees. Regrettably, attrition, staff
growth, campus location, and significant changes in the labor market
have caused these percentages to decline. They have never been attained
again, despite vigorous and conscientious efforts on the part of library
administrators.
A Library Advisory Commmittee was created by Vice President
Lassiter in 1972. The ten-member committee consists of faculty
members from each of the colleges, Administrative and Professional and
career service employees, and a student representative. The committee
operates under the ex-officio chairmanship of the Director of Libraries.
It functions not only as an advisory group to the director, but also as an
important communicational channel between the library and its
clientele.
The Library Science Program was designed to enable interested
students to earn the necessary credits to obtain a media specialist's certificate from the Florida Department of Education. In the absence of a
full time teaching staff, those librarians competent and able to teach
have been asked to do so, in addition to their regular assignments. Andrew Farkas, who is also a Professor of Library Science, designed the
curriculum and implemented it through the Department of Language
and Literature in the College of Arts and Sciences. Of the eight
undergraduate courses in the program, three or more have been given
annually. The Duval County School System, as well as neighboring counties, currently employs several media specialists who earned their certificates through the program offered at UNF.
Through the years, the major problem for library operations has been
funding. Budget adjustments have resembled the proverbial rollercoaster, whose peaks made difficult any semblance of systematic collection development. Even in the best years, funding has failed to make
allowance for inflation and for the special needs of a young institution
whose commitments to support new academic programs, both at the
undergraduate and graduate level, must be reflected in the book budget.
The general inadequacy of library funds throughout the SUS elicited
special funding from the legislature. In addition to the regular book
budget, the SUS libraries were to receive an annual $10,000,000 for five
consecutive years. The money was obtained twice with the basic funding
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left intact, and it enabled the libraries to catch up in many neglected
areas. UNF could finally establish '1 satisfactory audio-visual collection,
extend its periodical holdings by the purchase of several important
backfiles, and fill many gaps in the general collection. The subsequent
elimination of the special allocation , however, coupled with the cutbacks
in basic funding, and the remaining budgets burdened by the effects of
continuous inflation, forced acquisition programs to decelerate at an
alarming rate.
The fluctuation of funds notwithstanding, the collection grew over the
decade . At the conclusion of the 1980-81 fiscal year, the total collection
strength (all resources) stood at 452, 737 statistical units, the result of a
decade 's acquisitions work . It should be remembered, however, that according to projections prepared in 1970, the library should have exceeded this number in 1975-76. That it did not can be attributed to difficult
economic circumstances and to the unanticipated slow growth of enrollment.
Library staffing has been inadequate throughout the first decade. It
bears mentioning that the library had not been given a new position
since 1975. The UNF library provides all services normally expected of a
large research library , and without a back-up crew (for absences due to
sickness or leave), the staff has often been strained to the limit. At the
conclusion of the first decade, the library had 14 professional librarians
and 23 clerical employees, assisted by a fluctuating number of temporary employees.
The library is divided into two divisions: public and technical services.
The workflow and the nature of services rendered dictates the departmentalization within each division. The Media Resources Center,
formerly known as the A-V Library of Instructional Communications,
was transferred to the library on June 1, 1979; it is now administered as a
separate department . The transfer brought two full-time employees to
the library (included in the 23 clerical employees), but the unit is still
staffed below minimum level.
Upon joining the University of North Florida as Physical Planning
Consultant , R. William Munson , Jr ., reviewed the campus master plan
which called for a third addition to the library building by the end of the
decade . Munson suggested that an entirely new library be built, rather
than add another unit to an already unsatisfactory structure . The old
building could easily be remodeled to serve other functions .
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With input from the library staff, a building program was written by
Mr. Munson in 1975. A four story, 120,000 sq. ft. building devoted exclusively to library functions was to be built adjacent to the existing
facility . Approval was given by the BOR, and the architectural firm of
Helman Hurley Charvat Peacock Associates was chosen for the job. The
schematic design phase began in January 1977, with library staff providing the architects with plans for every detail of the building. Groundbreaking took place on August 8, 1978, and the exhausting task of moving into the new building was commenced on September 22, 1980. The
staff took great pride in their contributions to the planning efforts; the
new library is an attractive, functional building that provides reader and
staff comfort.
Upon the departure of UNF's founding President, Dr. Carpenter, SGA
president Jaime Pearthree suggested that the new library be named after
Dr. Carpenter. Because it requires legislative approval to name a stateowned facility after a living person, a bill introduced by Representative
William Bankhead and Senator Joe Carlucci, passed and was signed by
Governor Bob Graham. The dedication ceremony of August 15, 1981 ,
made the Thomas G. Carpenter Library the first named - as opposed to
numbered - building on campus.
The Thomas G. Carpenter Library is an educational and cultural
resource of Northeast Florida. With appropriate funding, it can continue
to grow and attract users from beyond the immediate service area. It is
predicated on the relate.cl principles of service and accessibility, and the
staff, the institution and its users take pride in the progress made in the
first decade .of its history.
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FOOTNOTES
Chapter Five
'The information on the UNF Foundation was provided by Dr. George W. Corrick in an
untitled manuscript, July 1982.
2

0n Instructional Communications, the interviews with Roy Lassiter and with Jack
Funkhouser were especially helpful.

3

This section on counseling and advising is based on interviews with Roy Lassiter, Tom
Carpenter, Darwin Coy and John Minahan.

4

The quotes come from the interview with Dean Coy. The context, however, was verified
by Dr. Carpenter. See also Carpenter to Dr. Donald R. Williams , June 18, 1971
(Williams prepared a design plan of advising and counseling). Also helpful is
Minahan to Deans, Directors and Chairpersons, July 24, 1979, in the Office of
Academic Affairs files.

5

! am grateful to Ms. Betty Meers for an unpublished manuscript she prepared for me en-

titled: "History - Academic Enrichment and Skills Center." A copy may be seen in
the UNF Archives, along with a more extensive packet of information and
documents.
6

This section on the UNF library comes entirely from a much more detailed manuscript
prepared for this project and kindly provided by Mr. Andrew Farkas. After a critical
reading by the Screening Committee, I was instructed to edit Mr. Farkas' remarks
and to significantly reduce its size. The following account represents my compliance, although I confess that some of the vitality of his autobiographical account
has been lost in the process. A copy of the original manuscript can be seen in the
UNF Archives, along with the highly useful Annual Reports Mr. Farkas prepares.
The professional literature referred to in the text was Rogers and Weber: University
Library Administration, 1971, p. 94.
It should be mentioned here that Ms. Lucille Jans, discussed in the text, passed
away on July 20, 1973 , after a lengthy illness. In recognition of her friendship ,
wisdom and warm humanity, and her contributions to the founding of the library,
she was given the first UNF Presidential Citation and a distinguished service medal
on the occasion of the first graduation ceremony in June 1973.

Chapter Six

AFTER TEN YEARS . ..
Part I: Teaching, Service, and Research

"On paper," President Carpenter told his charter faculty at its first
meeting on September 26, 1972, "we look like a traditional university,
but I hope we won't be ." 1 When classes began on October 2, 1972, there
were expected to be 1400 full-time students, but without freshman and
sophomore classes and without dormitories (which the President hoped
never to have), they would not be typical college students. They would
be overwhelmingly workers and commuters; the majority would be the
first persons in their families to attend college, and they would be older,
averaging approximately thirty years of age. The faculty's responsibility
to these students, Carpenter said, ''is to offer a better program to raise
the level of education in the community." 2
There was an unforgettable air of excitement at that meeting which
carried over into the weekend when many of the only recently acquainted faculty socialized . There were several, of course, who worked
over the weekend, putting finishing touches on lectures while nervously
awaiting the first day of classes. For some, it was the first time they
would meet an opening day class; for others it would have been routine
had it not been such a grand event - opening day for the University. For
Dr. Carpenter and Dr. Lassiter and all the other builders and academic
planners, it was the culmination for all the lonely and agonizing months
that had gone into making opening day a reality.
Some of these administrators remember opening day as the highpoint
of their careers; others were so busy tending to last minute problems or
so worried that they were unable to experience it on a conscious level.
For Roy Lassiter, "The day the first students came was too hectic to be
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memorable. I was more worried whether we were going to make it (have
enough students), so I didn't have time to reflect on that. I wish I hadn't
had to wait so long for that durn thing. " 3
The excitement was clearly shared by the students, many of whom had
been waiting for years for a public university to open in Jacksonville so
they could finish the college work they had started previously at Florida
Junior College or at universities elsewhere. For the first few years that
excitement continued; students were unusually eager to learn and willing to work hard.
There should have been an assembly that first day of classes, at which
a synopsis of the travails of starting UNF from scratch was presented to
faculty. There was too little appreciation of the achievement that opening on time represented, especially when everything functioned so
smoothly. Most of the faculty came from old and established graduate institutions, where opening days seem to occur as a natural act of the fall
season. Tradition can be a wonderful thing in universities, but it can also
obscure the difficulties of starting with, as Dean Willard Ash characterized it, "only a clean sheet of paper." 4
The first year was a remarkably busy one at UNF. There were seven
new classes to prepare for and teach, countless faculty assemblies, committee and departmental meetings to attend, and special assignments
that demanded attention. For those writing dissertations or conducting
scholarly activity, there was precious little time for sleep - or family.
But there was camaraderie, contagious enthusiasm, youthful idealism,
and a sense of purpose - not unlike the feelings carried over from the
social activism of the 1960's. For such a young faculty it might have been
better to have started out in a more controlled setting, with fewer
teaching and committee responsibilities, more encouragement for
scholarly activities, and counsel from sage academics, those gray beards
of legend who initiate young professors into the mysteries and responsibilities of their craft. But there was no time for all of that in 1972-73,
not amidst the frenzied pace and heady exhilaration, the high state of
morale that was UNF as the faculty fulfilled its prescribed role in the
drama of "starting from scratch."
In May 1974, visitors from the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools encapsulated that spirit. As part of their accreditation report
they wrote, "It may be suggested that this young faculty , many of whom
are offering experimental courses in an atmosphere of immediate, postnascent dynamism, is not now in need of any greater revitalization. " 5
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But surely, the report suggested, the pace must slow, a descent from this
emotional high must follow. The report urged the administration to plan
for the day: "The University [should] begin to develop now a scheduled
plan for induced faculty professional growth to be applied when the present enthusiasm for new endeavor wanes, as surely it must."

General Assembly
A great deal of faculty time during 1972-73 was spent in meetings of
the General Assembly, a unique experiment in institutional governance
that still provokes evaluative comments, both pro and con, from its
former participants. The creation of Dr. Lassiter (and written during a
two-week National Guard reserve camp), the General Assembly combined representatives of students and civil service employees, with all fulltime administrators and faculty members and five persons appointed by
President Carpenter. It was a temporary governing structure which Dr.
Lassiter expected to submit to a constitutional convention for approval
after a two-year trial.
Intended to "maximize participation and communication," the
General Assembly was authorized to make major policy decisions, including annual revision and approval of the Academic Plan. All constituencies in the educational process would participate in significant matters, and gain experience with the total University in the process. It was
a governance system strikingly at variance with those at most universities where decisions were often made by administrators and a University Senate composed exclusively of senior professors. Topics discussed
in the General Assembly included grading policies, faculty evaluation,
smoking in classrooms, consumption of beer on campus, traffic control,
tenure and promotion policies, and the nature and amount of summer
compensation for faculty. 6 Not surprisingly, the latter topic generated a
heated debate which, amusing in retrospect, prompted a minor administrator to make an impassioned appeal to faculty to rise above crass
material instincts and to teach, if need be, for honor, duty, and mission.
There was little support for his position.
There are still supporters of Lassiter's governance experiment who
point to its democratic nature and the potential power for faculty that
was inherent in the document but was never organized. By 1973-74,
however, it was clear that the concept was not popular with all. Critics,
led by Political Science Chairman Tom Mongar, pointed to its cumbersome nature and charged that the format obfuscated very real concerns
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of the individual constituencies. Faculty lost influence over their own affairs, Dr. Mongar charged, when everyone was thrown into the same
pot. Mongar continued to attack the General Assembly throughout the
second year, claiming that students and faculty were apathetic and viewed the activities of the General Assembly as trivial. On June 26, 1974, he
charged that ''policy initiatives on faculty matters originate more often
with higher authority than with ordinary faculty members,'' leading to
faculty frustration. Mongar' s solution was to form special interest
organizations for faculty, students and career service employees.
After a lengthy debate, the General Assembly was dissolved and the
bulk of Mongar's suggestions incorporated in the UNF Constitution, approved March 13, 1975. There was to be a Career Service Association, a
Student Government Association, and a Faculty Association (all selfgoverning, constituent associations), plus a University Senate with
limited powers. Only the Student Government Association and the
Faculty Association continue to function. The Constitution was never approved by the BOR and is presumably in a file in Tallahassee labeled
"pending."
Dr. Lassiter was deeply disappointed by the faculty decision to
dissolve the General Assembly, but cooperated fully with its successor.
He had originally conceived of the General Assembly ''because I tried to
always think of myself as a faculty member and what I would have
wanted if I had been a faculty member involved in institutional government. Yah, sure it hurt. I didn't make a big fuss over it, as I recall."
Like its predecessor, the Faculty Association maximizes participation
of individual members, regardless of rank, with a simple voice vote and
majority wins procedure that is reminiscent of a town meeting. After the
first two years of its existence, attendance at Faculty Association general
meetings has been sparse and open debate has been limited. Through its
committee structure, the Faculty Association has adequately performed
the routine work that is the faculty share of academic policy and governance. It still serves as an occasional debating forum, although it has
never become the fount of vitality that Dr. Mongar had hoped for. The
Question Period, which permits a member to ask any faculty member or
administrator a question about policy or an activity of the University,
proved initially to be the most controversial feature of the organization.
Periodically, it has been the forum for airing grievances and discontents,
but it has mellowed over time. The Question Period has provided a
valuable channel of communication on several occasions. 7
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The governance discontent should be viewed as atypical of faculty/administration relations at UNF during the first three years of classes. In
general there was a positive feeling , a sense that faculty and administration were making joint sacrifices in a shared undertaking. And there
were many successes that gave visible evidence of a cooperative spirit.
" Feedback" from students in the form of course evaluations was exceedingly positive, giving encouragement that the primary mission of the
University was being fulfilled. Nowhere was this more happily received
than in the College of Arts and Sciences, where Dean Ash was so worried
about the future of the Venture Studies program that he repeatedly lectured his faculty on the need for high standards as well as innovation.
When the College's Venture Committee found students enthusiastic
about their individual Venture courses but complaining about their
being "too difficult," Dean Ash felt success had been achieved.8
There was less anxiety in the other colleges about the future of their
programs, but there was equal success with the teaching mission. The
overwhelmingly positive responses of students in the College of Business
Administration confirmed for the Dean that proven formulas could be attractively packaged in revelant and exciting ways. The future looked
equally bright for the College of Education, where evaluations by the
Florida Department of Education, especially in 1975 and 1980, had consistently commended the high level and performance of the faculty and
praised the working relationships with school districts in the four-county
region. The nature of work experiences of UNF interns assigned to area
schools and the frequent supervisory visits by faculty - which have prompted a general two-way interaction - have been recommended by the
DOE as models for other universities. Competency Based Teacher
Education found an enthusiastic advocate at UNF, from where it has
since been disseminated throughout the schools of the region. 9
During the early deliberations about UNF's mission, Dr. Carpenter
had ranked service to the region as the secondary priority, close to and
related to teaching, but clearly ahead of research and scholarly activity.
This axiom was not totally accepted; certain departments in the Arts and
Sciences ranked teaching and research at the top, with service
downgraded because it assumed applied rather than theoretical aspects
of the disciplines. In general, however , all three colleges ranked service
as the secondary priority and attempted to devise ways to make service
applicable to teaching processes underway in the departments. With a
campus somewhat remote from the community to be served and a fac ulty trained more for traditional research than service, it was not always
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easy to devise appropriate formats. The most successful advocate of this
concept was the College of Education, where service was integral to the
philosophy and the operations of the entire College.
In every department of the College of Education, faculty participate in
"field-based" experiences in the area's schools. They supervise as
student-interns acquire teaching skills and collaborate with school
systems to improve in-service education for elementary and secondary
school teachers. Through individual contracts and Teacher Education
Center consultancies, UNF faculty have served the professional needs of
teachers through workshops, demonstration teaching, and the preparation of instructional materials.
Entire programs of study have been taught off-campus, allowing
students from outlying towns to satisfy certification and graduate program requirements in locales more convenient than the central campus.
Additional examples of outstanding service commitments include involvement with Teacher Education Centers in surrounding school
districts, a parent assistance program (published by the Florida TimesUnion), the University of North Florida Day Care Center, the Hastings
Teacher Corps Project, Project Homework Hotline for Duval County
School Children, and the sponsorship of numerous conferences, including the International Reading Association and the Florida Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
The Florida Department of Education has been generous in its praise of
regional service provided by the College. In a recent series of interviews
with Dr. David Jacobsen, area superintendents of schools added to that
praise, characterizing their working relationships with the College as excellent and unanimously agreeing that ''the faculty has stayed in touch
with the public schools, facilitated their perceived needs, and approached the school systems with a professional and cooperative attitude." 10
In the College of Business Administration, where Dean Parrish was
anxious to "make a difference in the region," there were numerous instances of outreach, involvement, and seminars conducted both on and
off campus. Even before the first classes were taught , Dr. Joseph M .
Perry, the Chairman of the Department of Economics and Director of the
Center for Economic Education, became engaged in service to the
region. Perhaps the best known of UNF 's academics, Dr. Perry has for
the past decade been a regular economics commentator on several programs on each of the local television stations, in addition to monthly
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speaking engagements before civic clubs , and professional and service
organizations. By dealing with complex and current economic issues in
an understandable format, Dr. Perry has contributed to the development
of economic literacy that is fundamental to good citizenship. 11
Service to the region is also the principle thrust of the Department of
Transportation and Logistics . With Dr. Warren Rose as Chairman acclaim came early: in 1974 the Board of Regents designated the department as one of five " Programs of Distinction" in the entire State University System. The extra funding that came with the award enabled the
department to expand its innovative approaches in transportation education and service . Subsequently named one of seven "Centers of Excellence " in the State University System, the department continued to
win awards. In 1978, under the leadership of Dr. Jay A. Smith, Jr ., the
BOR authorized quality improvement funds to aid in the development of
a program that would merit national recognition in transportation,
logistics, and international studies.
Outside funding has enabled the Department of Transportation and
Logistics to gain a reputation for quality research and meaningful involvement in seeking solutions to important problems . Several programs
have been established. Included are
1. a basic course in Applied Carrier Management centered around
student teams interacting with local transportation firms in problem solving;
2.

establishment of a major research collection in the UNF Library
to enable researchers, government officials, students and businessmen to study transportation, logistics , and international
trade;

3.

development of four courses in international trade to improve
the education of students in this increasingly vital area of education for business;

4. since 1975, six research contracts worth approximately $500,000
to study: a) transportation education for local communities,
business, and government agencies; b) a two-phased comprehensive examination of unions and management in mass transit for
the Southeast ; c) a three-phased contract, in consortium with
nine other universities , studying the economic and engineering
feasibility of multi-modal, multi-state transportation systems, including Jacksonville as a southern terminus of a seven state area;
d) a two-phased contract for a study of minorities in the trucking
industry, in cooperation with Edward Waters College.
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Another service program of the College of Business Administration is
the Small Business Institute, which began in 1973 as one of twelve
nation-wide experiments with the concept of having students counsel
businesses as part of their educational experience. Through this program
the students were expected to apply what they had learned in the
classroom to the solution of actual business problems. The program was
experimental in its first year , but it quickly became evident that students
benefited from "hands-on" experience . Many small business owners attributed major improvements in their businesses and , in some cases, the
very existence of their businesses , to actions suggested and eventually initiated by the students .
With Dr. Lowell M . Salter as Director, the Small Business Institute
Program has received national recognition for its high quality.
Numerous educators from throughout the nation have visited the campus and later modeled their programs after the one developed by Dr .
Salter. The SBI sends student-counselors to approximately 60 businesses
every year.
In January 1978, the Jacksonville Business Development Center was
formed as an outgrowth of the Small Business Institute . Privately funded
as a separate, non-profit corporation, the JBDC provides workshops and
counseling services to small business owners; it was the first privately
funded non-profit corporation in the United States organized by a university to serve small business owners .
In 1979, two related programs were initiated . The State Technology
Application Center provides computerized data base service to
businesses in North Florida in areas as d iverse as international trade,
market analysis, sales projections, patent d evelopment, and engineering
and technical assistance. The second program was the Small Business
Development Center, a federal and state funded program intended to
provide more comprehensive services to small business owners in Clay,
Nassau, Duval and St . Johns counties. The SBDC has permanent staff
members , as well as students and faculty, available to assist small
business owners.
The various small business programs in operation at the University of
North Florida currently serve mor e than 1,000 businesses annually. The
University has developed a very strong image among small business
owners as an institution concerned about their problems.
Service programs of the College of Arts and Sciences have been
primarily department oriented, showcasing the special academic exper-
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tise of individual faculty or particular disciplines. There has been less
systematic and ongoing involvement with either private or governmental
agencies than has been characteristic of the other colleges. It is as
speakers, consultants, coordinators of workshops, performers and
authors, that Arts and Sciences faculty have served the community.
Outstanding in regard to service has been the Department of Fine Arts.
It has been a rare month when one of the faculty has not given a benefit
performance or exhibit somewhere in the region. Exhibits of pottery by
Kenneth McMillan, art by Charles Charles, photography by David
Porter, Paul Ladnier, and now Robert Cocanougher, organ and harpsichord concerts by Arthur Bloomer, piano concerts by Gerson Yessin,
vocal recitals by William Brown, and choral and symphony performances directed by Jack Funkhouser and Merrill J. Palmer have provided a decade of cultural enrichment for the community.12
In the early years an activity of the Fine Arts Department became as
much an effort to create a sense of community at UNF as a service to the
community. Dr. Jane Decker of the Department of Political Science
recognized that UNF had made no provisions for drama in its early curriculum. With an undergraduate background in theatre to spur her enthusiasm, and the support of Dean Willard Ash, the Venture Theater
came into being. 13 The actors were a diversified group: students, faculty,
career service employees, even Jacksonville residents with no other connection to the University answered the casting calls. Hindered by the
lack of practice space and without an auditorium, the performances
were presented on makeshift stages - often outdoors. Nostalgia still surrounds 1973-1974 productions in the candy-striped Venture Theater tent
that stood in parking lot three. Amidst the enthusiasm of the performers
and support crews, a sense of togetherness was created which, if only
temporary, provided a much needed congealing spirit for disparate
forces.
Prompted by the success of Venture Theater, courses in drama and
theater were taught periodically. In 1981, aided by Quality Improvement
Program funds from the State, a minor in Theater Arts was added to the
Fine Arts curriculum . In a cooperative program, the Department of
Language and Literature offered students the chance to enroll in a degree
track leading to a B.A. with drama emphasis. James M. Thomas was
hired to teach the courses and to direct theater offerings. In 1981, after
numerous disappointing delays, UNF finally dedicated an all-purpose
auditorium. In a generous gesture of support, two additional staff
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members were authorized to teach costuming and stagecraft and to help
with the dramatic productions. Backed by a supportive Dean Peter H.
Salus, who in 1980 became the successor to Dean Willard Ash , the Fine
Arts theater offerings are expected to expand to become, in Dean Salus'
words, "a beacon that attracts the public to this place. "
The Embassy Speakers Series is another example of an Arts and
Sciences community service, one that drew hundreds of people to the
campus in 1977/78 and 1978/79 and made many new friends for UNF.
Inspired by Dr. Ann B. Radwan and co-directed by Dr. Dale L. Clifford,
the Embassy Speakers Series was sponsored by Phi Alpha Theta (a
history honorary society), the Department of History and the UNF Foundation. In January 1979, the Honorable Peter Jay, Ambassador to the
United States from Great Britain, spoke to a crowded audience at the Independent Life Auditorium. He and seventy guests were later feted at
the River Club at a private dinner sponsored by Mr. J. J. Daniel and the
Florida Publishing Company. In all, there were nine ambassadors or
ministers who participated in the program; included were the nations of
Chile, India, Great Britain, South Africa, Tanzania, France, Indonesia,
West Germany, and Egypt.ls
In a gala reception at the Jacksonville Art Museum on October 20,
1978, the Ambassador of India, Mr. Nani A. A. Palkhivala, and Mrs.
Lillian Carter, former Peace Corps volunteer to India and the mother of
then President Jimmy Carter, inaugurated a related venture, the International Studies Program. Arranged by Dr. Radwan, the International
Studies Program brought a $110,000 U.S. Office of Education grant to
UNF, which financed new courses and seminars and provided for the
first foreign language courses. International Studies was a cooperative
venture, administered by Dr. Radwan at UNF and by Mrs. Sarah
Boucher at Florida Junior College.
Dr. Radwan looked on the Embassy Speakers Series as " a learning institution that people could not get anywhere else in the state,'' and one
which alerted influential Jacksonville residents that UNF was in town to
sponsor significant educational events. 16 President Carpenter was very
supportive with his attendance and with introductions of speakers and
funding of dinner parties for them and for invited guests of th e University. With a modest annual grant of $1 ,000 from the Florida Endowment
for the Humanities, Embassy Speakers was expensive only in terms of
time and work obligations, provided by members of Phi Alpha Theta. At
the end of the second year, however, when adequate funds failed to
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materialize, Embassy Speakers quietly expired, followed in July 1981 by
the demise of International Studies. Two promising programs which attempted to move the focus of UNF learning beyond the boundaries of
Duval County became temporarily inactive.
The Sawmill Slough Conservation Club was another attempt to build a
sense of community at the University. Organized by Philosophy professor Dr. Robert Loftin and College of Education faculty member Dr.
Jimmy Bas.sett, Sawmill Slough soon had 150 members from across the
University. Dr. Loftin was motivated partly by a desire to recognize an
environmental group and partly by distress that UNF lacked a studentfaculty culture. With commuting students centering their lives in their
jobs, homes, families, churches - anywhere it seemed, but at UNF Loftin feared that UNF was in danger of developing a permanent identity
as "North Florida Drive-In University, where you drive in and order a
course and some french fries" and then drive home again.17
Loftin seized on the natural beauty of the campus as a positive force
around which to build an identity. He took his Field Ornithology classes
on daily bird-watching hikes, agitated in support of Nature Trails
development, and taught his philosophy classes outside the classroom.
He recruited faculty to lead Sawmill Slough in outdoor recreation activities and found in Dr. Ray Bowman of the Department of Natural
Sciences a valuable ally, as well as successor as faculty advisor to the
club.
Sawmill Slough SOOD: became a canoeing club, making weekend trips to
the Suwannee, Itchitucknee and Sante Fe Rivers, paddling all the way
across the Okefenokee Swamp, shooting white water rapids on rivers in
North Carolina and Georgia. Club trips ranged from the mountains of
North Carolina to the Everglades in South Florida.
Sawmill Slough also became active in environmental causes. With student Brenda Oliver as president, the club testified in 1974 in opposition
to opening the Osceola National Forest to phosphate mining, and at hearings in Jacksonville on the proposed construction of the Dames Point
Bridge. The club worked in favor of bicycle paths alongside J. Turner
Butler Boulevard, against the Cross Florida Barge Canal, and took a
stand on nearly every local environmental issue. It was this environmental activism that resulted in Sawmill Slough winning the Lee and Mimi
Adams Award as the best conservation club in Jacksonville for 1974.
In 1973 Mayor Hans Tanzler inaugurated the UNF Nature Trails in a
ceremony that included mini-lectures by students stationed at strategic
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spots on the trails. From this first ECO encounter, Ray Bowman
engineered a merger with the Earth Week organization in Jacksonville,
which brought hundreds of visitors to the campus for each annual
celebration. Club members also volunteered to guide elementary school
children in tours of the wilderness areas of the campus and persuaded
UNF to establish a Nature Center (a program, not a building) in 1980 and
to hire Ms. Leslie Thompson to coordinate it.
When the University administration declined to refinance the Nature
Center, Sawmill Slough members voted to disband. Interest and
membership had been declining, accelerated by the faculty advisors'
perceptions that the University had shifted its priorities to favor research
at the expense of service commitments like Sawmill Slough.
Sawmill Slough, Venture Theatre and Embassy Speakers represented
attempts to recreate an element of university life that faculty valued
from their own student experiences. For so many faculty , only recently
graduated from traditional universities, the remotely located
UNF - lacking dormitories, athletic teams and the other normal
features of college life - seemed precariously close to "North Florida
Drive-In University. " By participating in campus organizations they
acted in often spontaneous ways to fend off an apathy they feared. It was
always a precarious gamble as attendance and involvement proved difficult to sustain. Temporary combinations of like-minded students permitted these organizations, and others like the Society for Accounting
and Management, to flourish for a period, until these students either
graduated and left UNF or developed other interests. Creating a viable
campus life at UNF has been exceedingly difficult.
It is interesting to note that as of this writing the University administration has hired an Athletic Director, Dr. Bruce Grimes from the University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, to devise and implement an intercollegiate
athletic program. Also being discussed is the possibility of building
dormitories on campus. At the end of his term in office, President
Carpenter had changed his mind about dormitories, seeing them partly
as a way to boost enrollments. Interim President Andrew A. Robinson
was even more enthusiastic, making dormitories part of his future plans
for the campus.
In the documents relevant to early mission planning, it is quite clear
that scholarly activity ranked a distant third in the priorities that Dr.
Carpenter and Dr. Lassiter established for UNF faculty . President
Carpenter explained in 1971 that faculty candidates were being told that
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"research must necessarily be de-emphasized until we are all satisfied
that the teaching program is well established and will in no way suffer.
After that, we will encourage research which involves student participation, for this is an outstanding method of motivating students to learn." 18
Dr. Lassiter did not disagree with this conception of the role of scholarly activity at UNF. As a researcher himself, he had a more sophisticated
grasp of the relationship between teaching and research, but his
Academic Plan, his instructions to the academic deans, and even his conversations with faculty during recruiting interviews, all stressed that
teaching was the unquestioned top priority. Later on, after UNF had
established itself, Lassiter intended to shift resources- to encourage
research to a greater extent. In the meantime, he did encourage research,
especially if it related to, and didn't interfere with teaching: "I do feel
very strongly that scholarly activity is necessary, both for credibility and
vitality. I always felt that I was a far better teacher and the students accepted me more when they found out that I had practiced this discipline
to a certain extent, than if they knew that all I did was walk into a
classroom and start regurgitating things." 19
Among the academic deans the only difference of opinion was on the
degree of emphasis each placed on research in their communication with
candidates - all three deans agreed with the priority rankings. Dean
Ellis White told the College of Education faculty that they "should give
primary attention to teaching and give less emphasis to research." 20 In
the College of Business Administration, Dean Parrish said essentially the
same but with an additional stress on the relationship between community service and research.
The College of Arts and Sciences has often been accused of not getting
the proper signals on scholarly activity. Accusations are still heard that
Arts and Sciences faculty were recruited with the understanding that
UNF had aspirations of becoming "Harvard on the St. Johns." 21 That
was certainly not what Dean Ash told them; instead, his conception of
the role of research matched Dr. Lassiter's. He still remembers central
administration strictures on this subject: "It was preached to all of the
Deans from the time we started, by Roy Lassiter particularly, that this
was to be a teaching institution. The emphasis was to be on
teaching - not upon research." 22 Ash felt that some research should be
done, ''for even the best of teachers dries on the vine, but we were all
essentially led to believe that the No. 1 priority was teaching - research
took a second position.' '
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Given the hectic pace of starting the new University, with most faculty
so close to their graduate programs, there were few disagreements in the
early years over the policies on research. Harmonious relations were
enhanced by Dr. Lassiter's policy of rewarding generously, including
promotions, as compensation for heavy faculty workloads. Accreditation
teams, however, noticed the imbalance: they praised UNF programs and
faculty but admonished administration for not providing faculty with the
facilities needed to conduct research. BOR program evaluation teams
made similar recommendations in subsequent years; with graduate programs expanding, the need to plan for more research became
imperative. 23
Dr. Lassiter was sympathetic to these recommendations, but was
unable to implement them because of a perpetual financial crisis that
began with BOR mandated cutbacks in February 1972 and continued
throughout his time at UNF. Expecting to operate a day and night
schedule and provide equivalent services for both groups of students,
Lassiter felt that more than the 130 full-time (FTE) faculty allocated for
opening day were needed. When the BOR reduced the planned staff by
17 FTE positions, Lassiter predicted: ''Teaching loads will be far above
those for the other SUS institutions,'' and proceeded to eliminate several
courses and programs and delay implementation of several others. 24
Dr. Lassiter complained bitterly about the reductions in March 1972,
stating that UNF was being "expected to do more with less resources
than any other beginning institution in the history of the State University
System." 25 The resultant increase in teaching loads he labeled " excessive
when the faculty commitments to getting organized and getting ready for
the accreditation visit in 1972-73 are considered." The effects would not
be so severe at the big state universities where large numbers of
freshmen and sophomores could be packed into survey courses to provide "slack" in the allocations formula ; as an upper-level and beginning
graduate university, UNF could not expect high average class size, not if
it wanted to offer quality education. Lassiter explained that " the critical
mass concept is relevant to academic staffing. A certain minimum
number of faculty is necessary to provide diversity in course offerings
and mutual support among units and programs.''
After repeated appeals to BOR officials brought no redress, UNF opened in Fall 1972 badly understaffed. Even the research positions
designated in the BOR funding formula were filled by teaching faculty.
New positions were authorized for the 1973-74 budget , but far fewer
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than anticipated. Understaffing became a chronic fact of life at UNF,
with negative consequences for programs and for faculty/administration
relations.
Ordered by the Board of Regents to prepare contingency plans to deal
with an anticipated financial crisis in the 1974/75 academic year, President Carpenter cut travel and utility costs and froze all hiring plans for
vacant positions not deemed vital.2 6 He informed Chancellor E. T. York
on July 15, 1976, that stringent funding was still a serious problem compounded by inflation and enrollment increases. During the 1974-75
academic year, UNF was given a 3.6% increase but experienced a 9.2%
surge in enrollment; with even a smaller allocation for the following
year, Carpenter saw a bleak future: "We will work out means to get by
this year even if it means cancelling out positions before June 30." 27 In
April 1977, a disillusioned President Carpenter informed State Senator
Mattox Hair that UNF budgets had not significantly increased, when
enrollment jumps and inflation were factored in, for the past three years.
In despair, he wrote that "no cutting room was left. " 28
These years of "lean on leaner" strained relationships between faculty
and administration to the breaking point. After carrying the highest
teaching load in the state for several years the faculty was looking for
relief. Many felt it was appropriate, now that UNF was established, to
assign faculty time for research. Roy Lassiter had anticipated this in May
of 1975. Readily conceding that UNF faculty productivity was the
highest in the SUS, he said it had caused a "significant morale problem
among our faculty and staff. These people have extended themselves for
almost three years to provide programming over a 15-16 hour day, five
days a week and on Saturday, with anticipation that future resources
would reduce their individual workloads and continue the efforts their
commitment has begun." 29 As of that date, however, after returning
money to the State from the previous budget, freezing vacant positions,
eliminating out-of-state travel, and cutting back on long distance phone
calls, there was no relief in sight.
The financial problems were not solved before Dr. Lassiter resigned to
become Executive Vice Chancellor for the State Universities and Community Colleges of Tennessee. Had the problems been solved, Dr.
Lassiter would have implemented a plan of his to reallocate resources to
scholarly activity: "I had hoped - and again we were strapped by the
availability of resources - that we could in essence reach a situation
where a fifth of the total FTE effort at least would be devoted to scholarly
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activity. Basically, this would mean that at any one time if you were letting people off a 200 member faculty, there would be 40 released from
teaching." 30 Had the resources been available, he would have " shifted
weight onto research'' and made it part of the official assignments for
faculty. That way if someone objected and said he wasn 't hired to
research, only to teach, then Dr. Lassiter could have said: " But, by
George, you were assigned to so some scholarly activity, and the
resources are there to back it up. ''
But the resources were not forthcoming and precious few faculty were
assigned to research. With workloads remaining heavy throughout
Lassiter' s tenure, faculty discontent began to mount. Most faculty
members interviewed for this project continue to nurse grievances that
teaching loads were not reduced and that scholarly activities were not
funded by the University. The research issue, however, did not go
beyond the grumbling stage until after the arrival of Dr. John P. Minahan
as the new Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Only 34 when he came to UNF from State College of New York at Buffalo, Dr. Minahan was quite traditionally oriented in terms of the
teaching-scholarship-service triangle (he clearly placed them in that
order). Soon after assuming office he announced that henceforth,
scholarly activity would be emphasized and rewarded. Judging UNF to
have a relatively young and potentially promising research faculty, but
lacking in senior professors capable of serving as role models for
research, Dr. Minahan opted to "make the standards we have for promotion and tenure important and substantive ." 3 1 Research and publication,
with standards as measured in the national academic marketplace - all
became part of the UNF promotion and tenure criteria.
The response was not uniform equanimity. Many faculty in the College of Education felt betrayed: after being told by their original dean
that research would receive "less emphasis," they felt it was unfair to
change the rules at this late stage. College of Business Administration
faculty were less disturbed by the emphasis on research than by the
declining importance of service. For the most part, Arts and Sciences
faculty applauded the move: a major complaint for many years had been
the ease with which people were tenured and promoted at UNF.
A theme that was discussed repeatedly by Arts and Sciences faculty
during interviews for this book was their perception that the early promotion policies had been too lenient. 32 By promoting to Professor persons who had not achieved impressive scholarship records (most of
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whom were chairmen, it was invariably pointed out), negative incentives were established. It was equated by one person to creating an artificial aristocracy by royal mandate, a harsh judgment but one widely
agreed with. Feeling that subsequent promotion and tenure committees
were too often politicized and friendship oriented, many in the Arts and
Sciences were supportive of Vice President Minahan 's tougher standards.
The rev.ised promotion and tenure guidelines were actually the joint
creation of Dr. Minahan and the Faculty Affairs Committee of the Faculty Association. In a surprise reaction to the committee's first completed
criteria, President Carpenter rejected them , citing his belief that ''we
needed to really tighten the criteria ... on promotion and possibly tenure
since both have been growing at a pace which we cannot maintain. I do
not think the document does this. " 33 UNF previously had a " traditional,
fully collegial system," Carpenter wrote, but unionization made promotion "purely an administrative process," as specified in the United Faculty of Florida and Board of Regents contract. Among the administrators,
he felt that the chairpersons should have more discretionary powers, explaining: ''If there are valid reasons why a chairperson feels a person
should not be promoted, then there should be no waste of time and effort
compiling dossiers - to say nothing of the undesirable publicity or
acrimony sure to be generated by committee exposure. ''
Eventually, guidelines were established which were acceptable to the
president and to the Faculty Association - although Dr. Minahan subsequently inserted some changes that were successfully challenged in
court by the United Faculty of Florida. 34 What surprised most fac ulty
about Carpenter's call for higher standards was that in the past he and
Vice President Lassiter had often reversed negative committee decisions
on tenure and promotion, accepting people who had been denied by
their academic peers. The contradiction was even more apparent in the
Spring 1980 when Carpenter was preparing to leave for his new position
in Memphis and left behind several letters regarding faculty who should
receive special considerations when the criteria were applied.
As word of Dr. Carpenter's departure spread, he wrote to Dr. Minahan
in May, a "degree of uncertainty" had arisen with several people:
I have attempted valiantly to avoid making any unreasonable commitments on behalf of the University - and I believe that errors in
this regard have been worked off so that we have none hanging as
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a result of my promises. There are individuals here, however,
whose careers have been substantially affected by decisions of this
administration, and in fairness to them, decisions regarding personnel actions . .. for these people should take into account the influence of past administrative actions. Whether I leave or not, it
would be good practice to record the history of appropriate projects and I suspect we should request other officers to do the
same. 35

Directing his concerns primarily at individuals who had worked in
some administrative capacity or who would be extremely expensive to
replace, he suggested that effective administrative work, service as
outreach to the community, and professional development in the form of
additional graduate study, be acceptable substitutes in some instances
for scholarship. In written memoranda "for the record" addressed to Dr.
Minahan, he reviewed the service history of each individual and ended
with a proviso like: ''he may need help when the time comes .... He
deserves special consideration for his unique situation." 36
Although this procedure is not defined in published guidelines on promotion and tenure, it is presumably part of the chief executive officer's
prerogative to act subjectively on occasion, in the best interest of the
University and its employees. There was a related and also unpublished
axiom utilized by Dr. Minahan that he referred to in several letters in
August 1979 as "administrative promotion." For three individuals, Dr.
Minahan promised an "automatic administrative promotion" in return
for completion of graduate work. 3 7
For President Carpenter the motivation seemed to be fairness and the
degree of empathy he generally felt when UNF employees came to plead
their special cases before him. Writing to Dr. Minahan about one such
faculty member, Carpenter described him as an excellent teacher who
also excelled in service, but whose scholarly productivity was low - not
unlike "others who have accepted time-consuming assignments and who
are concerned that they may be penalized as a result. " 38 Fearful that
UNF might suffer if ''individuals may feel compelled to shift completely
away from service (and working with students) to devote full time to
scholarship," Carpenter requested that Dr. Minahan give this person
special consideration at an appropriate time:
I explained that the University is maturing and that the perception of quality (sometimes achieved out of our region only by
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publications} is becoming a significant factor in our future. It occurred to me that we must be careful not to emphasize the
enhancement of image in the world at the cost of actual quality on
campus. We must find a way to have our cake and eat it, too.

While debate on the wisdom of the revised policies on research is far
from over, it is clear that faculty have turned their attention increasingly
to scholarly activity. The last few years have witnessed a remarkable
outpouring in faculty scholarship either accepted for publication or nearing completion. College of Education faculty, although discontented over
changing policies, set an enviable record: in one four-year period the College faculty produced 101 articles, 106 major presentations at national
and state conventions, and 24 published books.39 Several College of
Business Administration faculty members have produced monographs
and textbooks that have been adopted as required reading in classes
across the country. Traditionalists in the College of Arts and Sciences see
these as encouraging trends for the future of quality teaching at UNF.

A "Season of Discontent"
There is a final matter related to the financial crunch of 1974 through
1977 that merits discussion in this section because it involves the quality
of collegial relations within which teaching, service, and research occur.
During this time there was an atmosphere of disintegrating collegial relations unquestionably exacerbated by the financial crisis. The Minutes of
the Faculty Association for 1975 and 1976 provide an unusually succinct
documentation of an era when in meeting after meeting, the questions
asked of administrators ranged from critical to hostile, with financial
crisis either a common theme or prime motivator. 40 In successive
meetings in October and November 1975, for example, Dr. Thomas
Mongar criticized expenditures by the Dean of University Relations and
Development, challenged the validity of the University Budget Officer,
Richard Hirte, to sit as a member of the Faculty Association, and joined
with other Arts and Sciences faculty to criticize the academic preparation
of graduates of Florida Junior College who had transferred to UNF.
That this was indeed a "season of discontent" can be seen in other
faculty questions raised at this time . On December 4, 1975, Mr. Steven
Woods (Sociology) complained about UNF students "not in possession of
basic skills," and suggested that the administration consider denying admission to poorly qualified transfer students from FJC as an economy
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measure. Woods charged the administration with "preparing to dismiss
(according to rumor) 17 faculty members overtly," and with failing to
create an atmosphere of cohesion, " mutual stimulation and collaboration,'' fostering instead competition between individuals and groups.
The net result, Woods suggested, was perpetuation of a " monstrous
social lie." Dr. Jane Decker (Political Science) was so moved by the eloquence of the remarks that she asked: " How did we get into this mess in
the first place?' '
There is no record of a direct reply by Dr. Lassiter, but he often
responded with great restraint to what appear in retrospect to have been
intemperate grillings. He repeatedly explained that admission standards
were established by BOR policy, not UNF, and that the BOR had imposed the emergency financial measures, not the Office of Academic Affairs . On January 15, 1976, he assured Dr. Mongar that although approval of the UNF Constitution had been delayed by the BOR, as a practical matter UNF would operate under the provisions of the constitution
as if it had been approved. Somewhat vexed, he then asked if there
weren't more significant issues that the Faculty Association could turn
its attention to.
In recalling this sometimes zany period in our brief history, one faculty
member said: "All we heard from Dr. Lassiter was FTE, FTE, FTE. The
faculty at that point was not interested in that. We were interested in
students, teaching loads, quality of education." Judging the Vice President as "coming from definitely an older generation," this person said:
"A large part of the faculty was young, thinking different things. " 41 A
compatriot, who also challenged Lassiter frequently during this period,
concluded that "given our sort of Sixties background we were looking
for the opposition and I think in many regards Roy Lassiter _was it. "
Dr. Lassiter believed that the problem was the state revenue shortfall
which prompted the BOR to impose emergency financial measures on
UNF and the other institutions in the SUS as well. Increasingly, his attentions were drawn to the financial problems, and he was unable to explain to the faculty the gravity of the situation. All parties agree that a
breakdown in communication occurred at this time and that the consequences were far-reaching. Dr. Lassiter has said that if he were to start
from scratch at UNF again, he would work hard at building better channels of communication. 42
Unionization of the faculty grew directly out of this era of financial
crisis and the ensuing "season of discontent" which saw a serious
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breakdown in communication . Undoubtedly, economic factors represent the major impetus for the statewide faculty vote to authorize the
United Faculty of Florida (an American Federation of Teachers affiliate
at the time) as their collective bargaining agent with the Board of
Regents. For three successive years a parsimonious legislature had mandated faculty raises ranging from zero dollars to three percent. The selection of UFF, represented therefore, an effort to organize a countervailing
force to bargain for better faculty salaries and fringe benefits. At UNF,
however, there were more issues at stake than economics, and they grew
directly out of the disintegrating collegial relations discussed above .
These non-economic issues were expressed in various ways during
faculty interviews for this manuscript. A few examples will suffice :
"We had suffered a breakdown in communications"
"A union would give us a strong alternate voice"
"Our administration was withdrawing from us"
"We had to have a guarantee of basic rights"
''I felt the administration arbitrary in the sense of faculty not
having input. I felt powerless as faculty."
The motivations of two early leaders of the local chapter of UFF, Dr.
Steven M . DeLue (Political Science) and Dr. E. Allen Tilley (Literature),
were largely non-economic and provide interesting illustrations of this
theme. 43 Tilley, after witnessing deplorable administration and faculty
relations elsewhere, viewed unionization as a way to protect faculty
from potential harassment. With a contract and a grievance mechanism,
the union could become "a tool to normalize relations if there were
pressures toward the arbitrary exercise of authority." He was also
hopeful that UFF could help "build a sense of community - academic
community," within which faculty could "express common intellectual
interests.' ' For starters, and to gain friends for the local chapter of UFF,
Tilley organized the Union Goons, a mixed group of musicians - some
talented, others gregarious - to play a gut-bucket and assorted instruments at faculty parties.
Dr. DeLue believes that the early leadership of the local union, as opposed to the rank and file members, embraced the union as a statewide
force to counter the bureaucracy in Tallahassee and as a vehicle to introduce faculty perceptions of educational issues into what had been an
exclusively administrative debate . When DeLue was the local UFF presi-
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dent, he worked to create a "context for discussion that respected certain
boundaries of civility." DeLue has been praised by administrators as
well as faculty for establishing the UNF chapter on solid and academically respectable footing .
The majority of faculty interviewed felt that UFF has brought certain
benefits to the faculty, including sabbaticals, a workable grievance procedure, potential security from harassment, and an overall stabilization
of administration/faculty relations. Beyond that, no one felt that
unionization has been either revolutionary or has produced major
changes in day-to-day working relations at UNF. There are some vocal
critics of unionization, including Dr. Larry Green (Psychology), who has
recently written that unionization brought ''much more formalized and
adversarial relationships between the faculty and the chairmen. Rather
than the chairman being the 'bridge' between faculty concerns and administration concerns, the formal adversarial relationship tended to
reduce the normal 'give and take ' among faculty that prevailed before
unionization.' ' 44
The reactions of Tom Carpenter, Roy Lassiter and Will Ash were even
more negative, ranging from disdain to hostility. They generally felt that
unionization drove a wedge between administration and faculty and that
it made administrative work much more difficult. President Carpenter
was "very much opposed to faculty unionization," feeling that "professionals should not belong to a union.'' He and Vice President Lassiter
were shocked by the quality of the statewide leaders and very fearful
that UFF would strive for "a greater voice in government." When this
did not happen, UNF's administrators reluctantly adjusted to the existence of the union.4 5
When Dr. John P. Minahan became Vice President for Academic Affairs, he exhibited a more flexible attitude toward the union. Minahan
viewed modern universities as complex bureaucratic organizations that
sometimes erred and dealt unfairly with employees. When this happened, it was the union's job to look after the interests of its members. At
UNF, Minahan believed, "The Union has been able to bring cases to the
attention of the administration, so they have looked after the interests of
individual faculty members rather well in the area of grievance problems - mostly concerning salaries and work-load situations." 46
Dr. Minahan was less sanguine in Spring 1979, however, when the
local union leadership decided to challenge in court a new set of promotion and tenure policies that he had written and implemented. UFF w on
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an injunction restraining administration from implementing the criteria
until they had been negotiated with the UFF local. Although the decision
had no long-lasting consequences, faculty did see it as an example of the
way their basic rights are protected by the union contract.
What is most interesting is Dr. Minahan's opinion that the UNF administrators and union members have often been in agreement on statewide issues and acted as partners rather than adversaries. This is the
result of UNF' s being the smallest school in an SUS dominated by the
largest of the four-year schools. In the past, Dr. Minahan pointed out:
the major distinction was between the large schools and the small
schools. We account for 3% of the system's enrollment. Florida
State, South Florida, and the University of Florida account for
almost 90% of all the enrollment, so those three are the big
schools. Their interests have the attention of the state system.
When they have problems with dormitory rates or promotion problems or tenure problems or salary problems, the solutions affect
everyone. So in that regard I have often found that the positions
taken by this administration are closer to the Union's position
locally than the local union's position vis-a-vis their own statewide
leadership. Our administration is closer to our Union's interests
and concerns than the Union is to its own state leadership, and
that's an interesting situation. 47

Part II: Major Progr.am Changes
In addition to the detrimental impact that the financial crisis had on
research policies and faculty/administration relations at UNF, it was also
responsible for the University's not being able to achieve certain goals
established in the early planning. Faculty retrenchment in 1972 forced
Lassiter to "fight like crazy" to secure the initial quota of faculty positions. In a recent interview he recalled: "I don't think anybody ever appreciated how fast Tom and I were skating on thin ice in January,
February, and March of 1972. We had no authority to hire all those people we hired, but we decided that we've got to do it, and if necessary
we'll go down to the bank and borrow the money and pay them for a
quarter anyway, and we went out and hired them. " 48 Dr. Lassiter referred to personal loans that he and Dr. Carpenter discussed negotiating
with local lending institutions: ''Tom and I had committed that we
would pay them some way, however we could do it."
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When further cuts were threatened in Summer 1972, UNF argued that
bona fide commitments had already been made that must be honored.
The BOR finally capitulated, but the University was forced to retrench
and reorganize . In Dr. Lassiter's estimation, "the University has never
recovered from that, because in essence those resources had been fixed
in place at other institutions .' '
The interdisciplinary philosophy so important in the early planning
was endangered by these position cuts. Plans were abandoned for an interdisciplinary program in Urban and Environmental Studies, and implementation of the Division of Studies in Education was delayed for one
year and abandoned altogether in the College of Arts and Sciences . The
Divisions had been expected to conduct and coordinate the interdisciplinary teaching and research efforts of each of the three colleges.
When the Division of Studies in Education was initiated in 1974 under
the direction of Dr. Bette J. Soldwedel, it was charged to serve as the
focal point for the development of research and to encourage new programs designed to advance the practice of education as a profession.
Without sufficient faculty to draw upon, however, the Division 's
primary responsibility became coordination of the College of Education
track in the Master of Arts in Counseling degree program. Later, the
Division developed a Counselor Education Program for the College of
Education that has increased the quality of guidance services to children
in the schools of the region .49
The Master of Arts in Counseling degree was another experiment in interdisciplinary education that failed to survive the ravages of
time - although inadequate funding had little to do with its demise. The
inspiration of Dr. Larry Green, Chairperson of the Department of
Psychology, the intention was to offer a single degree for all prospective
counselors by drawing upon a common core of theory and experience
suitable for majors in psychology, sociology, business, and education .
Specialized training was provided in each of the four tracks (departments) involved in the program .
Begun in Fall 1974 under the direction of the Chairman of the Department of Psychology, the MAC drew large numbers of students but was
unable to overcome the substantial differences in philosophy and policy
that existed within the four tracks. The Department of Sociology , which
conducted the community agency track of the MAC program, felt that
sociology input was too minimal in a program dominated by psychology.
The College of Education felt "the need to directly relate instruction to
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the work of school counselors,'' and joined in the effort to restructure into separate degree programs for each of the tracks. so This was accomplished in 1979 when the Master of Education in Counselor Education was approved as a separate degree program along with the Master of
Arts in Counseling Psychology.
In the College of Business Administration, interdisciplinary courses experienced difficulties from the beginning as the unique course combining transportation, logistics and marketing was abandoned even before
classes commenced. The course that integrated finance and accounting,
so pleasing to Dean Parrish in concept, never functioned well and was
abandoned after two years of experimentation. During an investigation
of the course, Parrish found that it had not been sufficiently interdisciplinary: ''It was a fine course, but it was just plain corporation
finance," when it was also "supposed to be partly accounting. " 5 1
Beyond the expected difficulties, such as finding appropriate textbooks,
professors experienced more serious problems with the subject matter
itself. There was a tendency to stay with familiar materials rather than
venture into other disciplines. Reluctantly , the Dean decided to " give up
on that one - we even separated departments for a long time.' '
Since 1975, when Dr. William Arthur departed to become Dean of the
College of Business at Tennessee Technological University, the departm ent has moved steadily toward a balance between Financial and
Managerial Accounting. The fissures were severe enough in 1975 to
cause the two disciplines to divide; they were combined again in 1980
with a slight tilt toward Financial Accounting. Dr. Frederick M. Cole
served as Interim Chairperson for 1975-76, before Dr. Kenton Ross
assumed the chairmanship. Dr. Ross left in 1978 to become Dean of the
College of Business Administration at East Texas State University. He
was replaced by Dr. Gary Fane, who had joined the Accounting faculty
in 1975. Under Dr. Fane's leadership the separate departments were
reunited and successfully implemented a Master of Accounting program,
with further plans to include Systems and Computers as an integral part
of the curriculum with a major in accounting computer systems.
Throughout the somewhat unsettled first d ecad e the Department of Accounting and Finance has continued to stress high quality education with
rigorous classroom standards. 52
In the College of Arts and Sciences, the department that most embodied the interdisciplinary vision was the Department of Natural
Sciences. For the first eight years the basic curriculum remained un-
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changed and was judged high quality with tough prerequisites and a
common interdisciplinary core . Graduates achieved a thorough interdisciplinary science education and several went on to graduate schools in
medicine and science. Criticism of the curriculum was aimed solely at
numbers: only 79 baccalaureate degrees were awarded by Natural
Sciences from 1972 through Spring 1982. 53
In 1980-81, Natural Sciences replaced its interdisciplinary program
with separate majors in chemistry and biology and a third major in the
General Sciences for prospective secondary school teachers. The
challenging prerequisites, particularly the quantitative requirements,
were also tempered, with the hope that enrollments would increase. The
department had previously survived its low numbers of majors because
of the large classes it attracted each term in the Venture program. By
1980, however, Dr. Minahan had begun disassembling Venture and had
directed the Natural Sciences faculty to devote more of its energies to
educating traditional science majors.
For a faculty recruited for interdisciplinary programs and one generally enthusiastic about Venture, a period of adjustment was necessary,
even though some professors approved of the changes. These new directions required more than faculty adjustments; before traditional curriculum could be successful, additional courses in physics, chemistry,
geology and astronomy were needed. More important, the laboratory
facilities which were acceptable for the less sophicated Venture courses
were not adequate for upper division majors. Much more space and
equipment, as well as laboratory assistants, were necessary.
Coinciding with the impetus for change in the Natural Sciences was
growing criticism of the Venture Studies Program. To many observers
this came as a great surprise . Begun in 1972-73 amidst great fanfare, Venture became the darling of the College in the early years. Faculty enthusiasm ran high and a sense of excitement permeated the departments
as a plethora of new courses was presented each term and evaluated by
students in positive terms . Venture provoked a real sense of
camaraderie, perhaps best evidenced at the annual Venture Party hosted
by Willard and Louise Ash at their home on Montclair Drive. 54
For most Arts and Sciences faculty, Venture was a visionary experiment in democratic education, stressing interdisciplinary methodologies
and high academic standards . The inherent excitement of the liberal arts,
it was believed, if taught in a nontraditional way and with innovative
learning materials, could be made relevant to the personal lives of
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students. Even those who were poorly prepared academically would get
caught up in the excitement and make up their deficiencies at the
Academic Enrichment and Skills Center. A decade later, this may sound
a bit naive, but early in UNF history there was more than self-sustaining
rhetoric in faculty identification with Venture; it was believed that the
liberal arts content of the Venture courses could become intellectually
liberating throughout a student's lifetime.ss
Why then was criticism of Venture so insistent in 1978 and 1979? The
answer to that question, like the silken threads of a spider's web, winds
its way through many of the major difficulties experienced at UNF in the
first decade.
The central administration apparently seized upon Venture as a vehicle to ensure adequate student numbers in Fine Arts, Natural Sciences
and other departments with traditionally low enrollments. Anxious that
overall enrollments fulfill BOR expectations, Vice President Lassiter
mandated that each department give three or four Venture courses the
first year, causing great consternation for Dean Ash, who wanted to
bring the program along more slowly. Ash advocated Venture as the domain of only a few faculty chosen for their versatility and their interdisciplinary capabilities. He judged the administration's broader use of
the program "a dangerous thing to do because not every faculty m ember
was equipped that first year to give a completely new kind of course."s6
This decision also detracted from the essence of the program: Ash
' 'wanted the social science students to take natural science courses in
order to know something about modern science," not to become enrollment props. Over time, the distinction between the Venture philosophy
and the FTE imperative tended to blur in the minds of some department
chairpersons. In the Schedule of Classes each term, the departments
advertised long lists of classes which were often senior level courses for
majors and ill-suited to the Venture philosophy. Apparently, the motivation was to harvest an FTE bonanza at the registration jackpot.
For faculty, a major problem with Venture was the constant demand to
create new courses. As the youngest of the three college faculties, Arts
and Sciences teachers were generally inexperienced and therefore
struggling to establish a repertoire of courses in their majors, while at the
same time trying to fulfill the other expectations of being university professors. The demand for new Venture courses, especially with the insistence that they encompass materials from several disciplines, became
too often a burden rather than the intellectual rew ard that Dean Ash had
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envisioned. One anonymous veteran of Venture, in recalling his feelings
on the program, encapsulated the thoughts of many others interviewed
for this study:
If I am proud of anything in my own education it is the diversity the range - so I felt that it was special, that I was special and my
courses were. But what I didn't understand was that I would be
doing this all the time. If it's special, it's special, and maybe once
every two years you invent a new course and you give it one time
and if it works, good - ·but you don't expect to be doing this again
and again and again. It's the most burdensome and timeconsuming enterprise ,to have to be consistently doing that. It
doesn't leave time for other things. I think that was the problem
early on. Maybe the second year wasn't as exciting as the
first . .. and the third wasn't as exciting as the second, and so on, a
kind of gradual attrition of the spirit.

Students were generally supportive of Venture courses; when critical,
however, they often echoed the remarks of Mary Ann Waters Frohwein
and Victoria Loomis Harrison: "We would have much preferred a
heavier concentration in our chosen majors ... rather than spending
more than one-third of our undergraduate hours enrolled in superfluous
'intellectually stimulating' Venture courses." 57 After completing a
general education requirement at the lower-division level, students were
often anxious to specialize in their chosen majors and minors. While
Venture did not preclude that, students often thought it did, tried to
avoid the requirement, and complained when they could not. 58
Deliberations on Venture were intensified in April 1978 when Dr.
Willard 0. Ash resigned as Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences to
become Dean of Special Programs. He began immediately on a special
assignment to implement the UNF Scholar's Program, which permitted
advanced high school students to come directly to the University and to
graduate in three years. Always the visionary, Dr. Ash had previously
drawn up the plans for the program; in his new position he was able to
recruit the young Scholars and nurture the program in its infancy.
Throughout the 1978/79 academic year a special Venture Studies Committee investigated the program and made recommendations in July
1979 to Interim Dean Jack Humphries. 59 The committee found "nothing
wrong with the Venture concept," but found the program badly in need
of change and closer supervision. Blaming most of the problems on in-
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adequate administrative controls, particularly at the departmental level,
the committee made several recommendations, its most important being
that a Director of Venture Studies be appointed with powers sufficient to
ensure quality control of course content. 60
Dr. Minahan conducted his own investigation and concluded that Venture Studies should follow in the wake of the advising program. His
judgments were more severe than those of the Venture Studies Committee: he found the original concept admirable, but program quality had
badly eroded. Venture had become, in his estimation, a "parody of a
symbol'' for the College that drew attention away from the main mission
of the departments, which was preparing students for the professions.
Somewhat like "the tail wagging the dog," Venture required so much
energy be expended teaching nonmajors that the programs for the majors were being overlooked. Vice President John Minahan's College of
Arts and Sciences would be a far more traditional one than Dean Ash had
planned. 61
In the Summer of 1980 President Carpenter decided to leave UNF to
become President of Memphis State University. Starting from scratch at
an institution that existed only in name, on a campus remote from the
community's residents - without roads to or through it - he had
presided at UNF for over eight years of actual operation, sufficient time
for the school to have stabilized and to have established a distinct identity. As a reflective man, he must have pondered anew his first speech to
UNF's faculty: "On paper," he had said that September 26, 1972, "we
look like a traditional university, but I hope we won't be."
Yet by 1980 UNF had become just that: with Venture Studies being
phased out, the last of the innovative flames were being extinguished.
During the interviews for this study one of the themes that emerged was
that UNF had lost its innovative edge, that it had become traditional (this
was generally expressed with a twinge of nostalgia, but seldom with a
negative value judgment). The informants usually concluded that the
nontraditional UNF in the collective memories of faculty and administration was only a mildy innovative one in comparison with other
universities that charted such directions in the 1960's and 1970's. Even
the symbols touted as nontraditional had been more rhetorical than actual. The advising system had been a corrective for the neglect that had
passed for advising at large universities witnessed by Dr. Lassiter; it had
been an excellent student service but was never a revolutionary concept.
Venture Studies, as Dean James Parrish so aptly noted, was more
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reminiscent of "old wine in new bottles," dispensed to upper division
students, than a novel break with liberal arts tradition.
The practitioners of Venture were young Ph.D.'s, inexperienced and
idealistically committed to quality teaching. Like Dr. Lassiter, they were
products of their graduate school era: it was a time when research professors were criticized for absences from classrooms and advising offices, a time when student protest and revolution rocked the ivy-covered
walls of America's major universities, a time of counter-cultures and
counter-universities. Relevance, liberation, involvement, transcending
artificial boundaries, and finding out "who I am" were the catch-words
of a generation. The struggle for black equality, the movement to end the
war in Vietnam, the women's liberation struggle, anti-colonialism
abroad and the War on Poverty at home were the causes and passions of
an era. Sift through all these elements, and in the mores and folkways of
the residue can be found a faculty suspicious of authority and tradition
but trained traditionally, eager to relate to students in educational ventures that were relevant, interdisciplinary and nontraditional. Willing to
move beyond the methodologies of their own professors because of their
living experiences during the 1960's, they were still very much shaped
by their traditional training as research scholars. When they taught
about poverty, for example, they used concepts and theory as exemplified in reading material; they did not speak from personal experiences or require students to live impoverished in slums. Exciting
classes were generated this way, but it was only mildly innovative
pedagogy.
Safely ensconced in 1972 in UNF classrooms, with old memories and
semi-radical allusions, it was a faculty committed to an educational
cause - Venture Studies. Eventually, enthusiasm waned. Personal lives
changed, career interests veered and lurched, the faculty became tired
and in need of new directions and intellectual refreshment. When John
Minahan pushed research and traditional university life, many of the
faculty came to shove with him - not against him. When Venture
Studies was retired, few faculty tears were shed. The passions had subsided, the faculty was older, more experienced and more traditionally
oriented concerning research and teaching. There was a sense of
something special being lost, especially in the Natural Sciences where
some excellent science courses would no longer be available for nonmajors, but in most departments the best of the Venture experimentation
had already been incorporated into the regular curriculum.
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Although the demise of Venture Studies represented a dramatic change
in the College of Arts and Sciences, there have been others of historical
interest. The resignation of the founding dean, for example, was followed by a two-year interregnum when the College was ably served by a
genial diplomat with a Ph.D. in Nuclear Engineering and fifteen years
experience on the faculty of the Air Force Academy. Interim Dean Jack
Humphries had been on the faculty since January 1973 as Assistant Dean
of Faculties and Professor of Natural Sciences. Dr. Humphries directed
two search committees before Dr. Peter Salus was chosen Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences. After eleven years at the University of
Toronto, during five of which he served as Chairman of the Division of
Humanities in the University's Scarborough College, Dr. Salus came to
Jacksonville with an international reputation as a linguistics scholar.
Dean Salus began at UNF in Summer 1980, a time when the College
was in transit toward more traditional goals. Sharing with Vice President
Minahan the belief that the Arts and Sciences disciplines were the heart
of the University, he joined in an effort to expand the programs and consolidate the identities of disciplines. Already underway was Dr.
Minahan's successful effort "to fill out some of the areas of the Arts and
Sciences that had not been accentuated over time . " 62 With the aid of a
two-year Quality Improvement grant from the State, faculty members
were added in anthropology, foreign languages, natural sciences, and
philosophy. Authorized for the Department of Fine Arts were seven new
positions, which doubled the department in less than two years and
added faculty in graphic arts, theatre, and instrumental music.
Other departments which have undergone significant changes are
Psychology and Political Science/Sociology. In Psychology the curriculum expanded as a result of an external 1978 Program Review Committee conducted for the BOR. The committee's report criticized the
department's overemphasis on clinical psychology and urged diversification with special attention to experimental psychology and laboratory
work. The committee also suggested that more faculty time be devoted
to research and to training students to do research. J. Russell Nazzaro
became the department's third chairperson in 1979 with authorization to
comply with the committee recommendations. Additional faculty were
hired with research backgrounds, and computers, video and other equipment w ere acquired sufficient to establish four teaching and research
laboratories. Under the direction of Dr. Jack Hartje the department has
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also added a seven course Biofeedback program, which has become nationally recognized for its preparation of paraprofessionals in the field. 63
The departments of Political Science and Sociology were merged in
1976 in an effort to reduce administrative expenses. Following much
discussion and faculty resistance, the merger was accomplished after the
administration agreed to protect program autonomy and to refrain from
implementing a combined social science curriculum. Expecting dramatic
growth after the merger, the department developed B.A. and M.A. programs in Criminal Justice under the leadership of Dr. Chris Rasche, and
added a Master's of Public Administration degree. 64
The dilemma for the department has been in finding faculty to operate
the new programs. When new faculty positions were not authorized, the
department was forced to shift resources away from political science and
sociology and to employ temporary and adjunct personnel to teach the
new courses. Even with staffing problems, Dr. Robert Whelan directed
the Public Administration program with skill: a BOR Program Review
Committee recently gave high praise to both the design and implementation.
Both the Public Administration and Criminal Justice programs have
moved the merged department in a direction that President Carpenter
had often pushed for, providing service and research for the surrounding
community. Interaction with personnel in the Sheriff's office, correctional institutions, social agencies and parole offices has increased UNF's
downtown presence dramatically - in a pattern not unlike the service
constituency policies of the College of Education.
The Department of Mathematical Sciences also suffers from a problem
of inadequate faculty numbers - one position has been vacant since
1976. With over 300 Computer Science majors and 10% of the College's
total faculty teaching over 30% of its enrolled students for 1980-81, vacant positions are serious problems. Dean Peter Salus has described the
department as suffering from "a surfeit of students beyond all bounds of
the imagination and there is such a dearth of adequate faculty that I don't
know any way we will ever satisfy it." 65 The difficulty is caused by the
distressingly superior salaries, research equipment, and working conditions that private industry uses to inveigle prospective teachers from
UNF. By hiring advanced graduate students and adjunct instructors, by
encouraging the permanent faculty to "retool" and acquire the specialized skills needed to offer a rounded curriculum, and by occasional over-
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work of the faculty, Dr. William Caldwell has been able to maintain his
department. There have been no sweeping changes in the curriculum;
mathematics is one of the few departments that still requires its majors
to complete an interdisciplinary program.
Members of the department have been critical of the central administration's inability to act decisively and promptly on personnel matters and to set realistic salary policies that would at least attempt to solve
this problem. Every member of the department interviewed for this project said emphatically that equipment for faculty research is so inadequate that it undermines attempts at professional development. One
member of the department warned: "If we are going to prevent a riot, I
think we're going to have to find a way to reduce teaching loads and to
increase the availability of equipment for people in this department to be
able to do their research. " 66 It is a complaint similar in tone and intent to
remarks made by members of the Department of Natural Sciences.
Certain departments in Arts and Sciences have become noted more for
continuity than for change. In both History and Language and Literature,
for example, the programs and faculty in place at the end of the second
year are still the mainstays of the departments. Teaching subject matter
which seldom required prerequisites, neither History nor Literature experienced significant problems of transition as Venture Studies was
phased out. Several Venture courses were incorporated into the regular
curricula, along with the College's early emphasis in interdisciplinary
teaching. Both departments have added new courses almost on an annual basis, while Language and Literature added a minor in Foreign
Languages (a spin-off from the International Studies grant) and a B.A.
track in Drama. Both departments experienced a change of leadership,
with Dr. Thomas M . Leonard becoming chairperson in History, and Dr.
E. Allen Tilley assuming that post in Language and Literature.
Thirteen of the total sixteen faculty members in these two departments
joined the University during the first two years: all have been tenured
and promoted to Associate Professor (7) and Professor (6). Of the remaining three, all recently hired, one was promoted to Associate Professor
and two had just completed doctorals at the end of the 1981/82 year. This
high ratio of tenured and promoted faculty is common to UNF, partly the
result of a lack of mobility in the overall profession, but also a reflection
of satisfaction with UNF and pride in the program these faculty helped
to build. 67
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This low rate of faculty turnover has permitted continuity of quality
education amidst the turmoil of administrative and program changes late
in the decade. Potential problems can also be envisioned, however: if
faculty retention continues at this rate it will be dificult to chart greatly
different directions without substantial investments for retraining from
within or hiring new faculty with different specialties and interests. It is
possible for departments and even the entire University to become
prisoners of a ten-year history.
In the College of Education, changes over the decade have been
minimal. Programs have remained stable, faculty turnover has been low,
and service to the schools of the region and field-based education have
remained the staples of the College. There were new programs of interest, however, and at the end of the decade the entire College was
reorienting its mission and reorganizing its structure.
The Department of Health and Physical Education pioneered in
developing a community service option in its curriculum in addition to
its teacher training courses. A unique learning system in Allied Health
and Physical Education was developed which utilized a professional
diagnosis and assessment course to prepare individualized programs in
hospital administration, alcohol and drug counseling, and health promotion. Over 200 community interns have worked in local agencies, and
graduates of the programs have been employed in a majority of the more
than 185 agencies in Jacksonville.
The Department of Special Education was initiated in Fall 1973 to offer
a Master of Education degree for teachers of children with academic,
developmental, or social adjustment problems. Programs in learning
disabilities, emotional disturbances, and deaf education w ere added in
response to community needs. Outside funding enabled the department
to consolidate its programs and expand its mission. In 1980 the Department of Special Education was named a Center of Excellence under the
statewide Quality Improvement Program. The additional funding and
faculty positions the award brought have enabled the department to
begin developing academic programs of national stature.
Three of the College 's departments have displayed surprising continuity. The Department of Administration and Supervision has continued to
train graduate students for work as principals and superintendents and
to upgrade the skills of administrators already in the field. A new program of importance was the joint doctoral program developed with the
University of Florida. The Department of Vocational and Technical
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Education, although primarily engaged in teacher training, has noted
that the majority of its students in industrial education were tradesmen
and technicians and that approximately 75% have gone on to earn
bachelors degrees. Most of the students in the College pass through the
courses of the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education as
they learn the competencies needed for effective classroom performance. Faculty from the department have been especially active in service and in recent years have produced an impressive array of published
scholarly research and have been rewarded with numerous faculty promotions. 68
A major plan for reorganization of the College was recently concluded
that will institute three new divisions in place of the former departmental structure. The plan grew out of the precipitous enrollment drops
in the mid-1970's in teacher training institutions across the country, as
well as the insistent pressures from Vice President Minahan to increase
productivity in the College. The plan draws on the theoretical insights of
Dr. George Denemark of the University of Kentucky to expand the College's consistituency beyond prospective school teachers to include most
persons in society "playing a significant role in the learning process. " 69
Examples cited in a 1979 College of Education proposal were individuals
employed in mass media, government personnel, child day care, fire
prevention, law enforcement, parks and recreation, social work and
health services. The plan charts a more comprehensive role for the College as it seeks "to serye the ever broadening and diverse human
resources, needs, and demands of society." 70
Replacing the present departments of the College will be the following
new divisions:
1.

The Division of Human Services, which will respond to growing
needs in government agencies, business and industry by training
teacher-educators who will function in a variety of non-school
settings;

2.

The Division of Curriculum and Instruction, which will consolidate instructional programs in Elementary, Secondary,
Vocational-Technical, and Health and Physical Education and
will continue to expand the public school mission;

3. The Division of Education Services and Research, which will
bring together programs in Counselor Education, Administration
and Supervision, and Special Education, and merge the College's
special education research and service programs.71
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For the College of Business Administration, the category "Major
Changes" is a misnomer. Initiated with a traditional and stable base and
with an experienced core of deans and chairpersons, the College has offered continuity along with quality programs. Enrollments have been
high and the faculty has prospered in terms of scholarly activity and promotions. Because of the careful programming done early, as Dean Parrish has observed, the College has had "almost no change in the
undergraduate program from Day One until now. We have added - and
the kind of change we are talking about is individual faculty adding
dimensions - but in terms of format it hasn't changed that much." 72 In
terms of faculty background and program structure, the prognostications
on the Master's in Business Administration were also on the mark: "We
pitched it at surprisingly near where it apparently needed to be,"
because it has "changed somewhat, but not a great deal either."
This combination of continuity and quality was recognized in 1976
when the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business accreditated the College of Business Administration's undergraduate programs, and again in 1981 when the graduate programs were endorsed. In
both cases the AACSB broke with tradition and accredited the programs
in record time.7 3
Among the programs that have experienced minor changes is Insurance. Prior to Fall 1972 it was assumed by the Board of Regents and
by UNF officials that Insurance would be a high enrollment program
because of the many insurance companies located in Jacksonville. After
this proved not to be the case, faculty members Dr. Charles Jones, Dr.
Richard deR. Kip, and Dr. Robert Cline (formerly a dean at the University of South Florida) conducted investigations and found that local insurance companies have internal training programs aimed below the
baccalaureate level. They also found that insurance company employees
interested in college degrees preferred the regular MBA, or accounting,
computer science, or management. Without the expected demand, the
Insurance program was scaled down. It retained its high academic standards and, along with Real Estate, was merged with the Department of
Management, Marketing, and Business Law to become the Department
of Business Administration in 1980.
This new department, still the largest in the College, continues to staff
the majority of the College's "core" curriculum, which is required of all
undergraduate and graduate students. With majors in management,
marketing, insurance and land economics, the department has ex-
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perienced high enrollments and has been able to grow from nine faculty
in 1972 to twenty at the end of the first decade. In recognition of quality
teaching , service and scholarship, the department faculty now consists
of ten full professors, nine associate professors and one assistant professor.
In 1980 the department was selected as a Program of Emphasis under
the statewide Quality Improvement Program, providing additional funding to increase research, teaching and service commitments in the areas
of human resource management and survey research. This has enabled
the department to hire new faculty who are recognized national leaders
in both fields , and permitted veteran faculty to continue to focus on their
research and service activities. The Program of Emphasis also led to a
new graduate degree , the Master of Personnel Management.
In a decision very unpopular with the central administration, Dr .
Frank McLaughlin decided in 1978 to resign as chairperson and return to
full-time teaching.75 At the urging of Dean Parrish and Dr. McLaughlin,
however, the College used this as an opportunity to inaugurate a new
policy that has in recent years brought nationally recognized teachers
and scholars to UNF. Dubbed the "Senior Scholars Program" by
euphemistic whippersnappers like Dr. Ken Jennings, the program seeks
out distinguished professors who are nearing the end of their careers and
entices them to UNF by offering as bait the considerable attractions of
Jacksonville and Northeast Florida. McLaughlin's successor, Dr. David
Moore , was the first of the "Senior Scholars;" he has been followed by
Dr. Roger Helsby, Dr. George Brown, and Dr. Hiram Caroom. 76
Continuity has also been a primary feature of the Department of
Economics during its first decade at UNF. Still staffed by the charter
faculty (Chairman Joseph M . Perry, Dr. Stephen L. Shapiro, Dr. Earle C.
Traynham, Jr., and Dr. Louis A. Woods), Economics has continued as a
"switch-hitter" assigned to both the College of Arts and Sciences and the
College of Business Administration. With a limited pool of majors,
Economics has carved out a high enrollment service constituency and
taught two of the key courses in the MBA program. In 1980 the Quality
Improvement Program brought the Center for Ecomonic Education to
the department, permitting a significant increase in community service.

Divisons of Technologies and Nursing
Major changes at UNF during the first decade also included the addition of the Division of Technologies and the Division of Nursing outside
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the framework of the three colleges, with direct responsibility to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs. The decision to add Technologies as
a free-standing Division rather than as a part of the College of Arts,
Sciences and Technologies as originally envisioned, came in December
1974, after a particularly acrimonious series of debates, resonances of
which could still be heard when the interviews for this study were being
conducted.
Vice President Lassiter appointed a planning committee for technology
programs in December 1972, asking for recommendations on types of
programs, priorities, resources, and appropriate administrative structures. Chaired by Jack T. Humphries, the committee deliberated
throughout the academic year before recommending that the University
implement a Baccalaureate Degree program in Industrial Technology,
which appeared to be ideally suited to the particular types of industry in
the Jacksonville metropolitan area.7 7
Motivated largely by confidence ' 'that Offshore Power Systems was
going to come in with 12,000 employees, along with satellite industries,
which would generate an enormous demand for people in middle
management,'' President Carpenter was enthusiastic about adding a
Technology program. He saw it as a concrete way to tie the new University to the Jacksonville community: "It was our thinking that to develop
the institution to the point where it was an extremely important asset to
the community, we had to do those things of an applied nature; I thought
Allied Health and Technology were two that had great potential. ' '
Both Carpenter and Lassiter were shocked by the intensity and stridency of the faculty opposition to both a Technology program and to the
recommendation that it be housed in a free-standing Division. Opposition was localized within a segment of the College of Arts and Sciences
faculty who feared Technology would drain resources away from existing academic programs and would move UNF toward a trade school
character with curriculum dominated by applied programs established
to serve the local power structure . One faculty member recalls the
debate and the General Assembly vote to reject the Technology Division
as saying: "We want to be a traditional university. We want to have a
high quality program and we want to have those programs recognized.
This is not a tech school!" 78
Central administration never expected Technology to have major influence on University programs; they saw it as a relatively minor appendage to a diverse university designed to serve the area in which it was
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located. With Offshore Power Systems prom1smg an economic
resurgence for Duval County when its factory on Blount Island for the
manufacture of floating nuclear power plants became operational,
Carpenter and Lassiter felt a technology program would generate more
resources than it cost and would thereby help all of the other programs.
Lassiter regrets that he ''was never able to convince some people that the
University had to grow. By hook or crook it had to get up around 5,000
students or it was going to be hanging on in a white-knuckle position
forever," because of the funding formulas of the BOR. He remembers
that ''when the votes were cast and it was turned down, Tom and I
agonized a long time before we decided to veto it" and implement the
Division of Technologies by administrative order.
Hired as Chairman of the new Division was Dr. Adam E. Darm, then
directing one of the nation's most successful technology programs at the
California State University, Long Beach. 79 Darm prepared a program
that was approved by the BOR in April 1975 and officially implemented
the following September. Admissions policy was amended to permit
Associate of Science degree holders, generally not required to fulfill the
liberal arts content of an Associate of Arts degree, to enroll at UNF and
make up deficiencies later. The initial Technologies program had two options: one in Manufacturing and the other in Construction. Fire Control
was subsequently added and then reorganized into a broader option entitled Safety Techno1ogy. A Computer Information Systems Technology
track was also added and experienced a rapid growth in enrollments.
An integral feature of the Technology program was an advisory council
composed of industrialists and junior college leaders from the
metropolitan area. The council has provided advice on program direction and organization and enabled the Division to acquire equipment,
supplies, and resource persons to help conduct the Industrial Technology
Program. Each quarter, for example, Florida Foundry Corporation provided a metallurgist, work space and materials for students in the UNF
foundry course. Faculty in the Division use local industries extensively
for field trips and resource persons, and for a pool of adjunct instructors
who teach approximately 50% of the courses. Adam Darm is proud that
students in the Division of Technologies have all been employed upon
graduation, many in responsible and lucrative positions. 80
Nursing was another applied program that President Carpenter felt
UNF could use as a wedge to make itself known through service to the
region. In 1972 and 1973 UNF representatives consulted with the local
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medical community about the type of nursing program that would best
serve their needs. The goal was to "design a program which would
upgrade the qualifications of the nurses to the extent that they could take
on more sophisticated assignments.'' Carpenter believed that UNF had
designed a ''winner'' and expected to receive the ''blessings of the board
staff.''
Soon, however, Carpenter put a scorching pen to paper to castigate the
BOR for selling out the interests of UNF. In Spring 1974 the BOR turned
the proposal down, but authorized instead that Florida Agricultural and
Mechanical University begin offering upper-level nursing programs in
Jacksonville and Pensacola as part of their Continuing Education Division. Denouncing this as duplicative and wasteful, an "incursion" that
damaged UNF's credibility and future solvency, Carpenter sent letters to
Duval Legislators and to the UNF faculty and staff that complained bitterly of the political pressures that had cost UNF a quality program. 81
What had happened was that the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, in an effort to force the State of Florida to comply with
integration guidelines, had insisted that Florida State University stop
building its program in nursing education. A deal was struck to permit
FSU to complete certain projects in return for giving the nursing program
to Florida A&M. An incensed President Carpenter protested at the next
BOR meeting in Tallahassee in uncharacteristically harsh tones. He
remembers, however, that "they didn't even listen patiently. I learned a
good lesson from that." The lesson was to be patient and wait for the
nursing progam to rise above the confusion and complications of the
time, when it would be awarded to UNF. "We finally got the nursing
program, but only on the condition that it be designed and blessed by the
traditional program at the University of Florida - so much for good intentions.''
In 1975, nurses in Jacksonville requested that UNF, in cooperation
with Florida A&M, begin to offer a nursing program to licensed
Registered Nurses who wanted to earn baccalaureate degrees. In 1977
the Board of Regents approved a free-standing program at UNF to be implemented in two phases:
1.

2.

admit Registered Nurses only;
admit Registered Nurses and non-nurses and prepare them to
pass the Registered Nurse's licensing tests.

In January 1982 a comprehensive proposal was submitted to the
Florida State Board of Nursing to enable UNF to offer a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing degree. 8 2
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Roy Lassiter, outdoors enthusiast that he was, learned from this and
subsequent confrontations that local waters were not automatically protected from poachers by virtue of location within the jurisdictional domain of a BOR member institution. Ordered repeatedly by the BOR to
economize and criticized frequently when UNF failed to grow rapidly
enough, Lassiter was somewhat sensitive to competition for students in
Duval County in programs that the Board refused to permit UNF to
teach. He wrcite to the BOR in April 1976 to complain that in the
previous year the University of Florida, Florida A&M, and Florida State
University had offered a combined total of ninety-seven courses in
Duval County - including some which duplicated UNF courses. "A
presence of this magnitude," Lassiter wrote, "makes the Cambodian incursion look like a squad-sized patrol." 83 Branding the duplication a
"scandalous waste of the taxpayer's money," Lassiter said that the three
other universities were using the BOR moratorium on advanced degree
programs as a ''hunting license'' to ''poach in our waters.''

"Pouring a half pint of rich cream
into five gallons of skim milk"
The criticism directed by Vice President Lassiter at the Board of
Regents in 1975 and 1976 for permitting "poaching" in UNF's waters
was easily dismissed as the sort of conjugative discord to be expected in
the SUS family. In 1979 ai:id 1980, however, with the BOR itself faced
with pugnacious opponents demanding its abolition, along with the
merging of the State's upper division institutions into the older and
established four-year universities in closest proximity, "poaching" assumed new dimensions. Somehow, with a hungry Gator in Gainesville,
the self-proclaimed "flagship" of the State University System, coveting
title to UNF's waters, the word "poaching" hardly seemed sufficiently
pejorative.
In Summer 1980, legislation to abolish the BOR and to merge UNF
with the University of Florida passed both branches of the Florida
legislature and awaited only the signature of Governor Bob Graham for
final authorization. For months the legislative stage in Tallahassee had
reverberated the eerie feeling that the University of North Florida might
not survive to celebrate a decade of independent existence. The dramatic
culmination came in late July when Governor Graham vetoed the bill,
prompting a collective sigh of relief on the UNF campus. Puzzled by the
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rapid pace of the unexpected merger threat, many at UNF wondered if a
future threat to the insititution's autonomy might succeed . While it is
still difficult to fathom the murky waters surrounding this issue, it is
possible to present a tentative scenario of the main actors and their
motivations. 84
Although Dr . Lassiter was no longer at UNF to take part in the merger
battle, having left in July 1978 to become Executive Vice Chancellor of
the State University and Community College System in Tennessee , he
would have found the tempo and tones familiar. While still Dean of
Faculties at the University of Florida, Dr. Lassiter wrote a proposal to
establish a branch campus at Jacksonville that was rejected by other administrative officials. In the 1960's, when the State expanded its university system beyond the small-town confines of North Florida, officials at
the established institutions sniped at the decision and complained that
"the soup will be diluted" as financial resources would be drained away
from the ' 'flagships,'' and quality instruction and research would
suffer. 85
The Board of Regents was instituted as a state-wide organization expected to be an impartial arbiter in the demands a~d disputes between
often competing universities. Through the years , however, the BOR was
accused by people in South Florida, especially Miami , of favoring
Gainesville and Tallahassee, and alternately decried by University of
Florida and Florida State University officials for diverting resources to
the new universities in Tampa, Boca Raton, Pensacola, Orlando, Miami,
and Jacksonville. For the BOR there were few sanctuaries from the
parochial realities of university politics, and perhaps too often BOR personnel succumbed to the pressures. By 1980 the BOR had accumulated
powerful enemies throughout the state.
In Miami, parents angry at the BOR's reluctance to add freshman and
sophomore courses to Florida International Univerity 's upper-division
offerings, found in Senator Jack Gordon an articulate spokesperson.
There are those who believe that the attempt to merge UNF and UF
evolved from Senator Gordon 's insistence that population trends be
recognized and that educational services be equitably provided for South
Florida. With Miami as the state's major metropolitan center, located
more than 350 miles away from either UF or FSU (comparable in other
regions to a student crossing several state boundaries to get to a "home
state University" ), Senator Gordon demanded that the legislature
authorize a medical school and a law school along with lower-division
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courses at FIU . Reapportionment of the legislature following the 1980
U.S. census would verify the burgeoning population in South Florida and
bring "more representation for this part of the state," Gordon said in
1979.86 After decades of watching legislators from North Florida muster
political power to benefit UF and FSU, Gordon was sure that politicians
from South Florida had learned how to use clout to bring university programs to Florida's urban centers.
University of Florida officials, aware that their legislative support was
eroding with each census, pointed out that the multi-millions invested in
Gainesville would be threatened and quality research programs would
be diminished if resources were further divided. Recognizing that UF
needed an "urban window" to assure viability for many programs,
legislative allies seized on the miniscule University of North Florida in
Jacksonville as a solution to several problems. A merger of the two institutions would bring UF an "urban window," along with the support of
the Duval legislative delegation in future intra-state struggles over
university politics.
The subject of merger had first surfaced in 1976 during BOR deliberations on the proper role and scope of each of the nine public universities
in Florida. Regent Chester Ferguson pointed out that UNF was originally
proposed as a branch campus of UF and implied that such an administrative arrangement could still be beneficial. President Thomas
Carpenter was saddened by the "confusion, apprehension, and negative
impact on morale that candid views such as the personal opinion expressed by Regent Ferguson can have,'' but remained confident that the
BOR would reject such a proposal. 87 Carpenter believed that the Role
and Scope study would affirm the wisdom of the original decision to
establish UNF with separate status, "as a regional university with programs suited to the citizens of this region, [which] stands in bold contrast
to the vital - but quite different - role of the University of Florida as a
residential, selective admission, graduate-research institution." He also
felt that UNF 's "strong record of service to date adds solid factual support for this original decision.'' Carpenter was right that the merger talk
would disintegrate after these preliminary forays, but it revived in 1979
and 1980 with a powerful set of proponents in the State Legislature "Yho
were also anxious to trim the power of the BOR at the same time.
Unwittingly, UNF had given an assist to the merger sentiment with its
decision in Fall 1979 to seek support from local leaders for a four-year
curriculum. The decision was reached by President Carpenter and Vice
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President Minahan, based on their belief that to remain viable UNF had
to significantly increase enrollments. Upon assuming office as Vice
President for Academic Affairs in March 1978, Dr. Minahan surveyed
the apparent problems and "set one single objective and that was enrollment." 88 All administrators under Dr. Minahan were to be judged on the
basis of a single question: ''What does it take for a state institution that is
so small and losing students to increase its enrollment to better service
the community?" After a full year's experience at UNF Minahan became
aware of the efforts underway at Florida International University and
the University of West Florida to add lower-division programs, and of
BOR authorization for a team of consultants to study the situation statewide and make recommendations. 89 He therefore concluded that the
most fortuitous way to increase enrollments was to affix a lower-division
to the predominantly upper-division curriculum.
President Carpenter was more cautious and certainly more aware of
the intricacies of local politics and personalities, but he was in agreement
that UNF should add freshman and sophomore level courses. He
remembers that it was his and Dr. Minahan's feeling that UNF was "going to probably remain relatively static unless we could get the lower
division. The old idea of the upper level institution was based on the
commitment that it go one way or the other: either upper level and
graduate with a total spectrum of Masters and some Doctorate programs,
or the other way and become a first class undergraduate school with a
limited number of Masters programs." 90 With graduate programs declining nationally, he and Minahan concluded: "If we were going to do
something with the institution other than just maintain a status quo, w e
would have to pick up the lower division."
Although President Carpenter was in agreem ent in princip~e, the
details, timing and initial activities were left to Vice President Minahan.
He has confirmed that he moved ahead rapidly to force the issue and in
the process carried into the arena a more reluctant president . He was
confident of his own capabilities and of the working relationship between himself and Carpenter, concluding from their discussions:
"Within certain bounds of propriety, I had a free hand to do whatever I
wanted, what I thought should be done. He never in all the time I worked with or for the man ever gave m e an order about anything. He told me
'No' a number of times, but usually when he said 'No' it was the kind of
situation in which I had pushed him or certain things too far. "
There were others in the inner circle of administration at UNF that felt
this was an appropriate time to say " No," but they were only informed
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after the decision had been reached to push hard for a lower-division. Efforts to derail the plan were not successful. 91 Faculty took no part in the
deliberations; they were informed later and asked to prepare a lower
division curriculum. Perhaps, had Dr. Minahan been more aware of the
complexities of local politics or of the long history of politicized universities in Florida, he might have been less enthusiastic for the challenge.
When Dr. Minahan went public with the plan he first met with every
member of the Duval legislative delegation, with local politicians and
with influential civic leaders. Support for the plan was not uniformly
received: several persons worried that the proposal would harm Jacksonville University, while others reacted with distinctly negative personal
feelings that translated into opposition for UNF. 92 There was also affixed
in key legislator's minds the notion that UNF wanted a lower-division at
all costs, including a merger with the University of Florida if that was the
necessary price tag.
The best evidence for the latter point comes from Dr. Minahan's
voluntary and spontaneous testimony before a House of Representatives
Higher Education Committee on October 8, 1979. After discussing
UNF's limited lower-division proposal, Minahan was asked by Sam Bell
if he thought the lower-division objectives ' 'could be achieved by a
merger of the University of Florida and the University of North
Florida. " 93 Minahan's response has been cited as a reason why some
legislators later supported a merger bill. He said: "If that were the only
way to provide that kind of liberal arts, lower-division experience for
those people I have just been talking about, that would be better than the
existing situation. However, that is not a very popular opinion among my
faculty ." Sam Bell's next statement could w ell have served as a warning
to UNF of the perils of playing university politics in the Florida
Legislature: "It would seem to m e that that is something that the Board
of Regents ought to be thinking about as an alternative for meeting the
needs that you have stated.' '
Legislative activities on m erger began in earnest in early October 1979,
following a recommendation to the BOR by a consultant team that
limited freshman and sophomore courses be added to Florida's upperdivision universities. With enrollments on the decline and costs soaring,
critical legislators faulted the Board for not having opposed any new programs that could dilute the quality of Florida's total university system.
Education Commissioner Ralph Turlington joined in the criticism, urging continued support for the tested 2 + 2 system of junior to senio'r col-
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lege transfers. The Duval legislative delegation had mixed feelings on the
matter. In November, only Senator Dan Scarborough and Representatives Tommy Hazouri, Arnette Girardeau and Andy Johnson were willing to endorse the plan. The others were either undecided, opposed, or,
like Senator Mattox Hair, concerned that FJC and JU might suffer
negative results. 94
In January 1980, Representative Sam Bell (Democrat-Daytona Beach)
proposed to a receptive Joint Legislative and Executive Commission on
Post-Secondary Education that UF and UNF be merged. In concert with
Speaker Hyatt Brown, Bell also led the campaign in the House, citing the
University of Florida's need to urbanize in order to continue to dominate
the SUS in the face of political and economic power shifts to South
Florida. It was his opinion that UF "should keep its priority status. It's
the closest university we have to national prominence at this time. One
of the things we've recognized is the importance economically and
academically of having a nationally prominent university in Florida. The
University of Florida should be a major research facility." 95
To sweeten the merger pot, Bell incorporated into the legislation the
proviso that the University of Florida take over financially troubled
University Hospital of Jacksonville. Convinced that the City would be
relieved of heavy annual obligations at University Hospital for indigent
care and other expenses, Jacksonville officials joined the Florida
Publishing Company and local Regent J . J . Daniel in support of the
merger. 96
The opposition, led now by Vice President for University Development George Corrick, maintained that an independent UNF, with a
lower division, would best serve the interests of Jacksonville. Pledging to
cooperate if the merger proposal eventually contained great benefits for
the City, Corrick nevertheless cautioned that no guarantees had been
given for either program autonomy for UNF or for underwriting expenses at University Hospital. President Carpenter could envision no
way that the merger would benefit UNF faculty and staff; he would remain opposed until guarantees had been given and a thorough study had
been conducted.
The febrile efforts by Corrick and Carpenter were insufficient to
counter the snowballing merger support. With all of Duval's legislators
voting in favor, the UNF-UF merger bill passed the House 72 to 26 on
May 23, 1980. The Florida Senate, however, remained opposed, voting
as late as June 10th to reject the merger but permit UNF to add a lowerdivision.
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Higher education and tax issues were still unresolved when the
legislature adjourned, forcing Governor Bob Graham to call a special session for June 10th. Speaker Hyatt Brown opened the session with a warning to the Senate that higher homestead exemptions , part of a general
property tax rollback popular with Florida voters, would be held up in
the House until the Senate agreed on merger. The very next day the
Senate compiied. 97
Eventually a bill emerged which had something for practically
everybody. Included along with the merger of UF and UNF were the
abolition of the Board of Regents, increased authority for the advisory
councils at each university, a combining of the University of Florida and
University Hospital of Jacksonville, and a special salary package for
Florida professors. On June 22, 1980, with solid Duval delegation support, the higher education bill passed the House by a 93-23 vote and the
Senate by a 33-6 margin. The only Duval Senator voting nay was Joe
Carlucci, with a prediction that the merger would be like ''pouring a half
pint of rich cream into five gallons of skim milk." 98
Governor Graham delayed signing the measure while he contemplated
the educational merits of the bill and while he gauged political reactions
throughout the state. Previously on record as opposed to a merger and in
favor of a limited lower-division for UNF, Graham was also known to be
favorably inclined toward the BOR and some of its key staffers. While
the governor deliberated,, President Carpenter continued to lobby, joined
in the effort by Jacksonville University and Florida Junior College officials , who apparently saw a Jacksonville branch campus of UF as a
greater threat to their programs than an independent UNF.
It was at this time, with the merger threat in its climatic moments, that
President Carpenter left for his new job at Memphis State University.
Appointed Interim President on June 30, 1980, while the merger bill was
literally on the governor 's desk , was the Dean of the College of Education, Dr. Andrew A. Robinson. The new interim president , a veteran of
political struggles in Jacksonville, immediately joined the lobbying effort
to dissuade Graham from accepting the bill.9 9
On July 10, 1980, Governor Graham vetoed the bill, citing the unwise
politicizing of higher education as a major reason . The BOR had been ineffective on occasions, he conceded, but it needed revitalization , not
abolition . To accomplish this he appointed a new planning board,
chaired by Jacksonville resident Preston Haskell , and charged it to
develop a master plan for post-secondary education in Florida. Faculty
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salary increases were important if Florida was to attain excellence in
higher education, but Graham believed the issue could best be handled
via separate legislation.100
A greatly relieved Dr. Andrew Robinson began what would become a
24 month interim presidency with the security of knowing that UNF
would continue in its independent status. The appointment of Dr. Robinson had surprised many people, since two vice presidents at UNF were
believed to be the leading candidates for the position. The decision was
made by one of the community's most influential citizens, Mr. ]. ].
Daniel, local member of the BOR, who had followed Dr. Robinson's
volunteer activities in Jacksonville with admiration. Convinced that the
time was right for a black man to head a predominantly white university
in the South, Mr. Daniel chose Robinson with the understanding that he
would be a candidate for the permanent position. In a recent interview
Mr. Daniel stressed that no promises were made; if Dr. Robinson wanted
the job he would have to earn it by his actions. 101
Determined to be more than a mere caretaker, Robinson set bold goals
for future development. When he assumed the office he concluded that
UNF "looked just like somebody's branch campus," and decided to
"draw a picture in the minds of people that would show the community
what UNF could become." 102 The priorities he established included a
renewed effort to obtain freshman and sophomore courses, the construction of dormitories on campus, the addition of limited programs in intercollegiate athletics, and an expanded Downtown Center. His goal was to
build at UNF the ' 'finest undergraduate university in the State of Florida,
small in terms of 5,000 or 6,000 students in the first four or five years,
but really turning out the finest group of students in the State .' ' Robinson
thought if he could "give Jacksonville a dream about what UNF could
be,'' any future efforts to merge the school would call forth a solid wall
of community resistance .
Robinson's decision to renew the quest for a lower division meant for
George Corrick another year of frequent travel to Tallahassee . Although
the opponents would be all local this time, they would be just as skillful
as the backers of merger had been. Officials at Jacksonville University
and Florida Junior College had already decided that they would contest
any attempt by UNF to add freshman and sophomore courses.
For much of the 1980-81 academic year the attention of the central administration was again riveted on the legislative arena . At the outset it
appeared that Interim President Robinson had amassed overwhelming
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backing for the proposal. By the end of November he had secured support from Mayor Jake Godbold, the City Council, the Chamber of Commerce, The Duval legislative delegation, and the local newspapers. In
January, the Board of Regents unanimously approved the concept of
lower-divisions for all the state's upper-division universities and set a
limit of 800 freshmen and sophomore students at UNF. In February
there was even a hesitant endorsement from Governor Graham. 103
The opposition was formidable, however, with JU backers leading the
way. Influential dissent also came from Prestbn Haskell and the
Postsecondary Education Planning Commission, which announced in
February that it was unanimously convinced that the plan was
duplicative and expensive. Watching from afar, the normally imperturbable Tom Carpenter found himself ''really incensed over the opposition
that JU and FJC mounted toward the lower division. I was amazed and
disappointed that the community paid any attention to that sort of
thing." 104 Sympathetic to Dr. Robinson's delicate situation as an interim
president, Carpenter speculated: "If I were in his place I would have
declared war. I think the time was right to go all out and call out the
resources and go with the media blitz and everything else to explain to
the community."
At the end of the academic year, in another June special session of the
Florida legislature, UNF was again the center of a partisan debate. What
had appeared to be a routine matter when the support had been toted up
in the fall had suddenly and unexpectedly become hopelessly tangled in
a bitter personality clash as Senators Dempsey Barron and Curtis Peterson, heading a conservative coalition of Republicans and Democrats, attempted to unseat Senate President W. D. Childers. In the ensuing power
struggle, which revolved primarily around the budget, Jacksonville
Senator Dan Jenkins, a member of the conservative coalition, deserted
the Duval delegation and opposed the UNF lower-division proposal on
the grounds that it would not be cost effective and that it might harm JU
and FJC. Senator Jenkins' opposition was decisive. 105
Mayor Jake Godbold was so incensed by Jenkins' actions that he
threatened to use all of his political powers to defeat Jenkins in the next
election. For the time being, however, UNF's lower-division proposal
had again been rejected. Vice President Corrick checked out of his
Tallahassee quarters to return to Jacksonville to lead a ''fence-mending''
campaign with FJC and JU officials. The previous year had been
traumatic, with accusations hurled back and forth in debates, and the
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local print and electronics media giving major coverage to the feuds . Corrick remembers looking ahead to the 1981-82 academic year as a
peaceful transition, highlighted by the selection of a permanent president for UNF as it completed its first decade of instruction.
He was mistaken. Far from peaceful, the year was marred by internal
rancor and community denunciation generated by the search for a permanent president. A process expected to be completed quickly and
without controversy became instead a highly publicized and drawn-out
affair with contentious faculty and staff groups pitted against one
another. When Interim President Andrew Robinson 's name was not
among the list of three finalists recommended to the BOR on October 23,
1981, angry pressure groups in the City bitterly castigated the University. Resolutions of support for Dr. Robinsom came from the City Council and the Jacksonville Electric Authority, and accusations of racial prejudice were made by state legislators and community leaders. The chairman of the UNF Presidential Search Committee, History Professor James
B. Crooks, insisted that the committee was not trying to aid or hinder Dr.
Robinson's chances but was trying to recommend the three very best
candidates for the position. Crooks also charged that the downtown
pressures were reminiscent of "pork-barrel politics" that could easily
become "destructive to the mission of teaching and advancing
knowledge." 106 The Search Committee voted a second time on
November 24th, surrounded by an emotional audience and an inquisitive media phalanx. The vote remained the same: Dr. Robinson was
not among the finalists.
Selected by the Board of Regents to become UNF' s president as it
began its second decade of instruction was Dr. Curtis L. McCray, the
Provost and Academic Vice President at Governors State University,
Forest Park South, Illinois. Possessor of a Ph.D. in English from the
University of Nebraska at Lincoln, with several years experience as both
a professor and an administrator at schools in the Midwest, Dr. McCray
was well qualified for a challenging new position. Faculty members
seemed most impressed by Dr. McCray's sincere commitment to an
ongoing and participatory planning process. The prospect of planning for
a more peaceful and stable second decade had great appeal.
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December 19, 1974.
27Carpenter to Chancellor E.T. York, July 15, 1976.
2scarpenter to Honorable Mattox Hair, April 8, 1977.
2 9UNF "News," May 1, 1975. See also Lassiter to the Deans, May 5, 1975; and to Dr. E.T.
York, April 23, 1975.
JoLassiter interview.
31 Vice President John P. Minahan, taped interview by Dan Schafer, October 26, 1981.
32This theme was mentioned by most of the people interviewed, including current and
former chairmen.
33Carpenter to Minahan, January 15, 1979. Dr. Carpenter elaborated on his objections
in a lengthy letter (February 21, 1979) to Dr. Minahan and to Dr. C. P. Heaton, President, UNF Faculty Association. See also Carpenter to Minahan, February 25, 1979.
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There is a discussion of guideline negotiations, along with interesting speculation on
the makeup of promotion and tenure committees at UNF in Dr. Cherrill Heaton ,
taped interview by Minor Chamblin, October 28 , 1981.

35

Carpenter to Minahan, May 13, 1980. There is another letter of th e same date about
a different individual.

36

Carpenter to Minahan, July 17, 1980. There are other letters, written by Carpenter to
the individuals involved , which elaborate on this theme. They are not cited because
the purpose here is to introduce the issue, not to identify individuals.

37

Minahan to Andrew Robinson , Dean, College of Education, August 3, 1979 (3 letters).

38

Carpenter to Minahan , May 20, 1980.

Jacobsen, "The College of Education, " p. 25.

39
•0

Minutes of the Faculty Association can be seen in the Office of the Faculty Association and in the Office of Academic Affairs.

41

Since some of the oral authors of the remarks which follow requested that they not be
identified on this subject, all contributions will remain anonymous .

42

Lassiter interview. In preparing this manuscript I have often been struck by the manner in which a young and largely " Yankee " faculty subjected Dr. Lassiter to a
variant of prejudice. Veterans of a protest era on graduate campuses, too many
faculty appear to have been predisposed to interpret Dr. Lassiter's cowboy boots
and cigars, interest in military affairs and passion for guns and hunting - even his
religion - as evidence that he was opposed to their values and interests. Several
faculty interviewed for this project agreed that Dr. Lassiter was badly misjudged and
underestimated, and some even remembered that when communication broke
down and a climate of mistrust began to grow (one person recalls it as " the administration became less and less democratically oriented"), there had been
numerous incidents when less than objective faculty were willing to believe incredible rumors and lashed out at administration. Faculty, too, contributed to the "season
of discontent. "

43

E. Allen Tilley and Steven M. DeLue, oral interviews by Minor Chamblin,
October 21 , 1981.

44

Dr. Larry Green, "The Department of Psychology, 1971-1982," unpublished manuscript, Spring 1982, pp. 8-9 (on file with the Office of the Dean , College of Arts and
Sciences).

45

Ash, Carpenter and Lassiter interviews. Carpenter and Lassiter both wrote to faculty
in attempts to dissuade them from voting in favor of UFF in the referendum held
March 2 and 3, 1976. Carpenter urged faculty to vote in favor of " No Agent " (the
choices were UFF; American Association of University Professors; No Agent). See
Lassiter to " Dear Faculty Member," Feburary 11 , 1976, and Carpenter to Faculty ,
February 26, 1976. After the election Carpenter concluded that the financial crisis
was responsible for the vote endorsing UFF. Writing to Dr. Timothy M. Grieder of
Bloomfield , Colorado , April 2, 1976, he said: "We have not had pay raises or new
positions for nearly two years, yet our enrollment has been rising steadily. As you
can guess, morale is suffering."

46

Minahan interview.

lbid.

47
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Lassiter interview.

48

Jacobsen, "The College of Education," pp. 23-25 .

49

/bid.; Green, "The Department of Psychology" 7-8; Steven M. DeLue , " History of
Political Science and Sociology, " unpublished manuscript, Spring 1982, pp. 7-8
(copy on file in the Dean's Office, College of Arts and Sciences); and Barbara Bunch,
taped interview by Minor Chamblin, October 26, 1981.

50

51

Parrish interview. See also Lloyd, "The College of Business," pp. 7-10.

52

/bid., see also Frederick Cole, "UNF, Department of Accounting and Finance History, " unpublished, Spring 1982 (copy in UNF Archives).

53

Margene Green, telephone interview, June 22, 1982. From Registrar's records, Ms.
Green supplied the degree numbers, which broke down to 38 Bachelor of Arts
degrees in Biology, 28 in Chemistry, and 13 in Integrative Science. This section on
changes drew on interviews with Roy Lassiter, John Minahan, Peter Salus, Darwin
Coy, Ed Healy and Jay Heubner.
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In the files of the Vice President for Academic Affairs there are numerous folders on
Venture, including many memos, collections of data, and correspondence which
document the overwhelmingly positive response of students to the program. Vice
President Lassiter's files were accessible to me but are now in storage. Duplicates
can generally be seen in President Carpenter's files and only occasionally in the files
of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.

55

This brief paragraph attempts to state a central theme in the oral interviews. Interested readers can scan the transcripts of the interviews in the UNF archives.

56

This quote and those from Dean Willard 0. Ash that follow come from my October 16,
1981, oral interview with him at his home in Stuart, Florida. Contemporary correspondence between Vice President Lassiter and Dean Ash and the chairpersons in
Arts and Sciences verifies that this was a hotly debated issue.

57

This was one of several Letters to the Editor, The Spinnaker, May 7, 1979.

58

0ne investigatory committee suggested this misunderstanding may have been the
result of a communication breakdown between administrators, advisors and
students. See the December 6, 1978, memorandum from Dr. David A. Jacobsen ,
Chairman, Senate Program Evaluation Committee, to Dr. Steve Shapiro, President,
Faculty Association, and Dr. Jack Humphries, Moderator, University Senate. Re:
Summary of Venture Studies Investigation (A copy is in the UNF Archives).

59

The author chaired this committee which included Dr. Jane Decker, Mr. Leo Garrett,
Dr. Ed Healy, Dr. Bill Queen , Dr. Satya Pachori, Dr. Ted Reynolds, Dr. Susanna Urbina and Mr. Josh Young. The " Report of the Venture Studies Committee," July 13,
1979, was presented to Interim Dean Jack Humphries, who gave it a thorough
reading and referred it to the central administration. Its major accomplishment
seems to be that it remains cloaked in anonymity, gathering dust haughtily. A copy
may be seen in the UNF Archives.

60

Willard Ash, retired since December 26, 1979, and living in South Florida, agreed in
a recent interview with the basic conclusions of the 1979 Report of the Venture
Studies Committee. Criticizing himself as too liberal a dean , he said he delegated the
responsibility to each chairperson to monitor Venture courses in his Department. "I
could possibly be criticized - and I am sure I was - for not monitoring the Venture
courses more closely. But I thought if it was to succeed, it should be because the
chairpersons believed in it and made it work. It should not be a separate program
under the Dean. It was a College program. " Were he to start over again, he would
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appoint a strong committee to supervise and to screen each course for content ,
materials and academic standards.
The personal turning point for Dean Ash came in 1975 when the central administration refused to commit funds for an expansion of Venture Studies,
necessary for UNF to remain in contention for a sizeable grant under a program out
of Washington, D.C. called Change in Liberal Education. Venture II was to be the
focus for the expansion , with a team-taught sequence of courses of a more
sophisticated nature than the original courses . Four course combinations were proposed: The Urban Environment: Jacksonville, A Case Study (with 5 core faculty and
3 contributing faculty anticipating support of $40 ,985 from the National Endowment for the Humanities and $12,380 from UNF); Art as Avant-Garde (with 4 faculty anticipating $39,230 from NEH and $7,300 from UNF); Images of Man (3 faculty
anticipating $35,065 from NEH and $8 ,890 from UNF); and The Ascent of Man (3
core faculty and 4 contributing faculty anticipating $27,055 from NEH and $9,890
from UNF). The course proposals were extremely exciting but the expenses, the
faculty time commitments, the scheduling difficulties, and the travel plans strike
this author (in hindsight , of course, as I was scheduled to participate). as grandiose
to the extreme. A copy of the proposal can be seen in the UNF Archives.
61

Dr. Minahan 's negative attitude on Venture can be seen in two memoranda to Interim Dean Jack Humphries dated March 19 and 22 , 1979. He was also surprisingly
frank in an oral interview on October 26, 1981 , and in subsequent conversations. In
the Vice President for Academic Affairs' files are copies of the studies Dr. Minahan
conducted on Venture Studies shortly after he began as Vice President. There is no
doubt that he was thorough: he found every conceivable weakness in the program
and on that basis began to disassemble the program, evidently believing it better to
destroy than to reform. The following represents a synopsis of Dr. Minahan's
thoughts on Venture, taken from Doug Traer, " Venture Program Skirted by
Student ," The Spinnaker, April 9, 1979:
I regard the Venture requirement as having credibility difficulties because it
is not operating as it was designed to operate. There are too many lower division courses being taught in it , there are too many survey courses, there are
too many general introduction courses , the curriculum lacks sufficient course
variety, too many courses are repeated over and over again , and the cohesion
of the requirement is in doubt as many Venture courses fail to either compliment a student 's major or fail to provide significant linkages to the various
other academic disciplines of the Arts and Sciences.
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Minahan interview. For a concise synposis of the 1981 condition of each department
in Arts and Sciences, see the Salus interview.

63

Green, "The Department of Psychology," passim.
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DeLue, " History of Political Science and Sociology,'' passim.

65

Salus interview. This section is based on interviews with Bill Caldwell , John Leeson ,
Len Lipkin and a telephone conversation with Charles Winton.

John Leeson, taped interview, by Minor Chamblin, October 26 , 1981.

66

67

Interviews pertinent to this section are: Ann B. Radwan , James B. Crooks , Dale L.
Clifford, William Slaughter, E. Allen Tilley, Cherrill Heaton and Gary Harmon.

Jacobsen , "The College of Education, " passim.

68

69

No author, "A Proposal to Expand the Role of the College of Education at the University of North Florida in Jacksonville, Florida ,'' received in the Office of the President June 24, 1976.

10

Ibid., See also Andrew Robinson to John Minahan, June 14, 1979, Minahan to Car-

penter, August 8, 1979 and Carpenter to Minahan, August 9, 1979.
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71

Jacobsen, "The College of Education," p. 27.

72

Parrish interview.

73

Accreditation studies can be seen in the appropriate Dean's office, the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs and in the UNF Archives.

74

Parish interview. The following section on the College of Business is based on two
manuscripts by Dr. R. Grann Lloyd: "A Summary Statement of the Main Topics
Discussed in Detail in the History of the College of Business Administration," and
the rewritten version, "The College of Business Administration. " In addition, brief
manuscript supplements were prepared by Fred Cole and Frank McLaughlin. All
can be seen in the UNF Archives.

75

Carpenter and Lassiter both expressed great disappointment with McLaughlin's decision to return to full-time teaching when I interviewed them in Fall 1981.

James Parrish, telephone interview by Dan Schafer, June 24, 1982.

76

The interviews with Jack Humphries, Roy Lassiter and Tom Carpenter were especially
helpful for the preparation of this section on Technologies and Nursing. The latter
two are quoted but not footnoted in the following pages. There is a very large folder
in the files of the Vice President for Academic Affairs labeled Technologies, and
another for Nursing, both of which are helpful for the researcher.

77

Dr. Willard Ash and Dr. Ed Healy did a study of Technology programs and
presented a proposal to Lassiter on November 27, 1972 (see Ash to Lassiter:
Memorandum on Building Construction Program) , which was considered but not
enacted because of the Venture courses that Ash recommended. Dean Ash felt
strongly that Technologies should have been part of the College of Arts and Sciences
in order to ensure that high academic standards and liberal arts orientation would be
required. According to Jack Humphries, the College of Business Administration was
considered to house the program but was rejected because of fears that it would
negatively influence their efforts to be accredited. President Carpenter wanted to
"prevent the College of Education from taking Technology because it would immediately become a vocational/technical education type of program. "
78

The author of these remarks wishes to remain anonymous.

7

9Adam Darm was kind enough to prepare a manuscript for my use entitled: " Division
of Technologies - Origin and History," which was helpful in preparing this section.
He also provided a packet of information on the Division and gave numerous insights during a July 6, 1981 , conversation. The manuscript and packet can be seen in
the UNF Archives.

8

0'fhe Darm manuscript has abundant information about the types of jobs that students
hold, the companies that hire UNF students and the businessmen who serve on the
Advisory Council.

81

See Carpenter to Chancellor Robert Mautz, April 5, 15 & 29, 1974; .Carpenter to the
Honorable Carl Ogden, April 29, 1974; and Carpenter to Faculty and Staff, May 9,
1974. In the latter the President closed with " We may have Jost the battle on the nursing program but I assure you we haven 't lost the war in developing this institution
and serving our region."

•2

"Application For Nursing program leading to Bachelor of Science in Nursing," submitted by University of North Florida Division of Nursing, January 1, 1982, to the
Florida State Board of Nursing. Copy on file in the office of the Division of Nursing.

83

Lassiter to Dr. Roy E. McTarnaghan, Vice Chancellor for Academic Programs, April 27,
1976. Lassiter was equally perturbed on September 27, 1977 when he wrote McTarnaghan to complain anew about "poachers" in UNF waters. FSU had requested permission to offer a Masters in Social Work in Duval County for Winter 1978, which
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Lassiter saw as a " real problem" since the BOR had previously ordered UNF to stop
planning such a degree. The UNF had complied and implemented instead a M.A. in
Counseling, which would certainly, Lassiter thought , lose students if the FSU request was granted.
84

85

My understanding of the merger issue is based on a careful reading of the Jacksonville
journal and Florida Times-Union news .coverage , and on a composite of numerous interviews with relevant UNF administrators and faculty, members of the Duval
legislative delegation and Mr. J. J. Daniel, local member of the Board of Regents at
the time. For a variety of reasons, tape recording wa~ not permitted or public access
to the tapes and transcripts was not authorized by the persons interviewed. Exceptions are noted.

The quotes come from a December 10, 1980, interview with Vice President George
Corrick who was remembering speeches made by officials at UF when he was
employed there. The author recalls several discussions in the past five years with
colleagues at FSU and UF which replicated the context of this paragraph.

Jonathon Peterson , "Universities in tug-of-war over expansion. " Tallahassee Democrat, October 8, 1979.

86

87

Carpenter to University of North Florida Community, Memorandum: " Merger Talk
in Perspective," November 2, 1976. See also journal, November, 1 1976.

Interview with Dr. John P. Minahan, tapes and transcript not authorized for public
access. When Minahan quotes appear subsequently in this section of Chapter 6,
they will not be footnoted.
89 Seejournal, September 13, 21 , and 28 , 1979.
•QCarpenter interview.
88

This information comes from confidential interviews.
Persons within the Duval delegation at the time confirmed that Dr. Minahan 's advocacy of lower division provoked unusually negative personal reactions so severe
that one legislator asked President Carpenter to withdraw Minahan from the project. Subsequently Dr. Corrick handled relations with the delegation. Mr. J. J. Daniel,
in a brief and frank discussion, gave additional confirmation.
93 George C. Bedell (Office of the Chancellor, Board of Regents) to Legislative Coordinators , Public Affairs Council, October 25 , 1979, enclosing transcript of House
Higher Education Committee Meeting of October 8, 1979. The relevant portion is
pp. 46-49.
9 4journal, September 21 and November 3, 1979; T-U, November 7, 1979.
A copy of the consultant's report is in the UNF Archives; it is an intriguing document to read, balanced in perspective and somewhat noncommital. See John Folger,
Robert Altman, S. V. Martorana and Bevington Reed, "Analysis of the Upper Division Universities in Florida: A Consultant Report to the Florida Board of Regents. "
Education Commission of the States, September 21 , 1979. See also "The Upper Division Status of the University of North Florida: A Review and Recommendations, "
September 1979; "Program Improvement at the University of North Florida: A Proposal for a Limited Enrollment Lower Division Curriculum. " Office of the President , UNF , May 19, 1980; and "The Case For a Four Year UNF," January 1981.
95 There were numerous articles on this subject in the local papers throughout the first half
of 1980. The best account is the analysis by Michael Goldman , " Growth ,
Dominance Top Issues in UNF Merger, " Jacksonville journal, May 13, 1980. The
quotations come from the Goldman article.
91

92

96 Mr.

J. J. Daniel told me in an interview that his early support of merger was based on
his disappointment over UNF 's inability to expand its enrollments sufficiently to
enable it to offer a more complete university program.
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98

In addition to daily reporting see, Michael Goldman , " Florida Higher Education in
Power Struggle, " journal, June 17, 1980.

T-U, June 22 , 1980. The Carlucci quote comes from George Corrick 's recollection of
debate preceding the vote. Senator Carlucci confirmed it.

99

Interim President Andrew Robinson, taped interview by Dan Schafer, December 2,
1981. I asked Dr. Robinson if he had supported merger as a condition of his appointment , basing my question on a journal article of June 30, 1980. He had been quoted
as saying in response to a question on a possible merger of UF and UNF: "I think the
great issue is how can we best do it, " Citing a history of inter-school cooperation,
Robinson was quoted as saying: "We need direction. We need the people who make
these decisions to tell us where we should go -and then we can go. " Robinson's
response to my question was an emphatic denial. He said his remarks were
misunderstood and misquoted. Vice President George Corrick, who questioned
Robinson intently on this matter immediately upon his return from the interview,
said essentially the same thing . Corrick stressed that the merger bill was literally on
the governor's desk and that Dr. Robinson had been named to lead either " a branch
of the University of Florida or a separate institution - he had to keep his option.
Now he was opposed to merger - we talked about that he was opposed to merger,
and he lobbied the Governor's office and caused others to lobby to stop it , but
publicly it was a very calculated thing, and I am convinced that he did not make a
deal. " The Corrick interview was taped on November 24, 1981.

100 T-U, July 12 , 1980, andjournal, September 12, 1980.
101J. J. Daniel, oral interview by Dan Schafer, February 1, 1982 and telephone interview,
February 8, 1982.

102Robinson interview.
T-U, November 23, December 9, 1980 and February 18, 1981 ; journal, January
9 and 10, 1981.
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10•Carpenter interview. On Preston Haskell's position see T-U, 23 January 1981.
The most insightful analysis can be seen in Michael Goldman, " The UNF story: What
went wrong?" journal, June 17, 1981.

105

106

Laura Jo Last, " UNF presidential-selection process raises question," T-U & journal,
November 29 , 1981. Ms. Last was then a senior at UNF majoring in literaturecommunications. The quality of the story would do justice to a seasoned reporter.
There was almost daily newspaper coverage of activities during the most contentious periods of the presidential search . The most helpful is the work of Robert M .
Blade in the Times-Union.

Chapter Seven

''THINGS ARE
UNSETTLED IN A
NEW ORGANIZATION''

It is ironic that at the end of its first decade UNF was again the subject
of controversy in downtown Jacksonville. It had happened before, in
1969, when the yet-to-be-built University was criticized for its projected
location in a remote and undeveloped section of Duval County. Fortunately, the more recent controversy revolved around academic programs and leadership and resulted in publicity that has made UNF more
familiar to residents of Northeast Florida. An important effect of the
publicity for faculty and staff was to prompt greater awareness of the
necessity of a partnership between the University and the surrounding
community.
The surburban location of the campus caused problems during the
decade, the most important resulting from unanticipated price hikes for
petroleum and the inability of UNF to obtain a convenient and inexpensive transportation service as a substitute for automobiles. Residents of
some sections of town complained that they were still place-bound. Partly to counter this criticism, UNF opened a_Downtown Center in the heart
of the business district at Hemming Plaza. Situated at one of the city's
best locations for utilization of public transportation, the new off-campus
site increased access to UNF for many potential students.
Looking back on the decade, negative publicity and controversy, even
internal turmoil, have been minimal occurrences. Tucked away in a
serene setting, surrounded by lakes and trees and nurtured by President
Carpenter's goal that the institution be a "low key" arrival on the
Jacksonville scene, UNF developed a secure environment for learning.
Deliberately enhanced by the policies and philosophies of the first executive officers were a spirit of tolerance between faculty and ad-
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ministrators and respect for acad_e mic freedom. The enduring
characteristic of relations between administration and faculty for the
first decade is that the new University, unlike so many other new institutions, never experienced paroxysms of mass employee turnovers
(bloodlettings, as they are called by gentle academics) . The policies of
Tom Carpenter and Roy Lassiter were responsible: both men had a fundamental sense of fairness concerning faculty rights and a respect for
academic freedom even when extremists in the community exerted
pressures for dismissal of faculty who offended their sensitivities.
President Carpenter's attitude regarding academic freedom and faculty rights was established as early as October 1972 when the Chairman of
Students for Responsible Action wrote to him regarding the activities of
Dr. Steven M. DeLue (Political Science) in the presidential campaign of
that year. Carpenter's response was reassuring to a new faculty:
It is inconceivable that we should aspire to stand for higher /earning and universal truth and yet suppress the rightful freedoms (and
possible truths) within our own community. We could not then
consider ourselves responsible, nor, I suspect, could you.
In any event, I am confident that there is no cause for alarm. I
am pleased to report that we have proponents of all legal political
parties in our group and I hope each individual is concerned
enough about such a significant event as the upcoming general
election to act on his beliefs insofar as he is able - whether I
agree with them or not.

Dr. Carpenter retained respect for academic freedom in June 1980
when angry community members demanded that Dr. Minor Chamblin
(Psychology) be fired following his testimony as a paid expert witness in
a court case involving pornographic materials. Carpenter praised
Chamblin's professional competence as an educator in his classes on
"Human Sexuality," and said:
I do consider myself a man of high morals and my sense of the
ethical rejects the suggestion that I should dismiss any person on
the basis of a newspaper item. Also, I am dedicated to one of the
basic tenets of a true university and a free nation - that of
academic freedom when exercised in a responsible manner.

President Carpenter could, however, deliver curt lectures - usually
on paper - to faculty members who committed breaches of decorum.
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On one occasion he wrote to a respected Associate Professor: "At the risk
of concealing your omniscience, I strongly urge you to exercise more tact
and caution before launching attacks upon those persons outside the
University with whom we wish to maintain good relations ."
Neither Tom Carpenter nor Roy Lassiter were entirely pleased with
the staff hired for 1972-73. At the end of the second year they discussed
making changes, but decided not to because of Dr. Lassiter's feeling that
''things are unsettled in a new organization anyway, and people are
uncertain of their authority and of their relationship to each other."
After deciding that the personnel problems were partly the result of
" growing pains, development pains of people growing into their jobs,"
the two men "mutually agreed that we were going to give it six or seven
years operation - unless some crisis developed, or unless a situation
became impossible."
There were times when situations with some personnel seemed close
to impossible, but both Carpenter and Lassiter continued to follow a
policy of tolerance. Dr. Lassiter believed it wasn 't "worth the cost to
move vigorously" against particularly vexing faculty members : "I think
that over the long haul things were better when [a discontented individual] ruined himself in terms of his relationships and leadership.
You create a martyr in a situation and it doesn't do any good ."
Angry and disappointed on occasion, but never moved to retaliate, the
essential fairness and tolerance that characterized the actions of President Carpenter and Vice President Lassiter left an enduring legacy. This
legacy has been partly responsible for a remarkably high rate of faculty
retention that has in turn contributed to an atmosphere of stability and
continuity of programming during the latter years of the decade when
resignations of administrators became frequent.
Dr. Jack Humphries, formerly Associate Vice President for Academic
Affairs, credits the faculty with maintaining stability during these unsettling experiences. "All through this, " Dr. Humphries said , "I was
always impressed by the quality of our faculty. No matter if we had lost
a leader like Roy Lassiter or Dean Ash , through all of this at the departmental levels, we functioned and continued to do an excellent job."
In addition to enhancing security and stability, the policies of UNF's
early administrators also encouraged participation in a broad range of
University experiences - far beyond what could have been expected at
an established institution . Influenced largely by its system of governance
(first the General Assembly, then the Faculty Association), UNF has
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been a highly participatory institution, brooking few privileges of rank in
its internal affairs . Junior faculty members have joined in crucial decisions on tenure and promotion, systems of governance, academic programs and other matters of vital importance to the University. To an outsider, or even to the seasoned veterans on the faculty, UNF must have
appeared to be too precocious, yet it was a marvelous mixture of university experiences beyond the classroom for all who cared to participate.
This theme was well illustrated by one faculty member, just out of
graduate school, whose first teaching was at UNF.
I was the newest member on the faculty and hadn't even finished
my dissertation so I really didn't have a Ph.D . and I saw myselfwhich is probably one of the neat things about this Univerity - being right at the hub of development of a graduate program . Most
people could be at a university for thirty years and never do that.

For many faculty, this egalitarian approach also included curriculum
development at the department level. One person remembered being
asked : "What do you want to teach?" and, not having broad teaching experiences, merely proposed courses of personal interest which were then
incorporated into department curriculu.m. A colleague from the same
department feels that "it was very appealing to be able to do one's own
thing," but is now highly critical of the "lack of direction we
received - after all we had few teaching experiences. Is that - merely
teaching one's interests - any way to develop a regimen, a discipline?"
Many original faculty now have mixed feelings on this point: they lament the absence of senior professors to serve as role models during
their critical formative years at UNF; yet they exult in the overall experiences they gained in the process of building a new university.
After a decade, the UNF faculty has gained valuable experiences far
beyond the norm for its collective years in the profession. This
phenomenon was part of the reason why President Carpenter, looking
back on the UNF experience from the perspective of his new job at
Memphis State University, said in Fall 1981 that he thought UNF had
developed the best teaching faculty in Florida and possibly the best at
any public university in the Southeastern United States.
UNF began its first decade with a promise that it was ''Designed to be
Different'' to better serve non-traditional students. Anticipating students
who would be older than typical undergraduates, primarily place-bound
working people unable either to afford private colleges or to relocate to
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another public university in Florida, the University stretched its
resources across a sixteen hour daily schedule in order to accommodate
these students. After some initial experimentation and innovation, the
University settled upon relatively traditional course offerings with an
emphasis on quality teaching, small classes and individualized attention.
In ten years of instruction, UNF has made a significant difference in
Northeast Florida. After its August 1982 graduation ceremony, the
University had awarded 9,673 bachelor's and master's degrees from
among the total 42,956 students who had enrolled in its classes. An additional 15,300 persons had participated in the diverse non-credit programs offered by the Division of Continuing Education. A stable base of
alumni support had also been established among the more than 5,000
graduates of UNF who resided in Duval and Clay counties during Summer 1982.
At the end of its first decade, the University of North Florida could
well be proud of the institution built from scratch pads and dreams. On
the tenth anniversary of the commencement of its classes (October 2,
1982), UNF inaugurated Dr. Curtis L. McCray as its second president.
The institution over which he presides will differ from the 1972 version
that Dr. Carpenter supervised through most of the first decade. The trees
and shrubs on the campus have grown and prospered, the lakes are
teeming with fish to tempt local anglers, and the Nature Trails have been
officially designated a National Recreation Trail in the U.S. National
Trails System by the Department of the Interior (July 1978). The University's physical plant has expanded throughout the decade, with a recent
trend toward functional, yet aesthetically appealing, buildings as exemplified by the new Boathouse, the Carpenter Library and the theatrecafeteria complex.
Like the environment, Dr. McCray's faculty collegues have matured
and prospered throughout the decade, but they have retained a sense of
idealism and a commitment to quality teaching. There is currently an enthusiastic anticipation that President McCray will institute a systematic
and broad-based planning process to allocate resources and to implement new programs. The pattern of decision-making in the first decade
was a natural outgrowth of UNF 's experiences: it began with a tiny core
of administrators who met together to make all important decisions. The
circle expanded slightly as more administrators were hired and planning
for the new university proceeded. By the time faculty arrived, the pattern of planning and decision making had been established: a small circle
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of administrators made the important decisions. From 1978 through
1982 the circle grew smaller. Judging this a mistake as the University
matured and grew larger, faculty looked forward to participation in
President McCray's proposed planning process.
Also anticipated with enthusiasm is the authorization of freshmen and
sophomore courses for the predominantly upper-division and graduate
institution. UNF is expected to grow younger during its second decade as
it adds a lower division, intercollegiate athletic competition, and residential dormitories. It promises to be an interesting decade.

